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FOREWORD

This report represents lecture notes of the author covering

a course in Celestial Mechanics which has been given at the Air

Force Institute of Technology for the past seven years. It should

be noted that these are lecture notes and not a polished textbook.

It is intended for engineers with a background in dynamics such as

that covered in the books by Greenwood or Tha.pson. The author would

also like to clearly stat1 that these notes are by no means original

with the author. The organization, misspellings and occasional jokes

are those of the author. All else I have learned from others.

"Iten 'Omer smote his bloomin' lyre,

'E'd heard men sing by land an' sea;

An' what 'e thought le might require,

'E went an' took - the same as me!"

-Kipling-Barracks-.Rom Ballads

Introduction.
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ABSTRACT

This report represents lecture notes for a graduate level

course in celestial mechanics which has been given at the Air Force

Institute of Technology. It covers a review of the two-body

problem, discusses the three-body problem, the restricted three-body

problem together with regularization and stability analysis. The

main portion of the report develops the Hamilton-Jacobi tkeory and

applies it to develop Lagrange's and Gauss' planetary equations. The

oblate earth potential is developed and the secular equation solved.

Effect of small thrust, drag, lunar-solar gravitational and solar

radiation perturbations are developed mathematically and the net

effects discussed. Vbn Zeipel's method for the solution of nonlinear

equations is developed and used to solve Duffing's equation as an

example. Special perturbations are discussed along with errors due

to numerical integration and Encke's method is used to obtain approxi-

mate analytical results for the motion of stationary satellites.

Finally a ccmplete discussion of coordinate systems, time scale and

astronomical constants are given. The report ends with a detailed

discussion of the shape of the earth. Two appendices briefly cover

numerical integration and a review of Lagrangian mechanics.
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1. introduction

Tycho Brake (1546-1601) spent 21 years peering at the sky and

compiling a cataloque of the location of 777 stars and five of the

planets. His precise observations were made entirely without the aid

of a telescope. It was not until 1609 that Galileo first used che

telescope for astronomical purposes. Tycho Brake's observato~y and

instruments are discussed in some detail in the Scientific American

article by John Christianson I. From Tycho's data Johannes Kepler

(1571-1630) was able to derive the three laws which bear his narxe.

Kepler worked out a circular orbit for Mars that came with.n eight

minutes of arc of Tycho's observations of that planet - a discrepancy

amounting to no more than the thickness of a penny viewed edgewise at

arm's lenqth. But because Kepler knew that Tycho's data were accurate

to within as little as four or five minutes of arc, he discarded the

assumption of a circular orbit. He then tried fitting many cuxves,

eventually arriving at an elliptical orbit that fitted the observations.

Fortnaately 4h0 'jbservations were visual so that they did fit an ellipse.

More accurate telescopic observations would hive frustrated Kepler.

From Keplrer curve fitting came his three laws which he presented

as unexplained facts. In 1609 in Astronomia Nova (De Motibus Stellae

Martis) he wrote

(a) The helicentric motions of the planets (i.e., their motion

relative to the Sun) take place in fixed planes passing through the

actual position of the sun.



(b) The area of the sector traced by the radius vector from the

Sun, between any two positions of u planet in its crbit, Js proportional

to the time occupied in passing from one position to the other.

(c) The form of a planetary orbit is an ellipse, of which the Sun

occupies one focus.

Later in Harmonices Mundi (1619) he wrote

(d) The square of the periodic time is proporti.onal to the cube

of the mean distance (for an e&1ipse this is the semi-major axis).

Usually we call (c) the first law, and (d) Kepler's third law.

Almost as important as the laws themselves is the fact that perhaps

for the first time in tho history of science a theoretician had enough

respect for the accuracy of a set of data that he abandon his oriqinal

prejudices and searched for a totally new hypothesis.

The full dynamical implications of Kepler's laws were seen by

Newtc n (1642-1727). Newton had formulated his laws of motion in 1687

in his Philosophial Naturalis Principia Mathematica (Principia) in

three parts.

I. Every particle continues in its state of rest or uniform motion

in a straight line unless it is acted upon by some exterior force.

I. The time rate of change of momentum of a particle is proportional

to the force impressed upon it, and is in the direction in which the

force is acting.

III. To every action there is an equal and oppositely directed

reaction.

Given these fundamental laws and Kepler's observational data, Newton

2
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was led to deduce the law of gravitational attraction. It is Instructive

to follow the arguments which led Newton to the conclusion. For a body

to describe a plane curve, it is clear that the resultant of the forces

acting on it must lie in the plane. Further, if a planet movinq in its

plane has polar coordinates r and f centered in the sun, the rate at

which area A is swept out by the radius vector r is dA/dt v 1/2 r2f. By

Newton's second law of motion, the time derivative of r2i is given by

the moment, about the sun, of the resultant force acting or. the planet,

divided by the planet's mass. Hence, Kepler's second law (b) implied

that the moment was zero, and therefore that the resultant force was

central. This means its direution always passes through the sun. The

constant h - r2f is called the areal constant of the planet, and is equal

to twice the rate at which area is described.

Kepler's "first" law (c) then implied that each planet was attracted

to the sun by a force that varied like 1/r2 . The argument is as follows:

The polar equation for an ellipse is

a (l-,2)(1)
r - aI1

l+e cos f

where a is the semi-major axis, e is the eccentricity (the distance from

center to either focus divided by a), and f is measured from the peri-

center (the point on an elliptical orbit closest to the occupied focus).

The time derivative of (1-1) gives

ae (-) f sin
(l+e cos W

3



Using -2 this reduces to

eh sin f
a" --,;=" (1-3)

Similarly we have

of eh cos f
r or

eh2 cos fr - ar 2 (l-e 2)

which can be written in the form

r m h rl r(1-4)

The radial acceleration can now be calculated as follows:

*2 h 2  -.h2  -r h2

a r rfh 2=(a a (--) -J

r a a 1e(15)

From this and Newton's second law we deduce that the resultant

force acting on the planet is an attraction varyinq like i/r2 since h, a,

and * are all constafts. Kepler's "third" law (d) enabled Newton to

infer the complete mathematical form of the lo7, of gravitation.

For any single planet, the area of the ellipse is ffa2 /--e, and

the rate of describing area is h/2. Thus the period P of the planet's

orbital motion is

Pm 2ra2v 1 (1-6)
h

4



The mean motion n in an elliptical orbit is defined as 2r/P. Thus

for any planet

n - (1-7)

a2/1ie

n2a3  h2

a(l-e2;

and thus

h2  n2a3

r ar2 1-e2) r2  (1-9)

By Kepler's "third" law: a3 varies like P2, so n2 a3 is a constant

that is the same for all planets. Thus the acceleration of each planet

toward the sun is ym/r2. By Newton's third law, each planet exerts an

attractive force on the sun varyini like the masi of the planet; there-

fore, the gravitational attraction varies like the mass of the attracting

body as well as like the mass of the attracted body. Thus, the law of

gravitation was inferred.

"Every particle in the universe attracts every other particle with

a force which is iirectly proportional to the product of the masses of

the particles, and inversely proportional to the square of the distance

between them."
,mm 2

F - (1-10)
r

The mass In Newton's second law is inertial mass, i.e., mass times

velocity - moentum. It occurred to Newton that the gravitation mass,

5



m, and m, might not be the same. He therefore experimented with pendulums

of the same length and external shape, but filled with differing materials:

gold, silver, glass, sand, salt, water, wheat, etc. These pendulums he

found to have the same periods. To an accuracy of one part in 1000,

he found the weight of a body near the earth's surface was a)ways the same

multiple of its inertial mass, regardless of the nature of its material.

Thus, regardless of composition, the mass in the law of gravitation was

the same parameter as the mass inertially defined% More recently this

has been proven to be true to a constancy of about three parts in 1010.

Tn 1665 when Newton first conceived the idea of universal gravity,

he saw that the moon's motion around the earth ought to furnish a test.

Since the moon's distance (as was known even then) is about 60 times the

radius of the earth, the distance it should fall toward the earth in a

second ought to be, if the law is correct, 1/3600 of 193 inches = 0.0535

inches (193 inches = the distance which a body falls in a second at the

earth's surface). To see how much the moon is deflected from a straight

line each second we have, according to the central force law, that if the

moon's orbit was circular, its acceleration would be

47r2r
t 2 r 

(1-11)
t2

and the deflection is one-half of this. If we compute using r = 238,840

miles reduced to inches and t, the number of seconds in a sidereal month,

the deflection comes out 0.0534 inches, a difference of only 1/10,000 of

an inch. Unfortunately, when Newton first made this test, the distance

of the moon in miles was not known, because the size of the earth had not

6



then been determined with any accuracy. He used the length of a degree

of latitude as 60 miles instead of 69 which is closer to te true value.

Using this wrong earth radius, multiplying by 60, he obtained an earth-

moon distance which was about 16 percent too small. He calcu'ated a

deflection of only 0.044 inches. This discordance was too great and he

loyally abandoned the gravitational theory as being contradicted by fact!

Six years later, in 1671, Picard's measurement of an arc of a meri-

dian in France corrected the error in the size of the earth and Newton,,

on hearing of it, at once repeated his calculations. The accordance was

now satisfactory and he resumed the subject with zeal.

In Equation (1-10) the constant y appears. This is sometimes called

the Newtonian constant of gravitation and is not known with very great

accuracy. It is approximately

Y1 = 6.670 (1 - 0.0007) X 10- 8 cm3/gM see2 (1-13)

This numerical constant depends on the units of mass, time, and

distance.

Kepler's "third" law (d) did not take the action-reaction principle

into account and to be precise we must include the effect of the mass of

the planet. Thus, the correct form of Kepler's law is

.7



y(rk+ Aa) = nYa3  (1-14)

with

27r
P .

Note that we had

n2 a3 = Y(m1+ m) (1-15)

so that

na 3 - "(mk+ e). (1-16)

This gives a simple relation between the units involved. Thus, for

elliptical motion any one of the three unit quantities may be found when

the otler two are known. In most texts y = k2 and this is written

na =k(ms + m e) (1-17)

with k being called Gauss' constant. Gauss established its value by

setting "a" equal to unity, taking the mass of the sun as unity, and m,

the planet's mass, in units of solar mass. He used

1

34571o

and took

P

with P = 365.2563835

as the sidereal year in mean solar days.
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This gives k = 27r 0.01720209895000

The two values on which it rests have been improved but to avoid

making adjustments in ko it is regrded as absolutely accurate and the

mean distance a of the earth's relative orbit is revised. More recent

vlues have been more like

m= - .L -- ,

T = 365.25635442.

This value of a so obtained from(1-17)is called the astronomical

unit and is defined as that distance unit, such that if it is used, k

will have extitly the value Gauss assigned to it. Even despite the

uncertainties one should appreciate that k is known much more precisely

than y. This is a problem in units as some confusion exists if one

writes

y= k.

Thus y is meant to refer to gram, cm., second units while k is the

Gaussian constant of gravitation.

If we kept changing the value of k this would mean that all astro-

ncmical calculations would have to be repeated every time the value of

z or the mass ratio was improved. Rather than do that, we accept Gauss'

value of k as exact, we treat it as a definition, and let the value of

a vary so as to make equation 17 hold true.

9



The result of this adjustment in a is that when more reliable data

are obtained, all existing calculations have only to be scaled by a value

of "a" defined by a slight variation of Kepler's law. This latter equa-

tion can be written as

Me
na 3 = Me( + gg). (1-18)

Using the values of n, and Me/Ms as determined by Gauss, this

becomes

a3 = 2.5226941 x o13 kMs (1-19)

and this can be considered as defining the astronomical unit.

Note that it is often stated that the astronomical unit is the

distance from the sun to a body of infinitesimal mass revolving in a

circular orbit with a period of 365.24... ephemeris days, but this is

a description only, not a definition.

Sometimes, a unit of time I/k = 58.13244087 days is chosen instead

of the day- with such a unit O= 1. Sometimes, as for double stars, the

year is taken as the unit of time, the mean distance of the earth from

the sun as the unit of distance, the solar mass as the unit of mass.

Then we have

(2), = k (l+m)

or

.(1-20)

10



There is another item worth noting and that is the careless usage

of the words semi-major axis and the mean distance. Seni-major axis

refers to en ellipse, the mean distance refers to the length in Kepler's

equation. For the ideal two body case there is no problem; but when a

third body of appreciable mass is introduced, Kepler's 'third" law loses

its geometrical significance. In such cases the law should be looked

upon as what in fact it is, merely a definition of the unit of distance.

References:

Sterne. T. E., "An Introduction to Celestial Mechanics,"

Interscience, pp. 1-5 (1960).

Moulton, F. R., "An Introduction to Celestial Mechanics,"

Macmillan, pp. 29-35 (1914).
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2. TWO BODY PROBLEM

FIGURE 2-1

By Newtonts law

d2 i mMM l dt- =  k2y j - i i = 1 2 . n (2-1 )

For two bodies this becomes

"I -d7 = - .12 (2

(2-2)

2c 14( r - r
2 = 2 -12

Subtracting gives

d ( 2 - ) =  (ml + M
2 )

d 2  
- rr 12 (r2 (2-3)

This is the equation of relative motion. When the mass of one of

the bodies is very small compared to he other, i.e., when motion of m 2

has no effoct on mI, then with

12



r r r12

a a

r

= = unit vector'
r

v

we have

d2j dv (mi1 + M2 ) (
d y d _k2 -- fr .(-)

Since and are collinear we have,

X 'x) (2-5)

dt dt

from which we find

x = = constant = angular momentum (2-6)

x i is normal to both F and and hence * Ii = r " x = -0.

Thus motion remains in a fixed plane which is normal to 
I. NovJ

take the cross product of (2-4) times (2-6).

dt x R --- l4--R x ( x =k 2 (MI 
+ M2 ) dR (2-7)---- = dt

since

d)I dR -dR

TVdt dt

13



Thus

d ( d x k2 (m + m2) d' (2-9)

This is called the Runge integral. Integrating gives

x h = k2 (I1 + m2 )(R + e) (2-10)

= arbitrary vector constant of integration.

We can find e as foliows:

r x h=k 2 (M 1 + M2) . (R+ e) k2 (M + M2 ) (r + er cos f) (2-11)

(f is the angle between and ).

Noting that

i * x = v x rx v= x ' h h2

one has

h2 = k2 (ni + m2 ) (r + er cos f). (2-12)

This can be solved for r to give

h2  r i ] (2-13)
r = k4 (mI +m 2) 1+ e cos f

Equation (2-13) can be interpreted geometrically by considering Figure (2-2).

D

FIGURE (2-2) Conic Section.

14



Since a conic is the locus of a point (P) whose distance (r) from

a given fixed point called the focus (F) is in a constant ratio (e) from

a fixed line called the directix (DD'), one can write

r = e F = e(d - rcosf)

which can be solved for r to give

ed P
r + e cosf 1 + e cosf

with p £ ed = constant

e is a certain vector perpendicular to R and Jel = eccentricity.

The direction of e is along the major axis and f is measured from

a line between focus and nearer vertex (perigee). Lets assume 0 E e < 1,

at f = 0

h2  1

f =r

r = k1 (l +  2 ) 1 - e (2-15)
hn P[ 1 + M 2]

r + r 2a = k (mI 2 +
o 7r ( 1 + m2  L+ e 1 eJ

(2-16)

2h2

- kz (mI1 + M2 ) (U -e )

hence

r a(l - e2) (2-17)
1 + e cosf

15



from which one can find

cosf a(l - e2) 1 (2-18)er e

Note that at f = 0 we are at perigee and equation (2-17) gives,

r = a(1 - e)p

while at f = v we are at apogee and equation (2-17) reduces to

rA = a(l + e).

Note also that

r x = R (2-19)

with

IhI = I 1 I1J sin ( , *1.

However since we have

IvI sin (i, ) = r (2-20)

one can write

r2 df dA

d h2 (2-21)

which is Kepler's "second" law.

In one period the radius sweeps out the entire area. The area of

an ellipse is ffab where b is the semi-minor axis and hence

2wab = hP
(2-22)

2irab
h

but

h2  a (1 - e2) k2 (mi1 + m2 ) (2-23)

16



and (see C:hapter 3),

a (i - e2) = -
2

a U a

so that

__2__a_
/2  (2-2.)

1 + m2

this is the corrected form for Kepler's "third" law.

Returning to Equation (2-4) we can derive the vis-viva or energy

integral.

d2F k 1 + m2
7 _ 

(2-25)

dr d2  1 d /di dr = k2  mr . (2-26)

dt "t T dk "t- dt ) =t

Since rR then

dE -dr
dt r- rt + dt

and hence

d_ -N dr dr

so that we may write

1 dr . R- 1 r d(2-2T)

Upon substitution of (2-27) into (2-26) we have

1" d d " . " = k2  *
21 dt dt /l+ 2tr

17



This expression may be integrated to give

v2=k 2 (ml+ m2 )( + constant) (2-28)

This must hold everywhere, in particular it must be true at perigee

v2  k2 (m +m 2---+ C
p 1 2 r /P

(2-29)
v
2

k" (m + m2 a (I - e)

where we have used r = a (1 - e).p

In addition, we can also write at perigee that

h = r v = av (l - e).pp p

From Equation (2-23) we can write,

h2 = a (1 - e2) k2 (m + m = r2v 2

Solve for v to give
P

a (1 - e2 ) k2 (Mi1 + M2 )

p a (1 e-

When this is substituted for v in equation (2-29) we havep

0= l+e 2 1.
a (1- e) -a (1 - e) -

Equation (2-28) is then written as

V2 = k2 (ml +m 2)[r- VIS-VIVA (2-30)

Before proceeding further let's pause and review some properties of

conic sections in general and of the ellipse in particular.

18
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CHAPTER 3. CONIC SECTIONS

The conic sections are so named because they are the plane curves

formed by the intersection of a plane and the surface of a right circular

cone. The conic sections are shown in Figure 3-1.

The precise definition of a conic section is the locus of a point

(P) which moves in a plane such that its distance from a fixed point

called the focus (F) bears a constant ratio (e) to its distance from a

fixed straight line called the directrix (DD').

r (3-1)

z.

The relationship is shown in Figure 3-2 for the various conic sections.

e is called the eccentricity. If

e = 0 the conic is a circle

0 < e < 1 the conic is an ellipse

e = 1 the conic is a parabola

1 < e < - t1, conic is an hyperbola.

in each case the parameter a, which is half the maximum diameter,

is called the semi-major axis of the conic section. Note that

a = c for a parabola

0 < a < for an ellipse

-- < a < 0 for the hyperbolic case.

20
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From Figure 3.2 and the definition of a conic section one can write

r = e = e (d - r cosf)

or (3.2)

edr
1 + e cosf

The angle f is called the true anomaly. Some of the astronomical

literature uses v for the true anomaly. Ballistic missile literature

often uses 0 and Kraft Ehricke, for one, uses n. When f 90 ° , equation

(3-2) becomes

r = ed= p.

This defines the semi-latus rectum or conical parameter. When f 0,

we are at a point which is closest to the focus. This point is called

the perifocus and for an orbit about the earth it is called the perigee;

for an orbit about the sun it is called the perihelion. The point where

the radius is a maximum occurs when f - 1800 and is called the apofocus

or apogee for the earth orbits and aphelion for sun orbits. From

equation (3-2) we have the following

For f = 0, r = r =
p l+e'

For f = Tr, r = r ------
A 1-e

For the ellipse the total largest diameter of the ellipse is denoted

by 2a. From Figure 3-3 we conclude that

22
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rmax rmi n  2a

rA + r = 2a (3-3)

+ P___ = 2a
l-e l+e

from which we find the relationship,

p = a(l - e2). (3->)

Equation (3-2) may thus be written as

a(l - e2)
1 + e cos f

Note that r = r when f 0 0, so from (3-5) we now have r = a(l - e)P p

and since r = rA when f = f we also have

rA a(l + e). (3-6)

This equation (3-6) may be written as

rA = a + ae.

Referring to Figure 3-3 one sees that since OB = a, we must have

OF ae. This latter quantity is called the linear eccentricity, c.

c =ae

c (3-7)

IDI

cle x IQIURE 1- 7
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From Figure 3-5 we can show some important relationships. For any

point P we have by symmetry that r = et and r' ei' and hence we can

write

r + r' = e(k + V').

From Figure 3-5 we also have

£ + ' = d + 2c + d = 2(d + c).

From this we can now write

r + r' = 2e(d + c). (3-8)

At point A, the perigee, we can write

r a --c
e -= -(a - c)

This can be reduced to

a- c a- c +ae a (39)
d + c S + a = --- = * 39

e ee

Substitute (3-9) into (3-8) to give the relation,

r + r' =2& (3-10)

c-ae en ;,fltj: .

FIGURE 5-$

At thq midpoint of the ellipse, Point C of Figure 3-6, we have

r -- r' snd the relation (3-10) gives

r a.
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By applying the Pythagorean theorem to the triangle of Figure 3-6

(ACOF) we have

2 2 2 2 22
a =b +c =b +ae

Solve this for e2 to obtain

e- a b = 1 -
(3-11)

a

2
In addition since p = a - ae , we have

p a - a 2 (3-12)

a

p = b2 /a.

Many other relationships may be similarly developed. Any reference

bo,.K on Analytical Geometry will give many more handy relationships as

for example that the area of an ellipse is rab, etc.

An important ancillary development uses the eccentric anomaly E.

To define the eccentric anomaly, E, one draws a circle of radius

a about the center of 'he ellipse at 0. (See Figure 3-7).

CIRCLE OF MDIUS a

Figure 3-7 Eccentric Anomaly
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Tho coordinate system is centered at the center of the ellipse at

point 0. The x i coordinate, OQ, of a point P on the ellipse is given

by

= = a cosE. (3-13)

In this coordinate system the equation for an ellipse can be written

as

(x')2  
1) 2

a- + = (3-14)

Using equation (3-1h) together with equation (3-13) one can obtain

the ordinate value of the point P as,

yl b sinE. (3-15)

Q xf

0 t'j

In a coordinate system centered at the focus(F)one has for a point

P (from Figure 3-8),

x = FQ = r cosf = a cosE - ae (3-16)

and

y = PQ = r sinf = b sinE = av 1--e sinE (3-17)
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This relation for b is found by solving equation (3-11).

From (3-16) and (3-17) one finds

= 2+ 2 (a cosE - ae)2 + a2 (1 - e2 ) sin 2E

r = a 2(1 - e cosE)2  (3-18)

r = a(l - e cosE).

This relates the radius vector (drawn from the foci.s) with

the eccentric anomaly.

Given

x = r cosf = a(cosE - e)

(3-19)
y = r sinf = a v 7 r sinE,

the half angle formula,

1 sinf
2 1 + cosf

may be used to develop the fact that

tal 1v ~ ( 1 sinE) 1/3+ e' tan El. (3-20)ta - e 1 + cosE -- e -- 2/'

The conic section can be represented by vectors as well. Let us

define the vectors of interest as in Figure 3-9. From the basic

definition of a conic section one can write

r

d r

r de-- .
d
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FIGURE 3-9 Vector Relations
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CHAPTER 4. K2PLER'S EQUATION

Now let us return to equation (2-17) from which one can find equation

(2-18) which is rewritten below.

f = cos- (a(- e2) (4-1)

We can differentiate this arc cosine relation to give

df = a/ dr.
rVaze z  (a r17

Using the relation r2  f = h, we can write

dt

a_ /1_-_r = hdt (4-2)
rvla2e2 (a -r7 r

If we make use of the fact that

r = a - ae cosE

we have

a - r = ae cosE (4-3)

and

dr = ae sinE dE. (4-4)

With these relations, equation (4-2) which can be written as

dr hdt (4-5)
/s.ze z -(a r)z a v'1- -e

now becomes

(1- e cos E) dE = hdt (4-6)
a2T--_
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which Interates to obtain

(E - e sin E) =n (t - T ) =M (4-7)

with

n = = - average angular velocity (4-8)
a2V-- e ab

P2 (4-9)

n is a conatant called the mean motion. It is the angular rate in

a circular orbit with the same period as the actual orbit. M is the mean

anomaly. It is the angle which the radius would describe if it moved

at a constant rate n. When E = 0, M = 0 then t = To; T is called the

time of arrival at perigee, sometimes called the epoch.

Equation (4-7) is called Kepler's equation. There are 101 ways to

solve it. We shall consider two. We have

H U n(t- E - e sin E. (4-i0)

This equation relates the time t with the eccentric anomaly E which

in turn is related to r by means of the relation r = a(l - e cor E). To

find r - r(t) we first pick t then solve (4-10) for E and thence find r

for that instant of time. Recall also that

x a r cos f a a(cos E - e) (4-11)

Y - r sin f a a/i-v sin E. (4-12)

To solve Kepler's equation (4-i0) we assume a series solution in powers

of the eccentricity e, as

E. - C k (M)e k E(e) (4-13)
k=l

E(O) = M.
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r'u~~1 dkE
C K M) = - dek  e = 0

If we -write Kepler's equations as

F(E, e, M) E - e sin E - M = 0,

then using

dE _ e

de BF

we have

dE " and hence d2E sin E cosE etc.

de 1- cos E de (1-e cos

We can now solve this differential equation by 
means of the power series to

give terms like

E(o) = M E'(o) = sin M, etc.

to obtain

E =M + e sin M e2 sin 2M + (32 sin 3M - 3 sin M) +"" (4-15)
2! 3122

This becomes

E = M + -(e 3 + e-- e7 + ""-) sin M
F 19-2 9216

+e e_ e 6  .3e
3  27e 5  243e 7

_ T + - ..)sin 2M + -120 
+ ") Bill 3M

e4  e6
+ _- - + ) sin 4M + 

(4-16)

This series converges for e < 0.662743. 
We can also use a differential

correction technique. As a first approximation we take

E °  M + e sin M + sin2 14  (4-17)

0 2
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then from

M E - e sin E

we find

AM =M M 0 = AE - e cos E AE

or
M - M

AEo 0 (4-18)0 e - cosE
0

The more correct value is then E1  E + AE from which we compute

M and get

1AEI e Cos E1 etc. (4.19)

This process converges very rapidly.

Similarly we can find a series expansion for f, the true anomaly,

f- E
tan -- ta ,

thus given E we can find f. We obtain a series for f as a function of

time (M = n(t - T0)) similar to the one obtained for E to give the following:

f = M + (2e - + 5e5 -107e 7 + "') sin M

+ (5e2  lle"+ 17e 6 + ..) si + 43e 5  95e 7  sin 3M+192 12 192 512-

+103e4  451e 6-- - - , ..) sin M .. (4-20)

These formulae and many more may be found in "Design Guide to Orbital

Flight" McGraw-Hill Book Company. This same book can be ordered from DDC

(ASTIA) as "Orbital Flight Manual," AD445453.
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The two body problem can be summarized as follows:

Given a, e and T (time of perigee passage), then
o

P 2_a3/2 k a Gauss's Constant (4-21)
k 6 1 + m2

21

n P p(4-22)

M n (t - T ) (4-23)

E - e sin E= n (t - T 0 M. (4-24)

Solve this for E = E(t).
e3  e5  e7

E a + ( 2L .t:__ esin M8 192 921 6

+ e2- e4 + C6 + sin 2M + (3 - + 2 -- sin 3M
(22-- Z z ,128 5120

e4 -4e
6 + **j sin25e5 3125e7 + )sn5

S2.6 .. sin 6 + -160e sin 7M + (4-25)

From this Vw find

r U a (1-e cos E) = a e 2 )  (4-26)1 + e Cos f

to give r = r(t). We can also find f a f(t) from the series expansion or

from
f l- e Ea

tan I - tanE (4-27)

For parabolic and hyperbolic orbits (e > 1) these formulae must be

modified.
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For a parabola, e 1 and we have

r -+ o (4-28)1 +Cos f

Since the orbit is not periodic, there is no mean anomaly and Kepler's

equation is not applicable, However since h r24 we can -write

t f r2  h3  f df
f dt+ fC o (+ cos * (4.129)
TO  0 0

k2 (mI +i 2 ).

Using the identities

1 + cos f =2 cos
2 f
2

and
sec2 . . I1 + tan2f

ec2 2

we have

t T a ha f sec2 (I + tan2-) f0 - o MT  2)s e 2

t o (t + 1 tan3 ). (4-30)

To find the position as a function of time one solves the cubic equation

(4-30) for tan 1 and then finds f. We can then determine r from (4-28) or

from the readily derived equation

r- x1 (i + tan2 f (4-31)

For the hyperbolic orbit the equivalent for equation (4-29) becomes

f) 3 2 dt " f df (a < 0)
S [-a (e2 1) 3/2  o (I + e cos f)2
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where we recall that for an hyperbola a is negative and e > 1.

Integrate from T to t and from 0 to f, using a table of integrals,0

to obtain

1a,(t --o)  e sinh F - F (4-32)

which is analogous to Kepler's equation. The radial equation can

now be written as

r = a (I - e cosh F). (4-33)

These hyperbolic equatins are identical to elliptical motion under

the substitution E = -iF. Thus one can wr~te

tan , = tanh etc. (4-34)

The inverse series solution can also be obtained. A good summary

of these formulae is given in Kraft Ehricke's book, "Environment and

Celestial Mechanics," Volume I of Snace Flig.ht starting on page 332.

In addition see any of the handbooks referenced at the end of Chapter 5.

A

P skJvboi anomaivj
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CHAPER 5. ELLIPTICAL PARAMWERS

In Chapter 3 we developed a few elliptical formulae such as

rp = a(1 - e) and rA = a(l + e),. Using the fact that rA + rp = 2a

together w"ith r = a(l - e) we have
P

-r rA - r
e=I - = - L-. 

(51a rA + r -

Similarly

b =a/ T V /1 (5-2)Ap 

Cos a a -r (5-3)ae a .. rp

et cetera. These various interrelationships are summarized in the

elliptical formulae table. The student should verify several of the

relations. Another parameter of interest is the flight path angle. The

angle y is the inclination of the trajectory to the local horizontal.

Figure 5-1 below illustrates this.

iLoc.ry

FIGURE 5-1
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tan y = limit 6r = d_ (5-h)

6f - 0 r6f r df.

now

r = P
1 + e cos f

therefore

dr De sinf
d (1 + e cos f)

and hence

t + e cos f (e sin f)
tan Y p" + e cos 04z

e sin f (5-6)
tan =1 + e cosf (

The velocity at any point on the trajectory can be divided into its

radial and tangential components,

@ (5-7)

From Figure 5-1

rf = V cos y (5-8)
= V sin 

y.

But recall h = r2f = constant, hence

rv cos y = h (5-9)

This angular momentum, h, is conserved at every point of the ellipse.

Energy is also conserved.

E = kinetic + potential

k2 (mI + m2 )E= r 2 v2 r

where = k2 (m + m 2).
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From the vis-viva

2k2 (mI + m2) k2 (MI + m2)
v1 2 - (5-12)

r a

k2 (mI + m21 2 -(5-13)
2a

Thus all elliptical trajectories with the same energy have the same

semi-major axis length. This 'a" value can be changed only by altering

the total energy of the orbit. Equal energy orbits also have equal periods.

Why?

Since the flight path angle, y, is zero at apogee and perigee, we

have

rAYA p p

and since

h
2

r (I + e Cos f)

then at apogee we have

r2vZ

r (5-15)

Solve for e to give

r2v2  r
e =i -__%_a 1 (5-16)

ir A rA \V/
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w 2here v c 2 /r p. v is the velocity for a circular orbit at a distance

r . Now substituting for e we havep

h2
r =

U1+(1- ) r~~Costf]
L \ ' /

At perigee r = rp, f = 0 giving

r2v2
r P

[I IrA

Solving for rA gives

r2v2
rA  = 2A 2z - rv 2

pp

or

(v a)2

rA =( 5-7 )

Put this in the equation for e (equation 5-16) to give,

e a -)2 (5-18)
(v2

vP/v is the ratio of perigee velocity to the velocity needed to

maintain a circular velocity at that radius (r ). Thus for v = v ,p p

e a 0 and we have a circular orbit.
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Having found the elliptical parameters in terms of the dynamic

parameters (see page 55) we now have a large variety of two-parameter

families, any one family of which will describe the ellipse. A further

reduction can be made to the burn-out parameters.

The missile will reach some velocity vb at a distance from the

earth's center of 'b and at a flight path angle Yb at the time of burn-out.

We desire to find the elliptical parameters from these burn-out values.

Since the total energy arid angular momentum are conserved we have

b 2 b rb = bbCosYb'

At perigee

Sh h = h rv
p p r p b rpp

Letting v2 = /r the equivalent circular orbit velocity at the rb
S b

altitude, we have the following development:

SErlvb cob I )Y v 2

p r

rp 
p

r 2 22

r 2 + r c  rs  v Cos b 0
- .) 2Eb

42
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Solve for r to give

r. ,, : J 2r v cos 2 y.

r 2E b2 59

We use the - sign for r . One can show that the + sign corresponds

to the apogee distance rA. Now we have

Ei (v)

and since

v2r2F V2 E Fv~b b b (\vb) -

r b - b

Real v +- -

V,2 2Q [_ (v co 2 Y s)ja

rr

vr s
Selv = re

r

r

r3thrfr



Hence given v b, rb and yb one can compute r and v . One additionalP p

item is of interest, the angular distance between burn-out and perigee.

e sin fb
ta1 Yb = i + e c',s f-

D

Rearrangement gives

sin b - tan yb=tan Ybcos fb

Le6 v = sin fb then cos fb =  7

Substitution and reduction gives
ta2 I 2 - e2

V2 (1 - tan' - 2v tan Yb +  - tan2 b =

Solving for v we find

sin b = tan b -
e (1 + tan4 y [ 1 -f (I ez)(l + tan LJb

Now examine e. Recall that

h2 = pa (1 - e2 ).

Solve for e to give

e2  11- r 2 V2 COS 2 y 2h 2  b b 2 V

where we have used the vis-viva evaluated at burn-out for the 1/a value,

i.e.

b 2 1
rb a
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This reduces to the following:

rbv2 00S 2 yV
e 2 =. b b 2

b Lr b rb

e2 ,l -2(r b)cos2b+ v r).b

Hence

2~ 1/2fe 4 N2(I)2 Cos2 Yb (5-22)

We can then obtain e in terms of rb, vb tnd T b. From this we can then

compute fb in terms of the burn-out parameters.
v Vb

If we let c =- and s =- withv v

V2 = V2

c rp s rb

the formialae may be summarized as follows:

rA c 2
r A(5-23)

r 2-
p

r
e c2 -1=1 - c2  (5-24)

rA

RU l2 1-J -s( 2) cor., (5-25)
r b  2 -s

r A 1rb -2 , 1 + + sZ (s2 - 2) co5-46)
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v Cos Yb-- = b (5-27)

v b  rD
rb

sin e 1 tanZ y b -( e'7) (1 + t--n1 -y,)] (-28

tan yb [ b

with

e = T - (2)- cos Yb (5-29)

These elements such as a, e and M or a, e and To describe the ellipse

in a given plane. We need to have three additional parameters to locate

a particle in three dimensional space. To do this we adont three Euler

angles 0, i, w in order to locate the orbit plane and to orient the orbit

within that plane. Consider Figure 5-2. We select the earth's equatorial

plane as a reference plane (at least for earth satellites) and take the

vernal equinox as the direction of the principal axis. The vernal equinox

is the "point" where the sun crosses the equatorial plane of the earth.

One should consult Chapter 32 for more details.

The angle measured in the eauatorial plane between this principal

axis and the line defining the intersection of the equatorial and orbit

planes is called the longitude of the ascending node or nodal angle p.

The angle between the orbit and equatorial planes is the inclination angle,

i. Thc third angle is the argument of perifocus or the longitude of

perigee (perihelion). This angle serves to locate the orientation of

the major axis of the ellinse with respect to the line of nodes. The

line of nodes is the line defined by the intersection of the equatorial

and orbit planes. Refer to Figure 5-2.
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For three dimensions we choose the six elliptical elements.

= ongitude of ascending node 0 _ <  2n

i = inclination of orbital plane to reference plane 0 _ i 

w = argument of perigee 0 .< w . 2n

a = semi-major axis 0 < a <

e = eccentricity 0 ; e < 1

T = time of perigee (perihelion) passage 0 < T < =.
0 0

Sometimes C = r =S+w is used as it has geometrical signific.ice.

Let us erect a rectangular coordinate system with its origin at the

center of mass and choose the x-y plane to lie in the plane of reference

with the x axis being the principal axis which points toward the ve-nal

equinox. The z axis is perpendicular to the reference plane. How can

one find the rectangular coordinates of a point P from the six elliptical

elements? To develop this consider Figures 5-3 and 5-4.

P

r4 PERIGEE

FIGURE 5-3
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FIGURE 5 -4

R is [ to plane of ellipse

R is along line of nodes

!, K, are unit vectcrs aiong x, y, z

4, N, P x 9 are mutually i vectors

r cos (w+f) + r sin (w+f) x

- cos + sin Q

14 cos i K sin i x x

cos i K + sin i (-cos n + sin )

x (sin i sin 0) (-sin i cos ) (cos i)

cos sin o

so th at

,N = x (-cos i s.n f) + (cos i cos 1) + sin i

r- r cos (w+f) {cos a I + sin 9

+ r sin (w+f) {-cos i sin S 1 + cos i 
cos J sin i KI
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Finally

r = I {r cos (L+*f) cos G - r sin (w+f) cos i sin R}

+ J {r cos (w+f) ain a + r sin (w+f) cos i cas 0) (5-30)

+ K {r sin (w+f) sin i) .

One thus obtains the relations:

x = r {cos (f+,) cos fi - sin (f+w) cos i sin W}

y = r {cos (f.w) sin Q + sin (f+w) cos i cos R} (5-31)

z = r {sin i sin ("+w)} .

One can also obtain relations for ,, and i but these are best

expressed as a function of the eccentric anomaly. If we define the

direction cosines as

tIC cos R cos w- sin a sin w cos i

mI x sin L cos w + cos L sin w cos 1 (5-32)

n,= sir w sin i

then making use of the fact that

r cos f = a (cos E - e)

r sin f = a/T sin E = b sin E,

equation (5-31) can be written as

x x at1 cos E + b 2 sin E- ae, 1

y = am, cos E + bmi2 sin E - aem1  (5-33)

z anI cos E + bn2 sin E- aen1

where

t2 = - cos Q sin w - sin 9 cos w cos i

m 2  - sin L sin w + cos R cos w cos i

n = cos w sin i.
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f3
The only quantity which is a function of time on the right hend side

is E, the eccentr.c anomaly given by

n(t - T o) - E - e sin E. (5-35)

Take the derivative with respect to time to give

dE n na(5-36)
dt 1 -ecos r '

The equation (5-33) may be differentiated to give terms like

n bdE dE

=-a sin E- bt cos E M etc. (5-36)

Substitution of E reduces these to the set

- (bt cos E -a,_ sin E)

sn a (b 2 cos E - am sin E) (5-37)

(bn2 cos E - an sin E).

For the reverse problem, let us find the elliptical elements in terms

of the position and velocity at a given time. Recall

(5-38)

Since we have ; x - we can wdrite

h z -y

(5-39)
h - zx -x
y

and h2 = p h 2 + h 2 + h 2  k2(M + m (5-40)
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V is a constant = k2ME. From the above we can calculate p, then using

v~2 .(Ij )

V2 , 2 + V2+ (5-41)

r 2  x x2 + y2 + Z2

one can compute a, and frcm

p = a(. - e2) (5-42)

the valtie of e can be obtained.

It h is projected onto the three planes, xy, yz, and zx, we obtain

h = h cos iz
h a ± h sin i sin R

h y h sin i cos a

h2 - h2 + h2 + h 2

x y z

From those one obtains
h
h

hCos i T- (5-45)

The upper or lover sigi: is used depending upon the sign of h5 . One

picks the upper value for positive hz, corresponding to an inclination

less than 90 degrees, and lower value for hz negative, corresponding to

90 ° .
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From equations (5-31) one can obtain

sin (f+w) = - cosec i
r

( 5- 1 6)~1
cos (f+t) = . (x cos Q + y sill S)

r

from which we can solve for A = f+w. If i = 0 the equations to use are

sin (f+w) = 1 (y cos S1 - x sin n)

(5-47)
1

cos (f+w) = 1 (x cos Q + y sin Q).

From the relation

h21- (5-48)
r = 1+e cos f

one can compute f and thence obtain w.

Conversions between all kinds of coordinate systems may be found in

various texts. For example, Chapter X, Page 711, of "Design Guide to

Orbital Flight," by Jensen, Townsend, Kraft, and Kcrk, or in "Methods of

Orbit Determination" by P. R. Escobal where the Appendix I (Page 393)

contains 36 basic coordinate transformations.
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6. TMEE AND N-BODY PROBLEZ

- Fr3

r XFIGURE 
6-1

For three bodi2s the equations of notion are

d- Ti -~n(T - ) k ( - )

2i akD2( ide 2*12,

at, T2 i 2  Ti 3

r- r2+ k (6-i)
3 3

dr2 r.3

lb _ d-r M3n (Fi - F3) + -3r M r

at2  el33

In the case of n bodies, we have equations of the form,

ex, U-1 (xI - xj)
dt2 j=or

dey, i-t (y, - Y,)
dy1  E (6-2)

d2Z- 14. (ZI - Zjdt

i= 1, 2, ... n j i
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When we consider the three body problem in rectangular coordtnates,

there are 9 equations of second order for a total of a system of equations

of 18th order. These have been effectively unsolved in general. In order

to solve these problems we look for "integrals" or "first integrals" or

"constants of the motion." These are basically conservation theorems.

In general for a system

t

we seek an "integral," a function of the form,

P(x,, x .. X t)

such that

dcp _-
dt

on each solution of Fl.

When n = 2 we have solutions as paths in this space. dp/dt = 0 means

that T = constant on each curve.

~t

surface A -

' " tP X 2

xl

FIGURE 6-2
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Take = i, say, a surface in the 3-D space. This surface is built

up of complete solution curves. Each level surface of *, (0 = 1, 2, ...

for many surfaces) is made up of complete solution curves. All of the

level surfaces form a stratification. Since is a surface and therefore

2-D, we have reduced the problem by one dimension.

We use the relation 0 (xl, x2 1 ...xn, t) = C to eliminate one varia-

ble and thereby reduce the order by one. Th se 0 formulae are conservative

laws. In general, if we have k such integrals, 0 1' 02"'"k' then the

system order can be lowered by the order k.

'Fl (xl' t) = C
2 ,"* Xn, .1

Ck (Xl' x''Xn t) = Ck

However, to solve these we must have at least one Jacobian (page 115)

ot order k j 0. That is, ( ' .F2"''k)i (x 2 x2 .. xk) # 0 at least

in a region. Wher this is satisfied we can solve for xl, x2 ,...x k in

terms of the other variables to lower the system order by k.

We have a general theorem in celestial mechanics problems which says

these integrals must exist. The third dimension is tibie, which increases

monotonically, the solution can't turn around in time.

For the three body problem only ten of the required 18 integrals are

known. Let us consider the known integrals.
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ENERGY

2- 2
d d r

m1dt 2 1 -rad1 U; m2 d 2 - grad2 U
dt dt

U =k 2  mlm2  + mm3 + mlm3

2 1 2  r 23 r 3

O 3'1 d:F 2
mi + U = C = constant

i=l d

For n bodies this takes the form

1i n 2 dy i 2 + a z ' 2 12 i +\dt + U C 1 = constant

n n k2m m

2 i=l J=l rij

For the case of internal forces only,the conservation of linear

mcmentum holds,

n di

E m3 J. = R with three components of E we have three equations,
i=l dt

therefore three "integrals."

The center of mass moves in a straight line.

n
E mi~ F Et +I

i=j. i

The conservation of momentum gives three more

! i~ldtI6



These may be written as

E ~ d x d

n dy C-

n [1  dzi - uy !2 (6-3)
l dt dt

n m K1 d~xi - X1jd c
r at at =C

LaPlace showed that one could direct the axes so that two of the con-

stants in these equations, say P1 and C; would be zero while the third

becomes V- + t + .7 . This is the plane of maximum sum of the products

of the masses and the rates cf- the projection of areas. It is called the

invariable plane by IaPIU.-e. The invariable plane of the solar system is

inclined to the ecliptac by about 2 degrees with Q = 286 degrees (see Chapter 32".

Thus we need 6n integrals for the n body problem but can find only

ten. Can we find any more? Bruns (Acta Mathematics Vol XI) showed that

'ith rectangular coordinates no new algebraic integrals are possi.ble.

Poincare t showed there were no new uniform transcendental integrals when

the coordinates are the elements of. the orbits. So we can't solve even

the three body problem in general; however, for special cases there are

some singular points.

Before discussing these singular points let us develop the geocentric

form of the n body problem. If we place the origin of a fixed inertial

coordinate system at the center of mass of the Solar System, the equations

of motion in component form become
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I

k2 K 30 (6-4)
d t

de

ate i ri

r - ( - y+ (1 - T) 2 + (Ci - C) 2  (6-5)

where J: , i are the coordinates of the planets of mass m, and

, I], C are the coordinates of the particle whose motion is being

investigated. It is desirable to move the coordinate system to the center

of mass of the Earth. To do this, let

Y = g - %

where In. , C. are the coordinates of the Earth with respect to the

center of mass of the solar system, for which

n-l

le I L !. , etc. (6-7)
dte =l r, .3

r = distance from center of Earth to planet with mass mi.

Similar equations exist for the other two components T and Co. We

now fcrm
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e§ dL+k 2 r- E, ~ ] 68
dt2  dt2  r0

3  L r, rj3

from which we obtain

"-!
d 2x =kmo + ki X X Il" x/_"l 3  (6"\9)

and the equations for the other coordinates are derived similarly.

? = x ' + y + z (6-o)

r = (x -x) 2 + (y1 _ y) 2 + (z -z) 2 = (particle to planet distance) 2

2 2ro = xt + Yi + zi (Farth to planet distance-)2

The values of x1 , y, z, are known tabulated functions of time

obtained from the American Erhereris and Nautical Almanac. Note the

equations of motion for the 4ffect of the particle on the planets have

been neglected. We will have occasion to return to equation (6-9) many

times. Since x, y, and z are measured from the center of the Earth, the

system is called the geocentric coordinate system.

The n-body problem is pretty hopeless to solve. Given three finite

bodies a general solution cannot be found; however, there are particular

solutions to the three body problem. If each of the bodies is placed at

the vertices of an equilateral triangle, they will maintain that config-

uration, although the triangle itself may vary in size. In addition there

is a straight line configuration. These solutions were found by Lagrange

in 1772. The figure below gives examples of this periodic motion.
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(2) M3

7 (2)n

0- boryc.inter borycenter

(a) equal moss s in a Circular orbit (c) differe-it mosses in a straight lir

0 borycenter

(b) different mosses in elliptic orits

FIo. 6-S Examples for Lagrange's Periodic Solutions of the Three-Body Problem.

FIGURE 6-2

Now let's consider the analysis. In the general case the solution

to the three body problem is planar. This fact is shown by Wintner in

hts book, "The Analytical Foundations of Celestial Mechanics. " Let's

assume planarity and consider the possible solutions in a fixed plane

with the origin at the center of mass. To aid the solution we consider

complex numbers Z.
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27 4 x rl71+Me2e +a3 ZS 0 (6-11)
mk2 since the origin is the center of mass,

ma

7 - Z2 w Z(,- (6-1p)

where w = ei 7/3 is the equation for the condition that we have an

equilateral. triangle. Equations (6-11) and (6-12) give

M2 + i+ m3  + s  --  (

7_ _+ 1 = 6 (1 + aw) (6-13)

Za=4l M2 + %W j

t + M2 + M3 w

where a = - = complex number.
S+ QOU3

Now by Newton's inverse square law we have

d- = k 1 (-7 72,_413 (6-14)

For an equilateral triangle,

Mere a is a complex number and Z -4 =a 4; Zi -Z =aw2.

11!nce:

d2 Z, 7 1 -M2(mP-inm3+m3) 13 W(mI+rn4I+M3)]
dt 3z1L m2 nb

de 1 1 1 3~ M2 + Rb W + M3
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d 74 1- (IN +n- +1-4)
t' 4 1 I 3I (6-16)

which is our central force inverse square law. Therefore, if there is a

triangle solution, then each particle will move in a conic section in

similar orbits. Hence for any solution of this type, 72, Z2 and 70 all

satisfy,

dZ km ZS  a z(6-17)dt' la 1 3 II 3

The three orbits are similar because of the relations:

= (1+a)4 and Z3 = (1+aw)4. (6-18)

Now let us examine the converse property. Let Z1 move in any solu-

tion of this central inverse square force field and place 22 and Z3 at

(1 + a)4 and (1 + aw)Z1 respectively, then we get a solutfon of the three

body problem. The equation for 4 is, of course, the same as before. For

Z, we must verify that,

' t I I z_-Aj 3 17 z.

d 2  + a) d 2 = I(.aZ) +

de de 31 1 +r ja1 1Z1
2  4 -&z 4

de + a) 143 1 4 13 (6-19)
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Hence such motion for Zg is possible. Similarly for Z3. It is

interesting to note that this kind of motion is possible for any central

force field with power laws other than inverse square law since the factor

la I ' I Zj I appears throuehout the equations.

We have thus established the existence of the sextile points as a

solution to the three body equations even when all three bodies have

commeasurable msses and all move in any conic orbit.

Now let's look at another class of solutions to the same problem,

tLe straight line solutions. We desire solutions such that the three

finite bodies all lie on a straight line for all time. (The line is, of

course, rotating however). Again the solution can be shown to be planar,

and for motion in a plane we take the center of mass as the origin of the

axis system in the Z plane just as before.

Since the origin is the center of

mass, we have= (6-20)

Assum- a straight line motion. Then using p and q as constants (?C41 1%,ime)l

O. p<q

this straig.t line relationship is represented mathematicelly as

= -pi Z3 = -q74 (6-21)

Ze -71 -p4 -Z4 l+p- - =p b = real number.

2a -Z2 -qZ +pZA q-p
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Having the ratio as a constant real number means ue have straight

line motion. Assume this fixed ratio, b. Knowing that the straight line

solutions are such that the ratio of the distances are constant, we assme

this and try to solve in reverse to how that

b = ? -I (6-22)

23 -2e -

Now,

dt2 I Z2 -41 I3 -413

d2 4 - (I+p)4 Id (l1q)4 -A
(,+P) 17 A(6-23)dt2  (l .3 Iz1 3 (].+q) 3 17I 3f '1 1 3~

where

A-+ k- w (6-24)

(l+p)2  (l+q)'

Each body moves in a central force field, i.e., motion is a conic

section. Then we must determine if Z2 and Z.3 will satisfy the differential

equation. Now because the center of mass is at the origin we have

p 74 + m2Z + MG2 0 = 0

zMZ, -mp -niq4 =0

From which we find

p, n p + %q (6-25)
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Now let Z move in a solution of its equation,

Z1 = -A - Z 3 (6-26)
1Z113

and put Z2 at -pZ1 and Z3 at -qZ1 and then require that the differential

equation be satisfied. The equation for Z1  is, of course, automatically

satisfied. Now examine the motion of Z2.

d2Z2  
2 ml(Zl -Z2 ) k2m3 (Z3 -Z2 )

t k z1 -z213  [z3 -z21 3

d2Z1  k 2m Z(l+p) k2 3Z1 (P-q) (6-27)
=_'- 2- + (Ip q 3)IZlj3

dt 2  (l+p) 31z11 +

Knowing that

-= -A l(6-28)dt2  jZ1j3

and

ml = m2p m3q q > p, (6-29)

we have, after using Equation (6-24) for A,

r m34 km z k m
Ap 1 pk2 + ( _ 11 3Zl

1 3 P L -+ 2 I'll (l+p) 2 jZl 3  -p) 2 jZ113

m2  m3, m2 p+m3q m3  pm, qm3  m3

p)2 (+q) (l+p) 2  (q-p)2  (l+p)2 (1+p)2 (q-p)

1 3p = q!i 3  __3_

2  ( Y 2 6 (6-30)(+q)2 (1+p) (_P)2
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We must have:

,, q -- M (6-31)
(1+q)' (.l+p)2 .)

The equation for Z7 leads to the same conditions. Thus for arbitrary

masses we can pick p and q subJect to 0 < p < q and have a unique solution

:f the equations as a straight line solution. Hence, given that

Z2 = -p1 Z = -qZ 0 p<q (-52)

and given three finite masses rnqnwe and m3 we can choose p and q to satisfy

M-Pub - qi%=O (6-.33)

and

q p (6-34)-- %- --- P o-6-=0
(]l+p)' (q-p)' (l+q)l

This gives rise to a quintic equa'4-- Ir p and q. Now one can ask

if it is always x)ssible to satisfy the two equations for any mass ratio.

It can be shown that it is necessary that the largest of the three Msses

be on the negative side of the center of mass from the larger of the

remaining two masses. This is really no restriction, just a note on the

orientation of the axis system.

Note that the solution holds for three finite masses and fo- any conic

section motion they assume. Now let us further restrict the problem by

assuming orne of the masses to be negligible compared to the other two masses

such that it does not disturb their orbits. We still assume elliptical

motion, however. Let the distance between the two massive bodies be unity.
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For convenience let's assume the configuration below:

'ky

LS Ll LZ

For the I- point we have m = 0 end let m, > nt M=m /M.

Then the Equations (6-33) and (6-34) on the above becone:

q M3 M- (6-35)
m3 14

q 1 p
= 0 (6-36)

(l+p) 2  (q-p)- (l+q)2

SUb3tituting from (6-35) into (6-36) give!3

1 1 p

M(1+p)2  1 p (i+ 1 2

1 M pM
= 0 (6-37)

M( +p)2  (l-Mp) 2  (M+l) 2

which reduces to the quintic in p. Now,

M

I+M

, 'I. 1' =(6-38)

In terms of r, the distance of L from the origin at the center of

mass, Equation (6-37) becomes,

!-II
r, 0 (639)

(p+rl)2 (._ ,- r- )I
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r 1  (6-40)61+n (--

We can use fhis to iterate to a correct value for ri. However, the

problem has been quite accurately solved by K. D. Abhyankar. His results

are given in Ihble I.

Similarly for Ie we ha,.' that

y

r2 -- 4

m M

and Equation (6-36) becomes

q - 1 1 -q.- 
0

(1 + ( .i+C)

q- 0 (6-)
(i+M)2 (Mq-1)2 M~i+q)2

which gives a quintic in q.

Now

*q Z r 2

In terms of r'2, the distance of IQ from the origin (which is at the

center of mass), we have, after substitution for q from Equation (6-41)

r 2 i- =1 0 (6-42)
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which is of the form

r = - + (6-13)
(r 2 +iL) (r 2 -i+p)'

This can be used to iterate for the value of r2 . Now for the case of

0  we have the Figure: y  I = 0 m a > mi

q 3

4 4

p =-e 7 =-4 r 3
z =-p p.= 1-p. -r

-r3  r3  +r3

Equation (6-33) is automatically satisfied. Equation (6-34) becomes

qa p --= o (6-44)
(1+p)2  (q-p)' (1+q)2

Substituting

r3 r3

gives

1P r + = 0 (6-45)

(r3 -P)7)
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which is of the form

r3 + (6-h6)

These values of rl, r2 , r, as found by Abhyankar aie given in Table I

on the next page.
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7. RESTRICTED THREE BODY PROBLEM

The three body problem may be further reduced by considering the case

where one of the three masses is so small that it does not disturb the

orbit of the other two. These two can then be solved separately - a two

body problem - and then their effect on the small body investigated. We

can find one additional integral by this means. Thus the third body moves

subject to P1 and P2 but not affecting them. Since the total force on the

third body is not now directed toward a fixed center, the r2 f term is not

conserved and the force-field varies with time. A consequence of this is

that energy is not conserved in the rotating system of coordinates. The

absence of these integrals makes the restricted three body problem more

difficult than the two body case. However, if we assume a circular orbit

for the two large masses then another integral ray be found.

To be precise, the restricted three body problem refers to one very

small body with the two large bodies moving in a circular orbit about their

common center of mass.
y P(x.,y ,zo)

x

P (4 1 
Yol , Z* 

)

CENTER OF MASS

FIGURE 7-1
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Assume P1 and P2 move in a circular orbit about their common center

of mass. The unit of mass is taken to be the total mass so that

m m2 =1

m2

P1 has mass 1-p, P2 has mass p, V = --
ml +m2

The equations of motion in the fixed x-y bary-center system is

k2 (l-u)(xo -xo1 ) k2.(XO-xo 2 )

r13  r23

k2 (l-p)(yo-.o 1 ) k2V(yo-yo2 )

rs3  r2
3

k2(1)z, k2lz
r13  r23

where r12 = (xol -x,)2 + (Yol -yo)2 + (zol -zo)7 and r22 = (x02 - XO) 2 +

(Yo2-yo)2 + (Zo2-zo)2 .

In a rotating system the equations of motion can be written as

+2x +;xI;) k2(l-ii) -j k2Ui-(~

r1 3 A r(7-0r2

with

1 =(X-X )i + y3 + zK

r - xi + yj + zk i2 = (x-x- 2 )* + Y3 + zP-

= i +yj + A

W x v -n(Sr3 - k3); x (;xi) - n2(xI + YDi

where the x direction of the rotating system is such that the two massive

bodies lie on the x axis and have coordinates (-x.1 , 0, 0) and (x 2 , 0, 0).
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Hence the 2omponents in the rotating system become

x - 2ny = n2x -k (l-v) (x-xo1) _ k-u_ (x-X0 2)
r13 r23

2 k l-L) k2 I-
y + 2 = n2y-----Yy (7-2)

r13  r2
3

r2p

r13 r2 3

where (xol, 0) and (xC2, 0) are the coordinates of masses (i-p) and p

respectively. Now let the distance between Pl and P2 (xo2-Xol) be unity

and change the time scale so that T = nt. For a coordinate system cen-

tered at the center of mass, x01 = -P and x*2 = i-p. From Kepler's "third"

law

2i k (=-)
n =a3/2

But we have chosen the mass so that ml + m2 = 1, the distance a = 1

and we choose time so'that = , i.e., 2n/P in T units is 1, hence k !

by Kepler's law. The equations then become

- " " (1-u) (x+u) u(x-l+u)
X - 2y= x-"

r1
3  r23

y + 2x = y,- (lUy- U Y (7T-4)
r13  r23

r13  r2
3
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y

P1 r:~2 Mau

• P2

FIGURE 7-2

If we let

1%0 ( a + y ,) + -+ (7-5)
2 r, r2

then since

1* (x+P) 2 + Y9 + (7-6)

r2, (-i+,) +y + z,

we can write
! a_ _- x - (1-ii)(x+ ). (- +

xrl 3 r23

y- Y 1p~ "Y (7-7)ay r, 3 r2

az r,3 r2 3

With these our equations(7-) can be written

+ 2 = BU(7-8)6y

z= 69
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Multiplying these respectively by 2k, 2k, and 2i and adding gives

2k + f z,2 U+2 z5 (7-9)

d (*2 + k2 + .2) 2 dU(
dt

d Ldx + dy + dz.

Integrating (7-10) gives

v2 = A - C (7-11)

v is the magnitude of the velocity of P in the rotating coordinate

system and C is the Jacobian constant.

Substituting for U this Jacobi's integral gives

2 y2 ) + 2(l-P) + 2 -c (7-12)

In real motion v must be positive. Thus for a given C value it is

possible to draw contours in the x,y plane on which v = 0. These contours

22will be boundaries between regions where v 2is positive sad regions where

(formally) v2 is negative. A real particle cannot enter the region where
2 2

v is negative - hence cannot cross the contour v = 0. These are the

zero velocity curves - See Figure 7-3 on page 82. C can be determined

by initial conditions on the particle. Note that once C is known,

it is possible to compute particle speed, v, at any given point by

Jacobi's equation. Its direction cannot be determined however, and thus

the restricted three body problem remains unsolved in general.
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Since angular momentum is not conserved, the motion is in general

not planar. However, if the initial conditions axe such that the z-

components of position end velocity are zero, then the orbit will remain

in the x-y plane.

In the rotating system the velocity is given by

r j, x r + v w =nk
0

k, + s + iR (7-13)

ro =I(i- ny) + (+nx) + i

The velocity with respect to T then becomes (recall n=l, see page 78),

r= ( -y) + 3( + X) + ££.(7-141

The kineTiAc energy of a particle of unit mass is

1 2 1 2 1.2
T i r F (.-y) + F (2+x) + T Z (7-15)

The potential energy is (in the inertial system),

V = - - _ P_. (7-16)

The total energy is

2E = 2(T + V) = v2 + 2(x4'-yi) + (x2+y-2 2(1-1 ) 2U . (7-17)

Since the potential energy :.n the rotating system is velocity

dependent, the total energy E Is not conserved, i.e., is not constant

along a trajectory. We can, however, conserve something else, namely

Jacobi's constant.
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Substitute for v 2from (7-12) into (7-17) to give

2E +0C=2(x 2+ y 2)+2(xk + y) 2Q (7-18)

Q = (x 2+ y 2)+ xk -yk (7-19)

In polex coord3inates x =r cos f y =r sin f SO--

Q2  .2 ~ r df] 2 [1I df1

dT n dtJ

22*
nQ r (n +f r 4h z(7-20)

3172 301D2=0011

FIGURE 7-3 CONTOURS OF CONSTANT POTENTIAL ENERGY IN

(Coodintesat Cnte ofMass)
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where k is the angular momentum of a unit mass about the z axis (or 4

axis). We thus have

-C = 2(E - H,)

therefore the quantity E-A, is conserved over any given trajectory.

We have been able to obtain this extra integral because we found

Jrcobi's integral which in turn was possible because the two large masses

move in a circular orbit. If the orbit is elliptical about their common

center of mass, we can no longer obtain this integral.

This restricted three body problem forms the first order model used

by Hill to obtain the motion of the moon. Hill's work was used by Brown

to compute the actual motion.

These zero velocity curves (Figure 7-3) deserve further mention. We

can use them to delineate regions of possible motion.

Consider the zero velocity curves shown in Figure 7-3. If both C

and x2+y 4 are large, then by equation (7-12) x+y 2  C, is the equation

of a circle. In Figure 7-3 this is the case for C h.25. However, C

can also be large (C = CI) if either r, or r2 is very small and, hence

for large C = C we have the case below. Mhe z axis is perpendicular to

the plane of the paper.

4-

C,\,

FIGURE 7-4
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The shaded area o? Figure 7-4 represents the volume of space where

the particle's velocity would be imaginary and therefore inaccessible.

If the particle starts off inside one of the ovals or outside the larger

circle, the particle must remain within its initial domain since the

three regions are separated by the "forbidden" domain.

As C then becomes small, the inner ovals expand while the outer

surface of almost circular cross-section shrinks. For a certain value

of C, say C2 , the inner ovals meet at the librat.on point Li. This is

illustrated in Figure 7-5.
"' I

/ > I

FIGURE 7-5

A slight decrease in C now results in the ovals coalescing to form

a dumbbell-sbaped surface with a narrow neck. The particle is then free

to travel between the massive bodies. This is shown in Figure 7-6(a).

P'or a further decrease, the inner region meets the outer at the L'Zlibra-

tion point as shown in Figure 7-6(b).

(, ..- ' *

C.3*

x x

FIGURE 7-6
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is C is decreased still further, the forbidden region shrinks at

the L, libration point on the left and opens about the LZ libration

pcint thus allowing the particle to wonder out of the region of the

two finite masses and into outer space. As the process continues, the

regions inaccessible to the particle in the x-y plane shrink until they

vanish at the final two libration points L4 and LS.

~1 LI L
b' X

FIGURE 7-7

The behavior of the zero velocity surfaces aC change in the

x2 and yx planes are shown on the next page where the corresponding

values of C P-e shown.
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Figure 7-8
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8. REGULARIZATION IN 3-BODY PROBLEM

One of the uses of the restricted threeobody problem is to calculate

trajectories from earth to moon. These essentially require a collision.

As the moon is approa-.hed, the particle velocity increases in a very

short time. This requires extremely small time intervals in any numeri-

cal integration of the orbit.. Our problem is one caused by a singularity

of the differential equation of motion. The idea of Levi-Civita and

Sundman was to introduce a new independent variable, a pseudo time (T)

instead of the ordinary time (t) in such a manner that T would change

uniformly during collision. The new and old time differentials are

usually related by

dT - dt-  (8-1)
f(r)

where f(r) is a function of the distance between the colliding bodies.

This removes the singularity and such a process is called regularization.

To see the essentials consider a simplified two-body problem

with the mass of one being unity and the other mass very very small.

I
The equation of motion of the small mass is

r r

IlI3  (8-2)

where r is the relative position vector of the small mass and the units

of mass and time have been chosen to make k2 (m1 + m2) - 1.0. If the
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small mass is given initial conditions such that its motion occurs along

a straight line through the larger mass (along a rectilinear orbit) the

vector character of r can be ignored and we have r - r where r is now

the scalar distance between the bodies. The singularity of this equation

is at r - 0, i.e., at the point where the moving body and larger, fixlid

body collide.

Now integrate this equation to give

2 _ C (6-3)
r

At the singularity (r - 0) the acceleration and velocity are

infinite. In fact, close to r - 0, we have

dr (8-4)

which says the velocity approaches infinity like yras r + 0.

The Levi-Civita idea of regularization is to introduce T so that

dr = dt - dt (8-5)
f(r) r

Our velocity then can be written

dr +dt, . 1-27 dt r (8-6)

dr = " ) dr

drThe new velocity .is now zero at the previous singularity (r = 0) and

the actual velocity is regular, i.e.,
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dr
- r (2 - Cr) (8-7)

and the original second-order differential equation becomes

d2r + Cr - 1 (8-8)
dT

2

which is also devoid of singularities. However, with f(r) m r our

new equation gives approximately Ar - + AT -2&so that as r 4 0

the integration step size (AT) must be increased to maintain a

constant Ar. Note that for the regular time we have Ar - + At\ 2 1

and as r 4 0, At has to be decreased in order to have a constant

hr.

Now with a slight generalization we can improve the problem

even further. Let

dt

dT- t (8-9)

then close to collision we now have the relation

dr (8-10)
dT

and the complete expression for the pseudo velocity becomes

dr + (-1)
+ 8
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The velocity at the singularity is +%I2, and, as r 0 we now have

Ar FAT, i.e., integration in this pseudo system uses a constant

step size near collision. The original differential equation now becomes

d2r -C (8-12)
dT 

2

which is not only regular but also considerably simpler than either the

other two representations.

For the case of the restricted three-body problem we have the set

of equations

x =  +2 - (- X+P) x+u- (8-13)r 3 r- 2 3

y -y -2 -. -_ Vr3 r2 3

The Thiele transformation will regularize the equations by using

the following transformations:

1 1
X - P 1 -,cos u cosh v

1 (8-14)
- - sin u sinh v2

The new equations are then functions of u and v. This transformation

takes as a new independent variable the variAble s defined by

s ft dt (8-15)

r rO
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This eliminates the need to vary the integration step size as

the trajectory passes near either body. Making these substitutions

into the rotating frame results in the following equations:

d2u 1 (cosh2 v - cos2  ds

ds2  2 2

+ sin u + + cos u- cosh v (cosh2 v - 3 cos2 ,

con; u cos 2 u

(8-16)

d2v 1 cos 2 U) du
-2 (cosh2  v-os ds

+ sinh v i+ + 02) cosh v - 2- cos u (cos2 u - 3 cosh 2 v)
1 2 \ 16/ 16

+ L cosh u cosh 2 v

where o -- 1 - 2u and C is the Jacobi constant which is defined by the

following:

+ + a cos u-cosh v -C(cosh v - cos u)

(8-17)

- 1 sin 2 u (cos u +O'cosh v)2  L sinh2 v (a cos u + cosh v)2 = 0
16 16

One can plot the motion in a fixed inertial frame of reference by

using
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t (cosh 2 v - cos 2 u) ds (8-18)
0 fo

to generate a new variable from which one computes

z1 - x cos t- y sin t

z2 - y cos t + x sin t

In spite of its messy appearance the terms in the Thiele equations

are better behaved in position and velocity terms. The sinusoidal terms

are bounded between +1 and -1 and the hyperbolic functions do not vary

greatly in range. There are no singularities.

Given the initial conditions in the rotating coordinate system of

1j, x(o ,* y(o), xko), y(o),

One then proceeds as follows:

rl+o-)2 + y2(o) ; r 2 (o) " (x (o) + U - 1)2 + y2 (o)

(8-20)
cosh v(o) = rl(o) + r2(o)

cos u(o) rl(o) - r2 (o)

(cosh v(o))2 = (rl(o) + r2 (o))2  (cos u(o)? - (rl(o) - r2 (o))
2
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Binh v(o) - YcoshL v(o) - 1 sin u(o) - -os u(o0

- 1- 2o 
(1- 2u)2

du(o) 1 [j(o) cus u(o) sinh v(o) - (o) sin u(o) cosh v(o)1
ds 2

AV- W- j(o) sin u(o) cosh v(o) + (o) cos u(o) sinh v(o)I

ds 2

- 1 d ))+ + u(o)
[cosh 2 v(o) - cos2 u(o)1 de d

- cosh v(o) - (o cos u(o) + cosh v(o))2 sinh
2 v(o)

-1 (cos u(o) + a cosh v(o))2 sin2 u(o) }6

One then has all the constants and initial conditions to proceed with

the numerical integration of the Thiele Equations (8-16). The results

in u and v are transformed back to x and y by

x 1- p +! cos u cosh v
(8-21)

2 sin u sinh v
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9. STABILITY OF TRAJECTORIES

For the restricted 3-body problem we have

y + 2 Uy - ty P - O .(9-0)

z = UZ az

(1- )(x- xl) _ x

UX X- - (x -c 2 )r1
3  r2

3

(y y _ (I -. .P (9-1)

r13 r23

-= k _ - P z - _
r1 3 r2 3

rl - (x - x,) 2 + y2 + z21 1 / 2

r 2  [~2 )+2+~ 
1 /2  f(9-2)

To study stability about one of the Lagrangian points we try to

determine if a very small displacement from that point will result in

a bounded orbit near the point. Let thz coordinates of one of the

libration points be (xo, Yo, zo). Let a, 5, y denote small displace-

ments of a particle from this (xo, Yo, zo) point so that
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x xo + Ce x 0 + a o +

0 0"0* . . .. .. *
Y oYy 0 + YrYo ++ (9-3)

* . . .. ,, t

z 2 zo + Y Z o + y Zo + y

Since the displacements are small we can expand the , and Uz

terms in a Taylor's series about the point (xo, YoP zo); thus - - -

Ux -(ux)o + ai (Uxx)o + 8 (UXY)O + Y (uXz)O

Uz" (i)o + a (l x)o + 3 ( y)o + Y (U Z) 0  (9-4)

UZ GJZ)O+ a (UZ)O + 8 (UZY) + Y ,z~

The zfco subscript means evaluation at the point (xo, Yof Zo)'

At this equilibrium point we found before that

(Ux)o - (Uy)o - (UZ)o -0 (9-5)

V- o - 20 -o - yo - 20 - 0

Indeed this is the definition of an equilibrium point. Using the

Taylor series expansion and substituting for x, y, z gives

.. 20M- (Uxx)o+8 (U ) 0+y (U)x (9-6)

+ 2; - a ( + 8)o + (tTy)o+y ( o9"f y - (U + 8 (U ~)0 + y (U~~
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These are the linearized equations of motion for a particle about

the libration point. The Taylor series coefficients are found from che

following!

3 (1 - u)(x - 2  3P (x - x 2) 2

Er: r1
3  32

3  r1 5 2

3 (1 - )(x - x) y 3u (x -x 2 ) y
UXy - r1

5  +r25

Ux~z 3 (1-N)(x- x) z+ 3P (x- x 2) z
r 1 5 r25 (9-7)

( 3 (l- i) y2 +3 2

U r13 r23 r15 r

r 1 r2r r r

We now ask if equations (9-6) are stable. First consider the

libration point at L4.

2 298

(Qo + P) 2 + Yo 2 (Xo -1+ P) 2 + Yo 2  (9-8

Therefore

xo t- -9
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2 3 Yo f= z

X i Xo 0 x2 - XII 23

yo 44 you-i zomfl

(xl, 0) (0, 0) ( x2, 0)
1) ( 1)

2 20(-ii, 0) (1 - ii, 0)

FIGURE 9-1

Evaluation of the partials at (xo, y' Zo) (- gives

the following results:

Uy Uzy 0
Uxx  U4

A# ft 3 J3O 9
4 Y UY 4 1-21 y (9-9)

y - o = 0Uz .-
yz zx z

Thence Equation (9-6) becomes
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. 33a-2i - a+ if (1 - 20i 8
4 4

T+ 2cg-.f (1 - 2 ) a + 0 (9-10)

This last equation has a solution y aC cos t + C2 sin t and

hence motion in y is bounded. We could solve the other two equations

by the LaPlace transform method and thereby show the motion is bounded,

but let us try the classical approach. Assume a solution of the form

a = Aext 8 a Aext (9-11)

Substituting this in Equation (9-jo)gives

AlXt - 2Ble IAt +3 1t - 2p) te
AlA +e(l-,r Be t

(9-12)

t+ 2A~ex t - " (1 - 2) Aelt +9 Beat

which can be written as

A X2_ + B[ -21- 1 (- 2u) -04 4

(9-13)

A[ 2 - -" (1- 2o) + B [2 9 o
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There will b; a nontrivial solution for any A and B if

1 2 _ 3 A-33( p

3 -0 (9-14)
2X - -4"- (1 - 2) A-

or

4X4 + 4X2 + 27, (1 - ) 0. (9-15)

The solution is

A - 2-2 + 1 - 7v - I

To have bounded motion, X must be imaginary so X2 < 0. For this

to hold 1 - 27u (1 - u) > 0

I- z71 ,-#". *ogSZ ... ..

1.0 $'k

Figure 9-2

0o< p < 0.0385207 . . . (9-16)
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The other root gives 0.96148 . . . < < 1

Since

m2

then the above stability requires that

m2 < 0.040064 . . .m1

Note that this is the stability of the linearized equation.

Stability in the large has -not been proven here. For that we need

more powerful tools such as the second method of Liapunov.

The technique above may be used at the other libration points.

When this is done one discovers that the LI, L2, L3 libration points

are unstable for all mass ratios. See Moulton P 300, or McCuskey P 118.
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]0. HAMILTON-JACOBI TIIEORY

Canonical Systens

For a particle of mass m, located at Xl, x2, x3 we have

dm x .... 1 1,2,3, (10-i)

dt 2  axi

Where V(xl, x2, x3 , t) is a potential. These equations are three

of second order. We can express these as six equations of first order.

To do so we introduce three new variables, y I Y2 Y 3 called momenta by

defining

Yi M m d-- i - 1,2,3. (10-2)

The kinetic energy of the system is

2
ll dxi 2 1- 1 Y2

T i 1 i. (10-3)

Differentiate (10-2) and substitute into (10-1) to give

dYi ___di= - i 1,2,3. (10-4)
dt ax,

From (10-2) and (10-3) we have

dxi T- i = 1,2,3. (10-5)dt ay i



Since V and T are independent of yI and xi respectively, (10-4)

and (10-5) may be written, with

H - T + V = T(y i ) + V(xi)

as

dx ?H dYi aHj Y; ax i = 1,2,3. (lO-6)

This set of differential equations is called the canonical or

Hamiltonian form and H is called the Hamiltonian function. Actually

we have a special case of a more general formulation. Before discuss-

ing this, note that we can extend the equations to 2n variables. These

will satisfy the canonical equations.

dx* 3H dy1  _Hdt •  -- ; dt D x-i 1 1,2 ... n (10-7)

where

R a H(xi, y ) i.e., It does not contain any i terms.

We can also derive these enuitions in more general form from

Lgrange's tquations. If a conservatlv holonomic dynamical system*

*See the discussion in Appendix II (page 211 or Goldstein, page 14, et. seq.
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can be described by the generalized coordinates qi, I 1,2....n, then

the Lagrange equations of motion are

d L L
d_ E ]L - 0 (10-8)

dt 3j~ aqi 108

where the Lagrangian potentialis L L : T-V.

L, T - V (10-9)

T(qi, qi; t) is the kinetic energy of the system, and V(qi, t)

is the potential energy.

These equations are of order 2n and thus we require 2n state

variables to represent the system. To do this we select n variables

qi and n variables pi, which we arbitrarily define as

aL (10-10)Pi - a .4lO1O

These pi are called the generalized momenta and basically replace

the qi variables. The original Lagrange equation is in terms of qi and

41; we are now transforming to qi, Pi system. This is done by means of

a Legendre transformation (see Goldstein, pagc 215).

Consider the so-called Hamiltonian function

;o4F



H4(pi q, E j L(j -, L (10-11)

Assuming that 11 has continuous first partial derivatives, its total

differential is

')ifferentiation of (10-11) gives,

ANx t s (10-13)at

aLBy definition, p,= T-, so the second term vanishes. From Lagrange's

equation

so that (10-13) becomes

I H (10-14)

Comparing this with (10-12) shows that

IN _ IL (10-15)

4 _ P_..i A . __ ha t



We thus again arrive at the canonical equations. The first two

relations are known as llaiilton's canonical equations. They constitute

a set of 2n first-order differential equations for the quant'ies

qi, Pi, i = I., ... n. These equations describe the motion of the

system just as does the set of n second-order Lagrange equations.

No phys'zal principles have been employed in this development,

other than those inherent in Lagrange's equation. Since Lagrange's

equation may be derived from either Newton's second law or Hamilton's

principle (Goldstein, page 225), the canonical equations have the same

basis.

This being the case, one might wonder why the extra trouble for

Hamilton. The principal reason is convenience in analytical manipulations

which will become quite clear as the course proceeds.

If one is interested only in deriving the equations of motion, the

canonical equations are usually more awkward than Lagrange's equations.

We desire much more, however, and the symmetry of these equations will

become quite helpful.

The process of finding H(Pi, qi, t) then becomes as follows:

1. Calculate T, V and thence L - T - V

2. Determine the generalized momenta from pi

3. For m
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and eliminate all qi by replacing them by equiv&lent expressions

involving Pi, qi by using Pi a 8L

The variable qi usually appears only in the kinetic energy te'. and

there only in quadratic form, hence Pi = 1L is nearly always a linear

function of q and we can easily solve for qi in terms of pi and qi" Thus

we are able to form H(P qi' t). To illustrate this re.dva:Atage assume we

choose a different set of variables Y(Piv 4i, t). We define

and hence .<pi) = - (10-16)

then defining

! " i qj - L(q1, 4i' t) (10-17)

which we could call the Yamiltonian, we can proceed as with H to derive

canonical equations.

dY a( 1dqi + qij -.... dqi - L dt) (10-18)i @qi qi

Using eqxation (10-16) this becomes

dY - (pIdq + qd - dal- d i
. . . .jdi iq - - dt) (10--19)

1'0
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it

But since Y Y q , t) we have

and comparison of (10-20) with (10-21) shows that

Zy a Y AL I y
47, -a- - a, i - (10-22)

and the problem appears to be neatly solved. However, in order to find

Y(Pi) qij t) we must solve equdtion (10-16) for qi - qj (Pi q1, t) and

substitute into (10-17) to obtain Y(i, ii, t). Since qi does not usually

appear linearly in the Lagrangian L, equation (10-16) cannot easily be

solved as qi = qi (Pi, ;i' t). Thusalas, we abandon the Yamiltonian

for more difficult but greener pastures.
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11. SIGNIFICANCE OF TIE IAILTONIAN FUNCTION

In addition to the advantage in mathematical manipulation, the

lamiltonian also has a physical significance. If the Lagrangian does

not contain time explicitly then 1 = 0. In this case the Hamiltonian
at

will not contain time explicitly either so - 0.-- at

Differentiating 1i we have,

-aHK+j .. H - j a4_ 4.4

Making use of the canonical equations,

4,4 aw aIH ON H

The first term vanishes identically, so

1H . (11-3)
at

lf the Lagrangian (and hence the Hamiltonian) does not contain t

explicitly then ' 0, and H is a constant of the motion.
at

Under a different set of circumstances the iamiltonian is equal

to the total energy (see the last two pages of Appendix TI).

If the kinetic energy can be expressed as a (positive definite)

oU adratiC fOl. 1n the as.
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T , ak (q, t) qkq k - 1,2,...n I 1,2,.,.n (11-4)
k, qj

with

akj = alk lk

The Lagrangian may be written

L - k , akt (q, t) qkqi - V(q,t) (11-5)

where V is the potential energy. The generalized momenta are

P 2 _ aki(qt)qk' (11-6)

The Hamiltonian is, then:

H =2 al~q t); -l al(q,t,) V1~i + V(q, t) (11-7)

H- T + V - (11-8)

The Hamiltonian then equals the total energy.

If the constraints are time-varying, then the kinetic energy will

contain terms arising from the velocities of the constraints. It will

not be possible to represent the kinetic energy as a homogeneous quadratic

form in this case, and H E.



Finding the Hamiltonian - Examples

Consider the example of a simple mass-spring 
system in the absence

of gravity.

FIUR E 11-1

1 2L.jq - q2 (11-9)

k 2 1 2 k 22kMT2 qL= mq2 - q"

The momentum is

DL " = (11-10)

- - mM

and hence

- 1 2 +k 2

H + h q, (-n

2 m 
2 "

which is the desired Hamiltonian. The canonical equations are

. H P- - - k1-12)
ap m a



As a second example consider a rotating pendulum. Let a bead of mass

m be free to slide on a smooth circular wire of radius a. This wire hoop

in turn rotates about a vertical axis with angular velocity w. Gravity

acts vertically downward. We desire to find H and derive the canonical

equations.

M

0

FIGURE 11-2

The kinetic and potential energies are

T m 22+ a2w2sin2  (11-13)

V = Mga cose

L - T - V- I A (a 202 + a2w2sin 2 0) - mga cose

The generalized womentum is

P aL . ma2 ma (21-14)3T -- ma2

Hence



:I

1! . P ma2b)2sin26 + toga cos0 1-52e
1ma 2?

and the canonical equations become

aP ma2H -n-(11-16)

ma2 2 sinO cosO + mga sine
p maw

Since t doesn't appear exp-i.citly in L or H, H is a constant of the

motion. Equation (11-13) shows that T is notin homogenous quadratic

form so H is not the total energy, Examination of (11-15) verifies this.

In the Lagrange formalism a cyclic or "ignorable" coordinate is

a coordinate qi which is absent in the Lagrangian L. n = 0, and it
aqi

follows from Lagrange's equation that the conjugate momentum is constant.

If qi does not appear in L, it will not appear in the Hamiltonlan either.

This is seen by noting that H and L differ only by E piqi which does not
i

contain qi explicitly. Suppose in a problem with n generalized coordinates

the ignorable coordinate is ql, and the associated constant momentum is

a . The Hamiltonian is then H(q2, q3 ,...qnCtp 2,. pn).

The coordinate q, no longer appears in the problem, except as a

constant in H, and in a real sense there are now only n-l coordinates to

be considered. In this respect the Hamiltcnian formulation is superior

to Lagrange's. In Lagrange's equations, ignorable coordinates do not dis-

disappear so completely.
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Because of the simplification of the Hamiltonian by ignorable

coordinates, it is desirable to look for coordinate transformations

which would make all the coordivates cyclic. If this could be done,

the solution would be trivial. Thus given HI(qi, pi, t) where

dqi ; dl-i =_ i = 1,2,...n. (11-18,d t P i dt aqi

We desire to change from the 2n variables qi, pi to 2n new

variables Pi, Qi in such a way that it will be easy to determine

the new equations of motion and further, we desire these new equ-

tions be in canonical form also, i.e., we would like

dP i  aH1  dQi  aH1

dt ai dt aP

where H1 is easily " :latid to H and is expressed as a function of Pi, Qi

and possibly t. According to a theorem of Jacobi, the desired trans-

formation between the old (p, qi) and new (Pi, Qi) variables, which

give rise to the new set of canonical equations (11-19) can be expressed

as

Pi  S- P a T (qip qi, t) (11-20)

This determining or generating function S must be exptessed as a

function of one set, either the qi or the Pi, of the old variables, and



one set of the new, S must be chosen so that it is possible, by means

of (11-20), to express the qji Pi in terms of the Pi, Qi, or vica versa.

Pi = Pi (Pit q1, t) (11-21)

Qi - Qi (pi, qi ,)•

To do this let Pi and Qi be continuous, with coatinuous first partial

derivatives and

a (P P2''"P n' QI Q2$*Qn (11-22)

(P19 P1 2'"Pn' q, q2 v'"qn)

that isthe Jacobian must not vanish identically.

The expression implies the Jacobian determinant:

apt ap1  aPi ap1  a?1
ap ap2  ap au a

3P2 aP2 aP2 aP2 . . 2

• S

* P ap .2 aan3q3

aPn . ...... P aPn .. . .Pn
- a Pn a2. aqn

3QI . . . . ... Qn . . . 3Qn

apap aq 3qap1  : 1 "n

. .

aQn ....... aQn aQn .... aQn

;ap aq, It



If (11-22) is satisfied, the functions Pi, Qi are independent, i.e.,

there exists no function F such that

F(P, Q) - 0 (11-24)

This is a natural requirement. The new "coordinates" Pi, Qi should

be independent or the number of degrees of freedom would be reduced by

the transformation.

In this transformation, the momenca Pi play much the same role as

the coordinateL q" This is one of the underlying ideas of the Hamiltonian

methods, and is closely allied with "State space" methods in modern dif-

ferential equation:; theory and automatic control.

If such a transformation is applied to the canonical equations, in

general, one obtains

ii - GI(P, Q, t); Qi - G2 (P, F, t) i - 1, 2, ... n

where GI and G2 are two functions whose niature depends on the transfor-

mation used.

If, however, the transformation is of such nature that the new

equations have the same form as the canonical equations, i.e.,

P H i - 1, 2, n

for soe Hi . HI(P, Q, t), then it is called a canonical transformation.



But to return to the theorem of Jacobi, this desired relationship

between the old and new variables gives a new Hamiltonian, 11, as

1 S HlPl

HI - H + - H(P 1 , Q t) (11-25)

so long as (11-20) is true. We can thus easily determine the new force

equations from a transformation of variables. Now let's prove the Jacobian

transformation theorem.

[,*
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12. JACOBIAN TRANSFOPATION THEOREM

Given

dqi ;I, dpi 3H n (12-1)d -Pi " t a{ qi

these have the solutions

qj , qi (t, al, a2 ,  . .a2n)

(12-2)

pi pi (t, al, a2, ... a2n)

and

dQL aL!1  dP i  a__ (12-3)

have the solutions

Pi it, a,, a2, ... a2n)
(12-4)

P1 - Di ( t, a1, a2, ... amn)

where al, a2 , ... a2n are the arbitrary constants of the solutions.

To proceed we denote certain variations or operations. The symbol

d attached to any function, such as dq , will denote that when the function

ha been expressed in terms of L and ar, it is t alone which is varied;



while the symbol 6, such as 6d., implies that any or all of the ar are

varied but that t is not changed. These are virtual displacements. We

thus have the following:

a '? 1;a

For a function S (qi, Qi, t) one thus has

: ~ ~ + + L) a (12-6)

as the definition of the total differential and

~~ + :,Q)(12-7)

for the virtual displacement of S.

Since the variations denoted by j and 6 are independent, the

commutative law holds, i.e., 6 • d is the same as d • 6 operation.

With this introduction, the proof that equation (11-20) of the

last section transforms (12-1) into (12-3) then follows:

First multiply dq = 'H and dpi -H by 6pi and - Sq
dt api dt bqi d

respectively and add for all values of i, to obtain

-qas d aI =- vs
A similar process applied to pi A and P - gives

Iq ~



EliO -S)

Using the d operation instead of the 6 operation, the last equation

becomes

(12-10)

Since S may contain t explicitly as well as hrough a1 an6 Qi we

must include aS in the total differential for S. This equation (12-rO)
t

is sometimes used to define a canonical or contact transfozmation. We

shall refer to it again.

Now opei:ate on equation (12-9) with the operator d aid on equation

(12-10) with the operator 6 and subtract the two results. Since we have

d6qi - 6dqj and d6S - SdS, all terms in which both 6 and d operate on

the same function will cancel when we subtract the two results. From

(12-9) we have d(pj. 6qi) - d(Pi 
6 Qi) - dCS or

dpi6qi + pid6qi - dPi6Qi - Pid6Qi - d6S (12-11)

and from (12-10) we obtain

6(pidqi) - 6(PidQi) - 6dS - 6(1- t)

6pidqi + pi6dqi - 6PidQi - Pi6dQi - 6dS - 6 as t - 6dt (12-12)
at - at

but 6dt - 0 by definition and then subtracting (12-12) from (12-11) gives



(idqi - dqi6pi) - E(dPi6qi - dQil.t) a dt6 as] (12-13)

which can be written

at ((12-14)

Recall equation (12-8)

~(~I~&j~ SH.(12-8)

Upon adding these last two equations we have

C1d ) (12-15)

where we define

H11 i + km (H1 ( i' t) (12-16)

From this we can write

1= (12-17)

and then equation (12-15) becomes,

I RI



Jo Q

or

at - a &t ,.-

Since 6Pi and 6Qi are all ,Unearly iIdependent variables, it follows

that

, " (12-19)

This transformation theorem provides us with a means of changing

from one set of variables to another by means of a generating function

S: To summarize, if there exists a functirag , with continuous first

partial derivatives such that for ' (qi, Qi' t),

ai 7si Pi as (12-20)Pi aqi i 8Qt

which implies that

EP dQi -Pdqi -d9 + dt (12-21)
Si a

(see equation 12-10), then the transformed equations are

A(12-22)

H 
I,

IL



Luid the tr,,sformation is canonical.

Tht equations of transformation depend upon the choice of S and

as was mentioned, S can be any function of ooe of the old and one of

the new variables. Particular forms of S are of i.,terest. For example
I  HI  dPj

if we choose S - S such that w allQ = 0, then (12-22) gives ;-= 0,
dQi

dt '. 0 and hence

Pi " constants Qi - constants

and the problem would be solved by a mere transformation. All coordinates

would become ignorable ones. Before we develop techniques for obtaining

S, let us consider some examples of transformations,

Consider the function

S - ZqiQi (12-23)

Note that

a Qi; .qi

Combining these with equation (12-20), we have

pi " Qi; - Pi , qi (12-24)

JZ3



The canonical tranformiaticn which i genereted by this Y interchanges

the role of moment.a and coordinates, empha.izing the equal standing of

those to types of quantities !,n Hanilt.nian theory.

Now consider ancther example, the planar restricted three-body

problem.

PiOURE 12-.1

The ejuations of motion are

H (y 2+ y 2

We are going to change from old coordinates (xi, yi) to a new set
(qI, pi) . the new set will be canonical and (incidentally) will be those

of a rotating coordinate system. We select S - T (xi, Pi, t) as

- Xi (Pl cos t - P2 sin t) + X2 (p1 sin t + P2 cos t)



from which we form

y = L • 
- coS t-p 2 sint; Y2  as i l sin t + p 2 cos t

ql m- pl - -1 *os t + x 2 sin t; q2 - p " 2 X1 sin t + X2 cos t

The new Hamiltonian becomes

1 aS i 2 2
H H+L . (Y2 + y2 ) + V+ x1 (-p1 sin t- P2 cos t)

+ X2 (PI Cos t - P2 sin t)

To eliminatc x1 and r. I we form

q, *os t a x, cos2t + X cos t sin t

2

-q2 sin t a x1 sin2t - 2 2 0)s t sin t

then adding and subtracting we obtain

x q, co t - q2 $'a t

(see page 92)

x2 q, sin t + q 2 o t .

Dote that this is the transformation from fixed (x,, x 2 ) to rotating

coordinate systems (ql, q2 )'
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If we substitute this into H' we obtain

H 1 . 1 (P2 + p 2  + V + plq2  q IP22 1 2

and the equations of motion are

--" " ."- -- Z

Note that

- A t ap

P

which checks previous results of equation (7-4).

The procedure here was to pick an S function S S (xi, Pi, t) and

then form the new Hamiltonian H1 by

H F" + - H"1 (Xi' Yip Pit t)

we then used

api I x

from equation (12-39) which we shall shortly prove, In order to eliminate

xi and Yi to form IZ6



H3,= HI ((qi, pig 0)

The new canonical equations of motion are then formed directly as

Iq ~ dpj
qi - . u -- l

dt aPj' dt q ,

Now consider the simple mass-spring system of equation (11-9), the

harmonic oscillator. For this case we choose

S" - S (q, q) 2 q2 cot q (12-25)2

This is a generating function for a one-degree-of-freedom system

which has a single generalized coordinate q. Applying equations (12-20),

p L - VM&'q cot Q
Bq

(12-26)

Q =- =2 sin2Q

These equations may be solved for the old coordinates in terms of the new

p = ' mk P cos Q

(12-27)

q -v sin Q

It is also possible to solve for Q, P in terms of p, q.

I i



+

r (12-28)

Now consider the harmonic oscillator of equation (11-11). The

Hamil tonian is

"2m + 2 (12-29)

We can express this Hamiltonian in terms of the new coordinates, by

substituting (12-27) into (12-29). The result is

Rm (12-30)

Since S doeo not contain t, - , and, from (12-22)

- H -u" rV (12-31)H1 V

Note that the transformed Hamiltonian is cyclic in Q. The tranaformrd

cononical equations are, by (12-22):

rH . I f% 12 (-32)

which may readily be integrated to give

t-Z



Q c + t" P - u constant. (12-33)

Thv motion of the original problem is obtained by substitutitg thebe

expressions into (12-27).

p t'1I Bcos { Int +
(12-34)

The a, a constants are determined from initial conditions. This

fortuitous choice of a generating function S has transformed the problem

to onre which could easily integrated. It would be nice tc have a systematic

way to pick such an S function. Before discussing that point, let us

consider other S funiction in more detail.

in making the last transformation we used as a generating function

the quartity S - S (qi, Qi, t). Actually we are free to choose other

variables, one from each side of the transformation. For example we

could find the canonical equation just as well by choosing S . S%%o )

(which is what was used in the restricted three body example).

The proof of the liamilton-.a.-bi Transformation theorem would proceed

precisely as before (mutatis mutandis) with this new generating function

The best way to change to other variables "'- to make judicious

use of equation (12-10). The canonical transformation was generated

by S1S Sl (qij Qi, t) and therefore equation (12-10) gives



EPSdQi -pidqj - 2.i. dt " - dS1  (12-35)
Si i a

and

Pi "  ;Pi =  "q a " (12-36)

Now define a new function

S2 (qi, Pi, t) - Sl (qj, Qi, t) + £PiQi . (12-37)

i

Using this definition,

dSI - dS2 - 'PidQi - ZQidPi
i i

._1 = 2 (12-38)

at at

Substituting these relations into (12-35), and simplifying

- EQj'"P-1 - pidq1 - -at- dS2 W -~' J -

so that

Qt 82 2  (12-39)

ip 1i0

I .......



By means of these relations, a canonical transformation may be

generated just as before.

Goldstein (page 240 et. seq.) considers additional change of

variables such as S3 (Pit Qiq t) and S4 (Pit Pi t).

Now let us return to a search for a formaA procedure for finding

a special generating function, S, so that the new 'ariables" are all

constants.



13. HAMILTON-JACOBI PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

Now let's consider the problem of picking a particular generating

function so all of the coordinates are ignorable. First note that if the

new Hamiltonian, It , is a constant or at least not a function of Qi or

Pit then

d i 3H1  cQi (-
dt ,2,.= 3(-1

and integration of these equations gives

Pi a 81; Qi i W 1,2,.... (13-2)

Using the transformation equations, like (12-39), we can evaluate

Pi (Pi, Qi, t) and qi (PI, Qi, t) and the problem is solved.

If the new Hamiltonian is to be a constant, say zero, then from

equation (12-22) we require

1I as
=- Tt-+ i' Pit 0-0 (13-3)

This equ.tion holds true whether we use S - S1 (qi, QI, t) or

S - S2 (qi, Pit t) and in either case

- as (13-,)

Substituting this into (13-3),



-as "s as t) = 0.at q2' q, - q-2' "

This is a partial differentiel equation for the function S. It is

called the Hiwilton-Jacobi partial differential equation (PDE) and is a

first order nonlinear differential equation in the n + I independent

variables ql, q2, ... qn, t.

Since there are n + 1 independent variables, there would arise in the

solution of the equation n + 1 arbitrary constants of integration. One

of these will, however, be additive. Since only derivatives of S appear

in the equation, then if S is a solution of the equation, S + a is

also a solution. There must then be n non-additive constants of integra-

tion. The solution is

S $ (ql, q2 ' ... qn all a 2' "'" S, t)

where the dependence on the n non additive constants, an, must be non

degenerative. We expect to deal with functions like S 1 (qi' Qi t) or

S2 (qi, Pi, t). However, note that if the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is

satisfied, H * 0 and both P and QI are themselves arbitrary constants

of integration. Accordingly, once we obtain a solution of the form

S (qi, ai t), i 1 1,2, ... n, "e may asmociate the a!'s with either the

Pi or Q an1 write
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S1 - S (c '" 'i, Q] " Qn' t)

or (13-6)

S2  S (q, q P) Pi Pn t)

These two functions will, of course, generate different transformal-lonEz,

but either may be chos .. a- lesired.

Ilis is illustrative of the considerable flexibility that one has

in picking arbitrary constants in Hamilton-Jacobi problems. Almost

any unambiguous choice may be made.

To summarizc this method we perform the following steps:

1. Determine the Hamiltonian of the physical system(3ee se 1oi6)

and - aH (qi, Pi, t) where qi ap Pi i

2. Form the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation.

a+ H - 0at

3. Solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, and the n non-additive con-

stants of integration will be Introduced. The solution is

S (ql -" qnv alpan, )

4. Identiff the constants of Integration with either the P or QI.

1. 4



5. If the constants are identified with Qi, then derive the trans-

formation equations from:

as I  as 1

=P ; -= -Pi ' Sl (qi, Qi t)
i i

If the constants are identified with the Pi, derive the cransformation

relations from:

aS2  DS2= ' - P S2 (qi Pi' t)

6. Introduce n more arbitrary constants for the values of the Pi

or Q,, whichever were not determined in step 5.

7. With Pi and Qi completely determined by the 2n constants of

integration, use the transformation equations to obtain the solution

to the original problem

q, qi (P , Q, t) - qi (a, "" n , 8 "" n , t)i - 1, 2, . n

P, Pi (Ps' Q) t) , pi (a 1 "" %, 01 "" Hn P 0) = 1, 2... n.

To illustrate this procedure, consider the example of the harmonic

oscillator. The Hamiltonian was derived earlier as (see Equation 11-11),

H = + m q2 113-7)



Now from the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, replacing p by ? in the
Bq

Hami ltonian

as + a) + q2- .0

To solve this equation, we assume it is separable, i.e.

S -W (q) + T (t)

where W is a function of q alone, T is a function of t alone. Substituting

this expression into the original equation (13-8):

2 + - T- (13-9)

The left side is a function of q alone, the right is a function of t alone.

(Note the partials in this case are actually ordinary derivatives.) Thus

both sides of (13-9) must equal some (positive) constant.

+ L w 2 CL2(13-10)

dT k 2 (13-11)

The form of the constant of integration has been chosen somewhat arbi-

trarily, to simplify subsequent calculations. From equ:.ition (13-11)



dT _kc2 (13-12)

Integrating this,

T=k 2t + a2
T w -2 t+3 2  (13-13)

a2 is the additive constant, which may be set equal to zero without any

loss. From equation (13-10)

dqTd .a2 '~q2 (13-14)

integrating,

W- V2 Jq x2dx+a 3  (13-15)
0

The additive constant a3 may be dropped. Carrying out the integration,

- ', ..q2 + a2 in-  J (13-16)

Thu the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi PDE is

S W + T OW (q a2 _ q2 + Q2 sin A1 -1 2 (13-.17)
2.1 2

This satisfies the equation, and contains the one exp- ' ed non-additive

constant oi integration a.

!13'1



In this case we choose to identify the constant a with the vzew

(constant) coordinate Q, so that

t) m [q VQ2--2 + Q2 sin-' h] Q2t (13-18)
sI(,Q, t) "- -- '

The transformation equations are derived from:

p-m-- Vmk Q-q'-(3-9

aQQ

Solving these equations for p, q, in terms of P, Q, t

q - Q sin t - P (13-21)

p - V Q cos * (13-22)

Since P and Q are arbitrary constants of integration and so may be

determined by initial conditions, the problem is solved.

To verify that this transformation does what is expected, we

calculate the new Hamiltonian H1 (P, Q, t).

Ht 2H~ m~ +T q2 Q

Substituting for p and q from (13-21) and (13-22) we obtain

HI - 0



as expected, and thus P = Q = 0, and P and Q are indeed constant. To

emphasis that these are constants we could consider a transfc.Mation

for qi, Pi to an ai, 0i coordinate system



14. SEPARABILITY OF I[AILTON-JACOBI EQUATION

To carry out this procedure we need to solve a partial differential

equation. We have traded the solutin of ordinary differential equations

for a partial differential equation. Th!%, might be thought to be a

hinderance rather than a help in solving physical problems. 're solution

of partial differential equations is a sometimes thing.

However, many problems in physics, and especially in celestial

mechanlcs lead to Hamilton-Jacobi equations which are separabl.e. When

tLe equation has this property, it may be easily solved.

Suppose we assume a solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation which

is a sum o' functions of a single variable:

S(q'.. qn, t) - Sl(q1 ) + S2 (q 2 ) + ... Sn(qn) + St(t) .  (14-1)

If, on sabstituting this solution back into the Hamilton-Jacobi equa-

tion, it may be factored into separate functions

JdS .~,q) 2  )d +Tq2  + f dq q d (14-2)
(dq1  fd 2  nd~ nj + d. /t(

then the equation is said to be se parable. If the equation can be

factored in this way, each of the functions taust be equal to a constant.

zi (dS', qi = ) i i 1, 2, ... n (14-3)

i4o
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L

ft dt a (1440
Ltd tj)

but not all these a's arc independent, for

E a, + at  0 (14-5)
i-1

in order for the equation to be satisfied. The partial differential

equation in n+l independent variables is thuG reduce6 to n+l first-order

ordinary differential equations, each of which may always be ¢dued

to quadratures.

It is of interest to determine what is the most general functional

form of H for which the system will Le separable. An excellent discussion

of this is found in the book by Pars on page 291 and again on page 320.

Liouville's system is a rather general form which represents a

separable orthogonal system. If the kinetic energy can be represented

by r2

'r= 4 X tX,*..1h)I~+ . 4 01*...'R2 (14-6)

or equivalently,

and

V X*



where Y\, R. and n are functions of 'n, %hen tile Hamilton-Jacobi PDE

will be separable.

This Liouvilla's system is not, however, ;he most general separable

orthogonal systen. The most general orthogonal system is given by

Stackel's theorem (Pars page 321) which we shall not approach here,

Ir should be c3ealrly noted that separabilty is a property jointly

of the system and the cho3en coordinates. Some physical systems have

a HamiltoniLn which leads to a separable Hamilton-Jacobi PDE if rec-

tangula.a o6inates are used but will not separate if written in spherical

coordinates. For example the Stark effect where V - + gx is separabler

iu parabolic coordinates where u - 1 (r+x), v - 1 (r-x). The two fixed2ix2

ocenter problem separates in confocal. coordinates.

This separability condition has been used by Vinti, Garfinkel, Sterne

and Barrar to great advantage in solving the oblate earth problem. See

Deutsch's book page 185, et. seq.

14'N,



15. THE PERTURBAION PROBLEM

should be clear that the times when one is able to solve the

Hamilton--Jacobi PDE are rather rare. The solutions to partial differ-

ential equations are a sometimes thing. We can, however, consider

the potential function to be broken into two parts, one due to a

single body and the rest as a perturbation due to the other planets

A Vo + R, 
(15-1)0

The Hamiltonian can then be written

A AH T + V - T + Vo + R= Ho + R (15-2)

HC, T + V0 . (15-3)

The canonical equations are then

'IN ) -a.Z (15-4)

N,,.- let's transform to a new set of canonical variables, which

we choose to call ai, 0, by means of

= as aS (15-5)i qi

14 3



where S - S (qi, ai, t) is the solution to the PDE,

Ho (qi, ai t) + - 0 (15-6)
3qj' at 0

By the Jacobi transformation theorem we know we will obtain a

new canonical set

di .- 2--1 di . aH1 (i5-7)
dt a8i  ) dt 3ai

with

1 0 + + +t (15-8)

since

HO + 3 - 0 (15-9)

Hence

LU , - I !Si(15-10)
dt a, dt 3cii J'

Thus we solve the equations with 0 0, which amotnts to solving

equation (15-6) for S, and obtain a canonical set of constants ai, Oil

These are "constants" when - 0. These "constants" are then considered

as variables in equation (15-10) so we speak of this as the variation of

constants or variation of parameters method.

14-



A
Actually the equations with R m 0 are solved mainly to indicate the

choice of the new variables and are not used unless we know in advance

that a solution can be obtained.

As an example let's apply this technique to a planet in the solar

system. The Ho will be that due to the sun and planet alone, while the

other planets will give rise to the perturbations. We use the variables

*1, B, instead of PP Qi' as before, in order to emphasize the fact that

these new variables, a4, 01 are really constants in the H. solutions

For n-bodies we showed that kie pit 63),

4~ (15-n)

A
R is called the disturbing function. Consider a typical case with

1i 1 . We write

___ - r ;- k (l5-13M

A
The R contains all the perturbations of the other planets. We first

assume the motion of the other planets are known, then - (ql q2 , q31 t)

whevs t- Tq1 + jq2 + k"q. We then have

dqi aHf Pi "- (15-14)

@Pi:



dpi 3H

dt aqj(115

*0ii + (15-16)

Ho (p2 + p2 + P) +r, (15-17)

2 (p p2  p2  
r

Now apply the Hamilton-Jacobi theory by first solving for thM case

where 0R . We are actually just solving the two body central force

field problem. This is called the Kepler problem in space.

We want to transform the original variables qi, pi into a canonical

set ai, 01 so that if we use

S = S (qi' Big t); P i as 3s  (15-18)aqj' a~

or

Si-S = (qi ai, t); pi - as (15-19)

aqi' i1

where S is a solution of

HI Ho (qi' i-, t) + A o (15-20)

we will obtain the new canonical variables as constants, i.e.,

dci  aH{ d8i au 1

0- 0 (15-21)
it it a



These ui, 01 variables are constants for the two body case but the

effect of the other planets (now a non-two body problem) is to perturb

these "constants," i.e. they make ai, 0i variables.

For the two body problem we could select any set of coordinates in

order to solve the 11o Hamilton-Jacobi PDE, however, by selecting spherical

coordinates the Hamilton-Jacobi PDE will be a separable one.



16. THE KEPLER PROBLEM IN SPACE

We select a spherical polar coordinate system as shown below.

M, VA

FIGURE 16-1

The polar and rectangular coordinates are related by

x - r cos # cos A

y = r coo 0 sin A (16-1)

z r sin

Using these coordinates, the kinetic and potential energy becomes

T 1 r2 + r2 cost ;2 + r2  ;2] (16-2)

v r v ='- . k2 rl In(16-3)

Setti ng and using



ql =  q2 a q q3 (16-4)

the Lagrangian becomes

L -I [2+q2;'+ q' (cos 2 q j2) + Y_ (16-5)2 1 1 2 1 2' 3 q

and the generalized momenta are ( " 4.)

-2 2 2

p, q1 ; Mz - q2 q2 ; P3 - q2 (cos2 q2) q3  (16-6)

There is one ignorable coordinate here, q3. The Hamiltonian is equal

to the t otal energy.

+ _ (16-7)

To solve this problem we must form the Hamilton-Jacobi PDE and solve

for the required generating function S - S (qi aig t).

; + 0l 2S as (16-8)

or

To solve we assume a separable solution



S St(t) + Sl(ql) + S2 (q 2 ) + a3 q3  (16-10)

Since q3 is ignorable we can represent S as above. Substitution

of (16-10) into (16-9) gives

21, , C0 I, -T ,(1-

The first term is a function of t alone, the remainder are independent

of t. Each of these parts must be a constant, so

dSt
- - Cs (16-12)

Equation (16-12) may be integrated diractly to give

St -a t (16-14)

.2

dropping the additive constant. If (16-13) is multiplied by 2q 2, it

may be separated.

((16-15)

I TO



The left side is a function of S2 alone, the right of S alone. There-
21

fore both sides must equal some non-negative constant.

(16-16)

" may be verified that the solutions to (16-16) and (16-17) are

respectively,

51fk 2 f ZA 0(12 (16-18)

fiT s"Z h 3Z (16-19)

and thus the complete solution of PDE (16-9)is

mel I+,f~ ~~',~L(16-20)

Tie other constants are found from

-as (16-21)

or



dL+ , W,=" "J 2/-;-, + ,-g U6-2?)

61-231

4bs

J4 1_ ,,0 34 4zlr, U, 6-2 .)

If we check the Jacobian of the transformation with respect to th6

ai , ai , it is not identically equal to zero so they are independent

parameters (page 115).

We would now like to identify these a i and 8i in terms of conic

parameters. We also need to know what limits to use on the integration.

The O's are arbitrary up to this point but we need to fix them for

subsequet% transformations. We fix the B's to particular O's by select-

ing the limits of integration and since this amounts to selecting the

additive constants for the S furction, wte have a great deal of freedom in

selection. We procee.d by applying initial conditions.

From equation (16-,,21 ve -an develop the following

j %

it -v iz (16-25)

since 8, is a constant with respect to tlme. Here we have made use of

4 f] Jr(16-26f)
P ,f(,)c fC.)Ij-
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where

at t .

Recall ql came from equation (16-16) which we shall shortly discuss

further, and q, is identified with r, i.e., equation (16-4) say3 q, - r

and thus (16-25) is actually

dr r2-

dt-1i 2 + 2pr - 2  (16-27)

dr

When - 0 we are at apogee or perigee for an elliptical orbit.

Hence at perigee

2a, r2 + 2r P - a2 O (16-28)

There are actually two roots to this equation, one is rp and the

other is rA. From the algebra of quadratic equations we have (rA and

r. are the two roots of (16-28)).

r. + rp - - 2a  (16-29)

2
rArP a2  2 ) 

(!-30)
yp 2a (1-e)

since

I.Sa



rp - a (1-e); rA - a (l+e). (16-31)

From (16-29) we have

a1 - - - E - total energy. (16-32)2a

Substitution of a and rp from (16-32) and (16-31) into equation

(16-28) gives

" -- Z e)Z ~ Z 4 Ma(l").' "" : (16-33)

or

2  ! (e 2  h - angular momentum (16-34)

So ve decide that r goes from perigee to apogee. We take the

initial time t - To and assume we are initially at perigee. Thus To

is the time of passage of perigee. We can now write

~ -t ~(16-35)

at r - rp, t so o the above gives

, - T (16-36)



We can then write equation (16--35) as

(16-37)

Then using

r A  a (l+e)

rp a (l-e) 
(16-38)

ql r = a (1-2 cos E)

dq! - ae sin E dE

we obtain

E

where [aYE : cos" [ .

(16-40)

Integration of (16-39) gives

E - e sin E 1( 2aj(t- T) (16-41)
-ei0



Letting n a t -2aland calling it the mean angular velocity, (16-41)

becom~es Kepler's equation. Further since a, - - E this is actually
2a

n -(16-42)

which is indeed the mean angular velocity as advertised. Since

" k2 (mi + m2), equation (16-42) is actually n
2a3 - k2(ml + i 2 ), which

2z 
h

verifies the fact that n -, the mean angular velocity.

Now let's return to equation (16-16).

+ F~t,(16-43)

For any given a,, a2 this places restrictions on the allcwed values of

q1 - r. Two cases arise, depending on whether a, > 0 or a1 
< 0. Since

a1 is actually the total energy we know a1 > 0 corresponds to hyperbolic

trajectories and aI < 0 to elliptical orbits. We can show this from

equation (16-43). The roots of the equation are given by

-- (16-44)

If a1 > 0, there will be one positive real root, and one negative real

root. The general shape of F(q1) is indicated on the next page.
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FIGURE 16-2

Since r < 0 is not physically meaningful, it is necessary that q,

r > r2 , which is consistent with a hyperbolic orbit. r 2 is the positive

root of (16-44), a 1 0.

If a,- 0, equation (16-41) requires q, - r >2 • 0, which is

consistent with a parabolic trajectory.

If al < 0, then equation (16-44) indicates two positive roots, call

the m rA > rp > 0.

"(-lef 4 (- A,-

- . ~ . -%. 

( 1 6 -4 5 )



This is consistent with an elliptic trajectory. In all subsequent work,

only this case will be considered. If a, < 0, (16-43) may be written

F(ql) - (-2ca) (ql - ra) (-I, + rp) P 0. (16-46)

This will be true for ra < q < r P. The excursions of r are therefore

limited.

In addition, equation (16-17) shows that

S - dsz  > (16-47)

from which

Cle4 (16-48)

This shows that q2 - *, the latitude, has limited excusions and

that

a2 < a2 (16-49)
3- 2

We will use these latter tid-bits to aid in the evaluation of the

other constants.

We now have evaluated al, a2 , and 01 in terms of conic parameters.

To proceed further to identify the other canonical constants we select

certain parameters, Q, w and i from spherical geometry.



Refer to Figure 16-3. A fixed inertial x, y, z system is given.

The inclination of the orbit plane ( we will shortly prove that it is

a plane) with respect to the equatorial x-y plane is i. The line NNI

where the equatorial x-y plane and the orbital plane intersect is called

the line of nodes. The perigee of the orbit is at P and its projection

on the celestial sphere is P1 . The particle is at M and its pro4ection

at M1 . N is called the ascending node because the particle is mo,:ing

upward as it crosses N. Correspondingly N1 is called the descending

node. The angle Q - XON is the longitude of the ascending node or

nodal angle.

w- NOP1 is the argument of per:focus or for the earth, just the

argument of perigee.

The quantities Q, w, i serve to locate the orbit plane and the orbit

within the plane. The shape of the orbit is determined by a the semi-

major axis and e the eccentricity. The position along the orbit may

be determined by fixing T, the time of perigee passage. Thus the six

quantities 9, w, i a, e T serve to specify the orbit completely. These

are called the orbital elements, and they give a relatively clear physical

picture of the orbit.

The principal objective of this section is to develop the relation-

ships between these orbital elements a.d the constants of integration

als a 2 ' a3l Sit a 2 3 which arose in the soLtion of the Kepler problem.

Thus far we have identified al, L2' and alV Now let's proceed to evaluate

the rest.
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FIGURE 16-3 CELESTIAL SPHERE AND ELEMENTS OF AN ORBIT.



Referng to equation (16-24), it may be writen as

mA-

- - (16-50)

2 2

It has already been established a2  a 2 (16-49). Accordingly, there

exists some positive acute angle A such that

2 2 2 2
a2 - a3  a 3 tan A (16-31)

Using this, the integral of (16-50) becomes,

~ A (16-52)

Integrating

sib A (16-53)

or

j ~ ~ ~ ~ *a 4-(1-4

Since A is going to go th:ough 360* each orbit, i- follows that both

eides of this equation must go through the full range from -1 to +1,

but not outside this range. This means that



4max ' A, -min - -A (16-55)

Equation (16-54) may be written:

sin83 cosX - cos8 3 sinX - - tano cot A . (16-56)

Multiply both sides by r coso

(r cosO cosA)sin83 - (r cosO sinX)cos8 3 - - (r sine)cot A (16-57)

Making use of equations (16-1), this may be expressed as:

x sinO 3 - y cOs03 + z cot A - 0 . (16-58)

This is clearly the equation of a plane through the nrigin. This

would be expected from physical principles, but this is a direct

proof that th': orbit lies in a plane containing the attracting center.

Big deal.

However, this being the case we can then safely say lhar the

maximum value of f. s simply the inclination angle i batmeen the x-y

plane and the orbit plane, i.e., A - i. Hence using

A I+ ah'A (16-59)

equation (16-51) gives



a3 a2 Cos i Cos iVla(l-e2)* (16-60)

When 0, the moving particle lies in the equatorial plane. This

means that it lies on the line NN'. Since

sin (03 - X) = _tan i (16-61)

we --us t have

03 - k k - 0, + , t 2, ... (16-62)

83 is clearly the longitude of either the ascending or descending

node. We choose k so that

03 = fl . (16-63)

This is actually evident from (16-52) when l - 0 then 83 X

where X is the value at the time 0 - 0, i.e., when X - A.

We now need only evaluate 2" Equation (16-23) gives

-Ir j

" ___________~ ~~99- .2cc (16-64)

4420 IC-



Let~s treat tne two integrals separately.

I1 may be treated by a method similar to that used previously.

X i(- 'A )V ; rA ) (16-66)

Making the change of variables as with equations (16-35) to (16-39) gives( ItICI))

E

(I- e Cos E (16-67)

which, on integration gives:

(16-68)

Which may also be written

Stan (16-69)

F =-* a.

Comparison of this with the well-known* equations for elliptic orbits,

it is seen that 11 is simply the true anomaly f. Refer to equation

(3-20) at the beginning of these notes.

Now let's turn to 12.

*o ts f (16-70)

*To those who know it well; for others see equation (3-.20).
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Using sin2 x - 1 - cos 2x thts may - reduced to

a3 . 31W
From equetien (16-51) and the fact that A i, w6 can write

and hence

31'~ V) (16-72)

so that 12 can be written as

(16-73)

Integration gives

31 I (16-74)

Combining I, and 12, equation (16-65) may be written

31h~ t (16-75)

A (16-76)'" ( 0 *' ) = =in,



Now consider the spherical triangle NAM I of Figure 16-3. The angle

MitN is a right angle. Call NOM . Then

sin i - sin 90' - sin ,N (1-77)

Comparison with (16-76) shows that ' = f + 02. From definitions given

earlier (see Figure 16-3), w w + f. Therefore

I2 
(16-78)

which is tne final relationship. Collecting them all:

a 2a0

0 2 a(l-e 2)= h 82 m (16-79)

a3 ucos i 1Vua(l-e) h cos i B3

The elements of the orbit in terms of the canonical constants are

a - I- To = 81
2a

e 1 + 12 w & 02 (16-80)

cos- ! [a3)

a2g



In this example, we begin to see the power and elegance of the

Hamilton-Jacobi method. As a part of the solution, we have proved

directly that the orbit lies in a plane and that it is an ellipse with

the attracting center at one focus. We have derived Kepler's equations.

We have determined the coordinates as Lunctions of time and the initial

conditions. The solution was obtained by straightforward application

of the method.

Only in interpreting the solution was use made of known properties

of elliptic orbitr. Even there, this knowledge was used only as a

guide in making variable changes in the various integrals.

The required coordinate transformation between qi, pi and a,, ai

are derived from the following:

Pi i- a (16-81)

a 1' (16-82)

C(i683e

The Fi values are listed in eqtations (16-22) to (16-23). q, may

be determined from (16-22). This may be substituted into (16-23) to



delermine q2. This in turn could be substituted into equation (16-23)

to determine q3. These together with equations (16-83) above are

sufficient to datermine the transformation equations. The student

should carry out the necessary integration and substitution.

I p



17. OTHER CANONICAL ELEMENTS

The change of variables from one canonical set ai, B to another

is facilitated by using

S - E a, Si  (17-1)

where the 8. (or the ai) are expressed in terms of half of the variables

of the new set. For example let's take three of the variables of the new

set to be, 1, g, h defined by

g- 2 hi" 3  1int',-2zi (t + B1 ) (17-2)

so that

61 t

Then

S - 1 t + 2 + 3h (17-3)

For the other three canonical variables, L, G, H we must have



L - v t(-2al)l n

Ga -La 2 " I/fpale)u haL VfIT-e g w (17-4)agA

H whDS = a3 - h coi - G cos i  h

and furthermore

inH+-_ (17-5)
HI  H + is- H - aI - H + E-(12 5

at 2L2

These 1, g, h and L, C, H are the Delaunay canonical elements that

are cf such importance in celestial mechanics that one uses the symbol

F for the Hamiltonian and reserves H for the above Delauney canonical

variables. Even worse, celestial mechanics uses Hamiltonian - -F.

One can also use a set of modified Delaunay canonical variables.

L La Aai, + g + h - nt + w nT 0

1 G - L--,ra (,l-e"-1) 9 1, g + h (17-6)

H1 H - G - (cos i-) ia(l-e) h i h

Ay~aher 5tt is foi £r" cOnofIC&I VOAbICS.

Cl - P sin(w+Q) n, a p cos(w+Q)

&2 - a sin 0 T2 - ocos 9



where

(17-8)
CF 12Lil oosi)

The Foincare elements can be obtained from the modified Delaunay

elements by means of the transformation

q 1

(17-9)

p j 4q, sin pj



18. ELLIPTICAL VARIABLES

The orbital elements, because of their geometrical significance,

are more often used than the canonical variables. This complicates

the form of the equations slightly. With the canonical variables we

have

do, 0R% d~i-it -8 1 - t -" (18-1)

But celestial mechanics reverses the sign of the disturbing function.

One uses R R - . This in turn is related to a different definition for

the potential function. In physics one usually writes

d = V (18-2)

dt 2

where V is the potential, for exampl.V, for the two body case V -

In celestial mechanics one uses instead

- - vu (18-3)

dt
2

where UJ is the potential which for the two body case is U - . Thus
r

U - -v (18-4)

Now refer to equations (15-1) to (15-10). Instead of V we now

write in terms of U.
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H -T + V T- U- T- Uo  R HO  R (18-5)

A
and hence R . -R and (18-1) becomes

d- - + 3_ d81  _ (18-6)
dt 8i' dt a

Thus the hatted function corresponds to a potential V, defined

by equation (18-2) and R corresponds to U, a potential defined by equa-

tion (18-3). We shall hereinafter always use the unbated version and

will be speaking of the potential as U.

We thus have

=rj 3.8, dt 3ai  (18-6)

To solve we thus require R - R(ac,B,,t). To change from canonical

variables, ai and 84, to the orbital elements, we denote these elements

bya (m - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). (For example # -a az e etc.) then

we can write

3 ~ . (18-7)
z J4 - + I!

Using (18-6) this is

_ __ (18-8)
rl /
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But -

Wr S!, I a J as , Or , s, aa4 4#r - (18-9)

The operations of (18-8) and (18-) are lengthly but not difficult.

Using (18-9) in (18-8) gives

~R ~ (18-10)

This last sum is called the Poisson bracket and is written

r 3 " " " (18-11)

These Poisson brackets are very important in Physics. The student

should carefully review Goldstein, pages 250-258, where these bracket

relationships are discussed. In particular one can easily show that

Using this bracket notation, equation (18-10) can be written as

" (18-13)ft-ft PA a

The Poisson brac;ets are zero for most combinations of am and as,

Using equations (16-80) the results shown in the array below can be obtained.



a e i Qw TO

a 0 0 0 0 0 [a,to]

e 0 0 0 [e,w] [e, o ]

i 0 0 0 [i,Q] [i,w] 0

0 0 [pi] 0 0 0 (18-14)

0 [W,e [(,,i] 0 0 0

To I.,a] [To,e] 0 0 0 0

The non-zero brackets, expreesed in terms of orbital elements

are

u2
T ,a] - [a,To] - I

[w,e] - (e,w] - -I- _________
pae

,'r,e] - - (e,T 0 ] - 7 (1-e)

(fu]- - r40 1]-1
- a sin i rli-a(1-e )

(w,i] - [i,w] - + cot i

Vu-akl-ez)

Substituting these into equations (18-13), the equations of motion

in terms of the orbit elements become,



I (l I A)

td

;t e, y )

Ct 4aie A "' a(, e)L

R -R (a 29 a 3 a (1-16)

R ~I R (al, aPa3_a4ta5

R- R (a, e, w , il, it T" 0, t)

oV



Sometimes one uses X n T as a varja~b e in place Of T The new
0 0

equations may be found as before by finding the corresponding new Poisson

brackets. This result gives.

Ci - e2a , -& g

A e' ot __(18_18)

Cot R _ _ I R

it 2.. (I1 l

A 'A,



We nhall refer to these zquations snany times in subsequent develop-

w.nts. We can also write the equations (18-18) by replacing V n2a3

or / ,, na 2 .

i-z " I-e-.6'A T aw

nt.ae +.L a~e ,

I__ c = _ot,
- na 3c na ree (18-19)

dx - I. e 1
t +e

Note that equations 18-]6, 18-18 and 18-19 are ,:!xact - n.c approxi-

mations have been made ir leriving them. We started with Newton's laws

1%



changed variables. This particular form of these equations is called

the Lagrange planetary equations.

There is an important concept associated with these planetary

equations. These elements are called osculating elements. In the case

when R = 0, i.e., no perturbations, the particle moving in a pure

inverse square central force field will move on an ellipse. Unfortuantely,

through a given point in space we can erect an infinity of ellipses.

However, at any given instant, the particle will have not only a position

but a unique velocity as well. There exists a unique ellipse, based on

this unperturbed force field which, at every instant in question, has

the same position and velocity as the particle moving under the influence

of the perturbation. These elements are called the osculatine ellipse.

Since the osculating ellipse is based on the instantaneous values of position

and velocity, it is sometimes called the "instantaneous" ellipse. However,

the antiquarian charm of "osculating" causes the term to Dersist through-

out all of mathematics.

Another way of understanding this idea is to consider a particle

moving in a perturbed inverse square force field. If at some instant

the perturbations are removed (R B 0) and only the inverse square field

remains, the particle will move on an ellipse and that ellipse is the

osculating ellipse.

The elliptical elements of equation (18-18) are not constant when

R + 0, they are variables. The solution to (18-18) in the form

a =a (t)r m

are the osculating elements at each instant of time.
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19. OVERSIMPLIFIEL MODEL TO SHOW TECHNIQUE

In order to show how the Lagrange planetary equations (18-18) are

solved, let us take a very simple model. Assume two planets are moving

in circles, in a plane, about the sun.

i

FIGURE 19-1

For planet ml: rl a, r2 = a2  e1  e2  0

M - n(t-To) - E - f for each planet.

From Figure 19-1,

f I f2 - nlt n2 t - [fl ( O) - f2 (O)] (19-2)

nI
I B



where f is a linear function of time for circular orbits. f(O) refers

to the value of the true anomaly at time t To, sone arbitrarily selected

initial time.

We then develop R as a function of the orbital parameters. From

equation (19-1)

[ I r~rCosV] (19-3)

tA ' 
~~-fa z~~a , Zacost 1 (19-4)

Ru-4 A-I Y-2 . (19--5)

a 1 l

Let 6 -al. 0 < 6 < 1 so we can expand the first term of (19-5). a2

in a series.

From this process we will eventually be able to reduce to a Fourier

series by properly collecting terms.

k=£ k cos-- (97

k=O

where



- t - n2 t - nl(tO)- - n2(T
1 2L. 1oe sei c'n 2ntun

and Ck are power series in 6. This infinits power series can, in turn,

be converted to an infinite Fourier series of the form

R =- Ck cos k t (19-8)
k=O

where Ck is a different power series in 6.

Now consider the variations in the semi-major axis, from equations

(18-16) we have

dal 2a 1  R

d - - a(To)1 0(199)

From our series expansion for R

kCO

there fore

daI  2a( 2
- - k Ck san k1  (19-11)

dt E%k=O :Tn
k.0

where i - (nl-n2) t 4 constant. We can integrate (19-11) term by

term to give
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a - conant + cos k (19-12)

k-0 (nl-n2)

This is the initial perturbed value of a1 . We now have a, = f(t)

and we car, find similar developments for the other elliptical elements.

We could then use this new a1 in a similar development for a2 to get a

better approximation to a2 ; then using this improved value of a2 = g(t),

the process above forfinding a, could be repeated with a2 - g(t). The

process then goes on and on. The first essential step was in the develop-

ment of a meaningful series expansion for R. To do this we needed a small

parameter.

Note that in integrating equation (19-11) we tacitly assumed the

elliptic parameters on the right hand side were practically constant over

the integration interval. To be more accurate we should consider not

just

dam
= F.n (al,t) (19-13)

but should expand this into a power series of deviations from the mean

orbital elements (the ones we considered prac-tically constant in the

integration of (19-11) to obtain (19-12)). We thus have

Iegao ) i.,
fit ~ J ba J (19-14)

Integration can then be carried out by parts, i.e.,



(19-15)

whe re

GIj " l- aF o dta (19-16)

Use of this equation entails considerable blood, sweat and tears

but it is straightforward. (Fi)o means the Fi function, which corres-

ponds to the right sides of equations (18-18), which contains only the

osculating elements. I.] 10 indicates that after forming the partial

derivatives, it is evaluated for the osculating elements. It is mul-

tiplied by the appropriate series already obtained in the solution to

the first order djaj; the summation indicates all sucl. products are

included. Finally the higher order cross products of the first order

series enter as well, etc.,

If we consider the zero, first, second order, etc., developFents

we can write

da oda 0 (19-17)

dt



Pa - ,j 3 (19-19)

etc. (lots of luck.)

To carry the problem further in detail one needs moi.e tools for

series expansions. This development of the disturbing function in terris

of elliptical elements can become a real mess. Most celestial mechanict0

text books devote two or more chapters to the subject. We s iall postpone

discussion of these problems until later. Thlrst let us consider some

modifications of the Lagrange planetary equations (18-18).
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20. MODIFICATIONS TO LAGRANGE PLANETARY EQUATIONS

The Lagrange planetary equations (18-18) or (18-19) have a serious

defect when computations are made. The disturbing function R is a

function of position of the particle and possibly time, i.e., R = R (x,y,z,t).

If x, y and z are to be expressed in terms of the orbital elements, it

will be necessary to make use of t in thi.s transformation.

x - r (cos (w+f) cos S1 - sin (w+f) cos i sin Q]

y - r [cos ((j+fl sin 0 + sin (w+f) cos i cos 0 ] (20-1)

z - r (sin i sin (w+f)]

r - a (I - e cos E) = a(l-e) (20-2)

1+ e cos f

E - e sin E - M- nt + X (20-3)

f V1 7+--e_ _ E
tan tan (20-4)

In particular, t appears through the mean anomaly M, as

H - nt - nTo M nt + X (20-5)

Since x - x(as,M); y - y(as,M); z m z(asM), then R may be

expressed as R(asM,t), where a. refers to the Six orbital elements.

Since n2 a 3 - we have n - a3 so R depends on the semi-major

axis, a, in two wan; explicitly, since a is one of the as orbital elements,
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and implicitly, through the dependence of M on a. Hence

;R.DI+ ;)a (20-6)
aa aaM oM a Ba

where (aa) denotes the partial derivative with M held constant, (tLhe
explicit dependence) and ( a the derivative with 'a' held constant,

(the implicit depenoence). We could live with this arrangement but

it can cause trouble and it is easily removed.

Fi.rst note that the onl way R can depend on X is through the mean

anomaly M nt + x and hence

( aR) (20-7)

In addition we have ta but n rp a 3 /2 so thataa aa

an - 3n o M 3nt (20-8)
2 a a 2a

and we can writP

aR .(aR M -_ 3 (20-9)

Substituting this into the Lagrange planetary equations for x

we obtain



d 1 l-e 2 DR 2 DR__ - (20-10)
dt: nae e na da

- - (E - L (20-1

The presence of t here leads to secular terms when the x equation is

integrated. We want to avoid this. From the da equation we have
dt

da 2 aR (se., pae 17S ,"u,{tlI
-'E na 

)

hence,

h_ - Z e (20-12)

The left side is set equal to a new derivative which we call

X d..,t. x nt + n -nx-+ *j(t) - n (20-13)

Integration of this equation gives

N s

" Now since



ax- a DR (20-15)

-;x- X 0 aX1

equation (20-12) may be written

dXi 1-e2 ;R 2 (R) (20-16)

dt nae e na a MaI

This equation (20-16) has the same form as equation (20-10) except

that ()appears instead of a, i.e., we need consider only the explicit
;8a M Bca

derivative. Hence for the Lagrange planetary equations we merely replace
a Rl

X by X, and use the restricted ' IR) . The implicit dependeace on 'a' has

been absorbed into Xl

M - X, + O ndt - E - e sin E (20-17)

The feasibility of this device is one of the principal reasons

for dealing with X instead of Too

This device also works with other variables which are often used

in astronomy.

7-W + fl(20-18)

a is called the ongitude of Lhe pericfei . "7ti truc 1 -',de

of an object about its primary is given by

L- *'+ f A + w + f (20-19)
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The mean ion itude is given by

= + n(t-To) (20.20)

w- + nt + x (20-21)

and in addition we have the mean longitude at -he epoch (c) which is

used in place of To or X.

= w"- nTo (20-22)

This is the mean longitude (1) at the moment from which time (t)

is reckoned, i.e., the value of t at t - 0.

S' + nt - n o  (20-23)

w -no w + a + X (20-24)

and hence

- nt +i, (20-25)

Note that

M = '= nt + s - ' (20-26)



We can derive the Lagrange planetary equations usiz.g the variables

(a, e, i, f, W 9 c) instead of (a, e, i, Q, w, X). Computing the new

Poisson brackets and evaluating as before we obtain the following:

da _ R (20-27)
dt na Dc

A_ 41 J _e (20-28)

ha 4 --

.. "Y19 . --.[-:'t f

- (20-29)

- n a1 51KAVP C' , (20-30)

A _________+ ta n() / R b

,,, , ,(20-31)

where

Again we have the implicit/explicit dependence of R on 'a' because

we have replaced M by E, i.e., R = R (as,M,t). As before the problem

1 -I



only occurs in the Ai equation.
dt

Following as before we have

2 R 2 M~ 2 / b1 4A
a- Ts"' na a) a 6M a (20-34)

a na Ma

a

where again the subscript on the bracket denotes a variable that is

constant for that operatioN. Upon substituting

~ --f(sec Pase 111, E1.11101110 7)

we have

"na Uk ha " LOU, '- a1 ,it

Now substitute this exprevsion for the appropriate term in equation

(20-28) give

:' ' E Z( a.Ve (20-37)

Wh re we have defi-d a vew variable (," as

1:)



c thfi (20-38)

which integrates to give

C" C" + nt - ndt ,(20-39)

Thus the device works here just as it did in the X case.

The factor n that occurs in the mean anomaly does not vary when

ths derivatives are formed with respect to 'a' and we regard the

explicit dependence only. Further, nt is replaced by f n dt in the

expression for the mean anomaly. The value of n is now found from

the 'a' variation by the relation

p jndt- F a- 3/2 dt (20-40)

Differentiating this twice with respect to time gives

3V J Z2 (20-41)

d!2  3 .* 9.a-e (20-42)

The integral p a f ndt is called the mean motion in the disturbed

orbit.

In additioa to this "secular" problem, the normal forms of the

Lagrange planetary equations, including those of equation (20-27) to



(20-32), are not suited for undisturbed orbits of eiti-er small

eccentricity or small inclination angles, i.e., for near circular

or near equatorial orbits.

rhe trouble lies in the presence of both e and sin i in the

denominators of the right hand sides. In addition, for circular

orbits, w loses its significance and likewise ft loses its meaning

for equatorial orbits, We thus look for slightly different orbital

elements for these cases.

For small eccentricity (near circular orbits) we replace e

and w by

h - e sin w and k - e cos w

where

- ,w + S1. Then equations (20-29) and (20-31) for. d an dw

are replaced by

'ne A.fi~ a (20-43)

A -VI7 bi _alf

it ~ h ___ (20-44)

Note that

j.I-'I



1- e2 - 1 - h2 - k2  (20-45)

These equations are, of course, good for large eccentricities as

well.

For small inclinations (near equatorial orbits) we use the new

variables

p - tani sin a
(20-46)

q a tani cosQ

The equations for and are then replaced by the following:
dt dt

At V I7 Co AJhWIe c4AoSj (N0-47)

! _ I

: --.--.--

.4 CO? + -1"014tt)
yl (20-49)

These latter expressions for the cos i can b; expanded in powers

of (p 2 + q2 ) when i is sufficiently small.

We rcI.o have problems with polar orbits where i =  For these

cases one usually changes the orientation of the Xyz axis system.

For both near circular and near equatorial orbits one can use the

elements,

jcIs



'a, e sin (0 w), e cos (R+2), tan i sin n, tan i cos 9, )

Another set of parameters which have no singular orbits are those

formed by using quaternion3 as elements. See, 'A Nonsingular Set of

Orbit Elements"' by C. J. Cohen and E. C. Hubbard, U. S. Naval Weapons

Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia, July 1961 (AD 267155).

The trouble with these nonsingular elements is that one loses

ph,'sical significance; they are not as intuitively helpful as the

cl'iptical elements. One could just as well return to canonical

variables.

K. Stumpff6 , Samuel Herrick3 and Samuel Pines have each developed

a variation of parameters set which use initial poition and velocity

vectors in the osculating plane as the state vectors. The positions

are related tu the instantaneous position and velocity through Kepler's

equatIon. Using 0 as the difference between the instantaneous and

initial eccentric anomaly, Kepler's equation can be written,

ro
nt - e- (1-A- sin e + (I - co ,e) e

a 2

vhere

Ro- initial position vector

R a initial velocity vector 0

r a scalar magnitude of R0 0

The ttchnique makes use of the fact that in unperturbed motion

one can express the conic motion in the form
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o 0

0 0

where f and g, " and g are given in terms of initial conditions

and increment of time from initial time, t - T , as follows

f= a (cos 0 _ 1) + 1r
0

g = - 3 sin )

rr
0

( (cos +-l)
r

For details one should see the article by Pines in the February

4
1961 issue of Astronomical Journal. This particular set of variables

does have the difficulty that there is a deterioration in the con-

ditioning of tne associated transition matrices. This latter difficulty

$
was overcome in a subsequent report by Pines, Wolf and Bailie in which

they chose a slightly different but related set of parameters. See

the report referenced below.
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21. OBLATE EARTH POTENTIAL

Let U be the potential corresponding Lo a force field F = VU.

For a solid xade up of many different elemental pieces, this potential

is expresse; ta

0 u ott,) is the variable density

&!

-.-. 2, -.I./ ,

AsJ

FIGURL 21-1

In spherical coordinates the wil: vlume i

p cos d# dX dp

, j-F- (21-2)

ILqq



To solve we expand

X

FIGURE 21-2

PV loz+r' erp Cosd r 4[1 -P (21-3)

(21-4)

3r

+ 3 13

Legendre polynomi~!s of the first kind Pn(cos a). See for examnple,

R. V. Churchill, "Fourie: Series and Boundary Value Probleas."

Chapter 9.

Compare the list below with the coefficients of each On term

of equation (21-4).



I
Po(co. a) , 1 P1 (Cos 0) - cos a P2 (cos 0) [3 cos 2a-1] (21-5)

1 1

P3(cos 0) - [5 cos 3B -3 cos 0) P4(cos a) 
=-8(35 cos40 - 30 cos2 a + 3]

etc.

Other terms are generated by

nPn (cos 0) - (2n-1) cos a Pn-1 (cos S) - (n-i) Pn-2 (cos a), (21-6)

Itus we can write the - term as
R

-t I ( cos:) ( (0s:,4 ($)(] (217)

TX (21-8)

Now substitute for 1 in the integral for U.

U 60f(,>~(c)co~'XJ

where (p,0",A') are the coordinates of the differential mass -lement

din. We now need to express cos a in terms of * and A, the angles of
test mass at P(r,O,).
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tz

AJ

r r [cos : cos A I + cos sin X + sin (21-10)

p= p [cos p' cos ' 1 + cos *' sin X' T + sin ' ] (21-11)

and hence

cos = rP cos(A - X') cos cos ' + sin sin ' (21-12)

rp

We now have enough information to proceed by putting (21-12) into

each term of (21-9) in each of the Pn(cos a) expressions and then

integrate term by term with respect to d4', dX' and dp. (Good Grief!)

Fortunately all -.his is not necessary. We can make use of

potential theory to solve equation (21-1)

'From equation (21-1) one can find the following:

aU=fff a(-x)d~dnd.ax itsf

and

a,2U (3(g-) 2  1 d)dnd.

92U 92U
One can find similar expressions for =- and T-7and by addition

we have

;2U ;2U a2U

=ax~ + ay+ = 0(2-3
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which is Laplace's equation. The potential function of a

distributed mass satisfies Laplace's equation in the space external

to the mass. In spherical polar coordinates, (r,X,f), Laplace's

equation becomes

a ,r2 9U 1 U 1 32U8r r ) +  cos(,O+ = 0. (21-14)

To solve we use the separation of variables method and assume

U(r,X,q) = R(r)A(X)I,(#) (21-15)

When we substitute this into (21-1h) it becomes

d 2 dR 1 d 1 d2A
r-) A P + (cos )RA+ -- -7 

and dividing this by RA¢ it reduces to

d 2 dR 1 d d 1 d 2AT- Tr P cos 0 d Acs =

Since the left hand side of (21-16) is a function of r alone,

and the right hand side a function of € and A alone, these two sides

must be equal to a constant which we arbitrarily select to be

q = n(n + 1). We can then write (21-16) in the equivalent form of

r2 d2R d
r z + 2r r- n(n + 1) R = 0 (21-1'')

and

1 d2A 2 0§ (o d)
-- qcos - (Cos (21-18)
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Similarly since (21-18) has all the X dependent terms on the

left hand side, this equation must be equal to a constant which we

2
can call -p2. Equation (21-18) is then written as

dA 2A =0 (21-19)
d de

cos d (cos d + cos2  - p2) € = 0. (21-20)

(q cos

Equation (21-19) has a general solution of the form

A = A cos pX + B sin pX for p #0
(21-21)

A = C & DX for p O.

For our case we will have an axially symmetric body and hence

the solution is independent of X; therefore p=O, D=O and A=C, a

constant. Equation (21-20) then becomes

cos 0 1- (Cos 1 ) + q cos20 4 = 0. (21-22)

Letting u=sino this equation may be rewritten in the form -acwn

as Legendre's equation.

( - V2) d _ 2p d+ q I = 0. (21-23)

A solution to (21-23) is obtained in the form of a power series

in p which we hope will be a convergent one at least for IV! < 1, e.g.,

tCO

pk ak k  (21-24)
k=o
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Substitution of (21-24) into (21-23) yields che recursive

relation between coefficients,

k(l + k) - k
ak+2 = (k + 1)(k + 2) ak; = 01....(21-25)

The relation (21-25) leaves two arbitrary zonstants open to choice

as is needed for the solution to (21-23). This solution can thus be

written as

S= a ouq(p) + a1vq()

where u (p) and ; (p) are series in even and odd powers of
q q

respectively. Let q be chosen such that n is an integer iihere

q = n(n + 1). For k=n we have q = k(k + 1) and the coefficient

"k+2 from equation (21-25) becomes zero. Consequently the coefficients

"k+4, ak+6, etc., will also be zero and depending on whether k is even

or odd, the even or odd series, uq (u) or vq (p), terminates as an nth

order polynomial.

For any other values of q (where n is not an integer), the series

does not teriLnte an, cezL be shown to be divergent in the range

IpI 1 1 by means of Raabe's test. It therefore follows that the only

solutions which remain convergent are those even or odd series

th
terminating in an n order exponent of p, i.e., the relevant solutions

are polynomials in v known as the Legendre polynomials of order n

where n is an integer. These polynomials are given by equation l-
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The general solution of (21-17) can be writtea as

R = clrn + cor - (n+l) for n # -1/2

(21-27)

R = cIr-1/2 + c2r-1/21n r for n -1/2.

Combining the solutions of R, 'P and A gives

U(r,X,4) = C[clrn + c2r- (n+l)] Pn () (21-28)

where Pn (p) are Legendre polynomials in V. To have a potential

function it is necessary that U vanish as r approaches infinity and

hence tie solution containing c1rn is neglected. Further since

Laplace's equation is linear in U, linear combinations of (21-28) are

also solutions. Thus we have

U Pn--P (sin *). (21-29)
n+1 n

n-o r

For a point mass we have the n=0 case and, of course U p/r.

To accommodate this case we can write (Jo = 1),

A

U= I n _Pn n (sin ).(21-30)
r n ~ri-o r

a
We could have considered the series expansion in terms of - wherer

a is the equatorial radius of the earth and in that case the resulte

could be put in the form

I n P (sin ¢) (21-31)
r n r nn=o
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or,

(%C)
n

U Jn .) Pn (sin )]. (21-32)
r n=2

In (21-32) we neglect the term Pl(sin ) since it can be set

equal to zero by proper choice of the origin of the coordinate

system, i.e. when origin coincides with the center of gravity of

the earth, then P (sin 4b) = 0. See Chapter 35 for further details.
A

For a spherical earth all the J 's would be zero. We could calculaten
A

these J constants as functions of a and the shape and density ofn e

the earth by proceee-ng with the integration of equation (21-9).

However, it is much mcre desirable to use dynemical measurements to

calculate the J constant. See Chapter 35 for details of how this
n

is done. When one calculates these J values, J turis out to ben1

the important one, and it turns out to be negative. We would rather

work with positive values so we define

A

J =-Jn n

and then the potential function can be written

unr [i - I J n (sin (21-33)( n=2 n (n Fn

To compute the above we use the following
1 2

[2(s.-.n 0 ( sin2  -i

P3(sin L): (5 sin 3  -3 sin

nPn(sin d) (2n-1)sin Pn- (sin )-(n-1) Pn- (sin
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22, SATELLITE PERTURBATIONS DUE TO AN OBLATE EARTrH

The principal effect of the oblate earth can be found by using

only the J2 term. J2 is of the order of 10 - 3 while the other Jn

terms are of the order of 10-6 or smaller. We thus take the potential

to be

z r (22-1)

With this potential, the disturbing function becomes

R ar 3  L 3  "2 -2

The first step is to express R in terms of the orbital elements.

Using equation (16-76) we have

3Im (22-3)

so that

arR)~ .1ift)5~ (22-4)

Using the identity

(22-5)
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we cza . write R as

Z- 3 sjwi 3 S'~ Cos N o s

where a is the semi-major axis of the orbit.

For the combinations a3, ( cos 2 f, (A) 3 sin 2 f, there

are ready-made power series expansions in multiples of the mean anomaly.

(For example, see Design Guide to Orbital Flight, etc.)

(22-7)

(AS 3e +LS~e e 27+3e+ C, CoM( )0 -7(
S+ COS V4. + 3- --''  €o

e (3 +'e +...)c oz + ....

()osZ'F = ze o;' ( j t .4,.e~oZ

A (Co- ,'+... )os3 + .....

(I LLo+.

( e- e 6 .. sr3M + ...

N3,



Making use of these equations, we insert them into equation (22-6)

and make the necessary rearrangements. 'The result will be of the form

aF E . C " )Co [jm+jwL~ (22-8)

where the coefficients F,' are series in powers of e, multiplied by

certain finite expressions of sin i. See the article by Proskurin

and Batrakov in list of references for im expression accurate to e6 .

The following form of R ib accurate to order of e 3 , i.e., e4 and higher

powers have been neglected.

44 1' ~e+3e..e)cs (22-9)

z r~
2 M 31 J2 at3~j$~I

+~ (e-jecos (M4 83zC03) + (-- sew)cosSzM-zw)

.7,3 874S3
4 ' ~- e) CoS(SM*2) + Le~cos(4m+zw).-es1 I

From this we then form th- proper partial derivatives of R with

respect to each of the orbital elements, jR etc., and substitute the
ae

resultant series expansion appropriately into the Lagrange planetary

equations. We can then integrate term by term to obtain expressions



for the first order perturbation of the elliptic elements of the satellite

due to an oblate earth.

This work is carried out bj Proshurin and Batrakov (AD-245905) or

(AD-250841) and is also available as NASA Technical Translation F-45

(Nov 1960).

As an t.xample, dlQ is given below, again accurate to order of e
3.

(22-10)

4'J"l' + z'Ia (:)c ,( f,+aet)ht +3 (e s

+ e 242 e sin 'M +4

e3 SIA(M-zW) - -!(I-ze ) SIh(zM4zLw) Ve s- e3) ih(3M4 ZLO)

" e Sin(4M+W) " (M+-4

Sterne points out that there is an easier way*. Let's return to the

oblate earth disturbing function.

[1- 3 si.-I (22-11)

*Easy for him, difficult for you.
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The partial detlvatives of R with respect to the elements can be

found by noticing that R is a function of r and and r, in turn, is

a function of a, e, x. * is a function of i, w, and f, which is itself

a function of the elements e and X only. By using the elliptical motion

relations one can show that

?IAire0 t M4(22-12)

ae 0ueos)I v ae + +e4 CO (I , x

= (I+e cosj)
ha ax _f,

bf COSecs)a4 1 (+(fW).be I- e t  " " ' COSO

One can then easily obtain the following partials.

(22-13)

-t .b = 2 (i-e)/r ¢ os- (i~e cosf)( )- 3sih Sin A)

3 sum ,lZ. sin (zecsf)]

- 5~~i)CS il4



-- " =" ~Sin int '

awa

A a" * + e coM

S -r

(1~~(,eof 4  corsnA Cs4sn

We can now substitute these as required in the Lagrange planetary

equations to obtain the following set of exact equationF.

a 1 C O4 si -3 30 4' 30f4j

2>0 (+e COSf) - O' S&

at - e)91  Co)"s

Sir + ( eC ,of . 14.)

4~ ~ ev 4,1n cos A ,4R I - I - e o05
2~o A(i 3 )74

31

+C )(~C034) lm"A Ce5

J, 4, - a, 0j-)



Jt 2a3e(I-ez L 1( -3 Im2l Siri) ( coisf + eai e Cosf)

- I3 ~j). j] [ e sirij (Z.+e ws)] 4 [(-ZSinf)(14 eCOS4)(Z4 sIC jjST i~C~J 3  iT

- sp' ( e c s) ,, co ) 3 3A cin lA.

S. a3( i, -)( -

SX,(i+e 
osf) 2

o [i n er p e (2+eosf)4 Cos f

~es f(z4 e co4) ? e cas4)I

We could now integrate these numerically to obtain an "exact"

solution. However, we need to have the true anomaly, f', as a function

of time. We thus need an additional relationship.

The angular momentum vector of a satellite is, by the definition

of the osculating orbit, in the direction perpendicular to the

instantaneous orbit plane and its magnitude is given by the sum of

the angular velocity of the satellite in the orbital plane and
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the angular velocity of the orbital plane in the direction perpendicular

to the orbit plane. The two terms are expressed mathematically as

r2 + Ail-cos i = h lp (22-15)

where u = f + w and p = a(l-el) is the conical parameter. We thus have

du df + dw (22-16)
ddt dt

and substituting and solving for- gives
dt

df _ /up dw do (22-1)
dt r 2  -dt- d cos

We can now use the Lagrange planetary equations to give

dL+ ,r. y1i ' ~F -et itc cot4~ Ub
-% - 6 54 k_ _ -. 2 ~2-18)

S -' - (22-19)

which we can write in the form,

o r e (prom )hi ru 'v'7to ' ~(22-20)

For our ablate earth problem this reduces to



3  f (I C s .f S1124 If",,A4)

-sjhi sih ZiA sin ( t e cos) 3 (22-21)

This equation together with equations (22-14) iay then be used to

obtain a numerical solution for the orbital elements as a funtion of time.

An alternate and approximate approach is to transform the equaiins

(22-14), which have derivatives with respect to time, into equations which

have derivatives with respect to f(O), the true anomaly of the unperturbed

motion. It will then be possible to integrate the equations with respect

to f(o) and obtain the first order perturbeption effect of J2 as closed
(o)

expressions involving the initial values of the elements and f~o).

Recall that

(22-22)

If we wish to change to true anomaly as the independent variable,

we can write the left hand side of Lagrange's equations as

da da df (22-23)
t df d etc.

Where we now need an expression for f. If we choose f as the true

anomaly in some osculating orbit valid at time to , then it can be related to

time by equation (22-22) in terms of the unperturbed elements a0, eo,
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etc. We call this f the "unperturbed" true anomaly and designate it by

f(o) We can write

df(O) df(o) dE(O) dM(O)
dt dE(0) dM(o) dt

Recall

M (t- o) so that adsinceM E e sinE,

we have M( °) E(o) - eo sin E( O) and ca find

1) - eo cos E()

Now since

_rI ez~f*

-we have

Cosf I- e Cos E6.

By using the derivative of the arccosie we can compute

ate) -- Sm " (f l e. C03 E"')

and then using
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Lv econ lo G4 Eluotior (OUM) on Al

Sin E"1  I + e. Cal

one obtains

-a et - -- , Cos46) (22-24)

Relation (22-24) transforms the Lagrange planetary equations

into the following set:

od. /  c, .ez ) (22-25)44k€) , 8) - 0e
. e i- (e.e Co 3frT7

a. . 9

4 4(a) /. Si (I+ f4 C.1;(?) O

b (I -Cal)__m caf'ia aI _a. I- ca ( ,-ez)4 t o ) - - _ - . .,+e Ci +e, cojf.) ,e , ( tCeos s.Ce)";-
- -( ,-_ )

le , + cosfJL - eIC Co f ()) ~

'Zia



The student should substitute the partial derivatives of equations

(22-13) into the above to determine the form of these equations for the

case of the oblate earth. 4ien these equations are thus obtained, they

can be integrated to give first.-order perturbations in terms of the

unperturbed anomaly, i.e., a ) ," a ( I ) [f(1)], e(1) = e(1) [f(O)], etc.

This suggests the following procedure: If to is the starting epoch,

we evaluate a(l) (f(O)), e(1) (f(O)), etc. between the limits f.(0 ) and

fl ( 0 ) . The time tI at the upper limit follows from equation (22-22) in

terms of ao, eo, etc. Using this tj and a1 o ao + a
(l) (fl~o), etc.,

in equation (22-22) we can find fl, the true anomaly for the new osculating

orbit. Changing the notation from ZI to al, etc., and fl to fl), we can

now repeat the procedure for the next integration interval. The "updating"

of orbit elements in the right-hand side of equation (22-25) amounts to a

partial allowance for higher-order perturbations, while the recalculation

of f at the beginning of each step represents essentially a first order

perturbation of the true anomaly.

Returning to the oblate earth problem, when the relations of

equations (22-13) are substituted into equations (22-25), this; set

may be integrated in closed form. By means of the expansions

~ t 1 c( i (22-26)

(I + e Cos+ - zecos f+e, Cos+ 1(ii) ))4ecos+4 CosZ4

(1+ ecos4)) I + 3eosf t3eZcost4 +e cos'f

~~ e+ 3e 0 1JCOSf *el COW 4 4 coS3f

2f



and the relations

2 sin x cos y - cos (x+y) + cos (x-y)

2 sin x cos y a sin (x+y) + sin (x-y) (22-27)

2 cos x sin y - sin (x+y) - sin (x-y)

the Lagrange planetary equations may be tranaformed so that only terms

with sine or cosine of various angles occur, which are immediately integrable.

Sterne on page 122 gives the following results. The constants K are to

be adjusted to provide the correct initial values ao, eo, etc., and f(O)

is the true anomaly in elliptical motion in whi-h the relation, n 2 3no0 0,

holds. The f(O) in these equations will in general differ from the value

of f used in calculating the disturbed motion,, hence we cannot readily

relate these results to time, but nevertheless the important effects

can clearly be seen.

4) es0(22-28)

* ~ Smn 4 Cos(Zao{~

4 (i- Sif4Cos 4 Si COS(U. 4s.)')

-4E (e., Sin 4' , Cos ( z + $ ") )

I 3. ..



3d

+ 't I f 5l"40) Cosf~o-( e.z 4(22-28

cont'd)

4 .2. e w ffl' 0 ) zoo e +s~)C,

+ e sz co~i~4, i~~-sin) Cos f'~o

+ .1 4' ( 74~I tL')J~j O

4*J.e, Sinl, C Zco w+4f'' s*4e* 4 Cos (Zwo S410)J

4l 4

-Le.1

4 2~ As e*I)f -

- - -be.'S in(cozoo s''

7 'fe , ) 5-Zf~ s 4(o~t))snzZ

+ $mi, (4Vf4 4Sil el~o SJM(kl n(*S



(22-28
cont 'd)

3 l: t _ r r )

+ I eZ:;,,, , ,7,.r °

+ e.1 sin4) cos ?4o 1S,'n)l

" si43. 31 (2-9

- e. (, .) Sill < -a 31,<.' (0)),,z , <

wh1 tre .

U (22-30)
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23. SECULAR PERTURBATIONS

Sometimes we desire less informatioi than the complete motion.

We may like to know only secular changes, i.e., we want to know the

change in say, P, after one revolution. Let's consider this problem.

To use Lagrange's planetary equations we first must determine
R

quantities like - as a function of a5 , f and t, where 3s (s = 1,2,..6)

are the orbital elements. We then have

dAs

dt F(as, f,t) (23-1)

Suppose at time to, the satellite passes perigee. At that time

all the A. elements will have certain values. The satellite next

passes perigee at to + P where P - period. We wish to know how much

each orbital element has changed during the time P

o+ P

as(to+P) - as (t o ) - J Fs (as,f,t) dt. (23-2)

to

Up to this point we are exact. No approximations have been made.

We now assume that the as values that appear in the kernel of equation

(23-2) are substantially constant during one period. Then we can

easily evaluate the integral (sometimes). We can make this assumption

because of small perturbations. We actually have

d' - =  s (s' f t)(2 3-3)

£ 5 *Kft



where c is a small parameter. In the case of the oblate earth J2

is the small parameter. Hence the elements a. have a slow rate of change,

ergo, they are practically constant over a short time, which we take to

be the time r.

This integration process is made easier by using the first order theory -

since we have already made this assumption. Let's start with equations

(22-25). Foi." example

CIA 6(23-4)

From equation (22-13)

- = - a ie cos ), 3W i si Sin,2(f-W) (23-5)

which we also evaluate at the initial osculating values to give

£4 (A3'e CoI +e.Co , 4j ,z(W,.t4 ( ) (23-6)

Using the identity

equation (23-6) becomes
F;



JA3' CS310 ccsf/" I Cc$ Zf Cos a J+ vilZ$ Z~O]
(23-7)

This may now be integrated as (Ail =I(to+P) - SI(to)),

......... &64e. CcosZoo (hC cof') )4

+ i" Zwof0 freo 5o$.'" )si .f f (z8)
-Yr

The last two integrals are zero. The first has the value 2w.

Therefore

C CoS4 0
I- e" ) I IT (23-9)

We can consider the change in 9 in one period per period, i.e., 
4

un 0 . Thus (23-9) oecomesusing flo -n o "

Al 3 no 32 J; COSo 1:23-10)

A - 1( - e___ I__

Thus the line of nodes is subject to a secular perturbation.

The minus sign indicates that f0 moves backwards with respect to the

direction of motion along the orbit. This is called retrograde motion.

In a similar manner the student should verify that

S 3.z ae(- T Sin'A) (23-li)

a:d



Thus the perigee location advances or regresses depending on the

inclination of the orbit. If sin2 i 0 > 0.8 (io > 63.40) the value of

w decreases with time and vica versa.

The other elements, with the exception of X1, do not have any

secular changes.

Let's calculate the last secular change, that of Xl, by a slightly

different method. To find the secular perturbations we are really

confined to first order approximations, hence the part of R responsible

for secular terms is given by the secular part of R, i.e., by the constant

term in the Fourier expansion of R (in t rms of M), thus

R5eia c - R (23-12)a0

For the oblate earth

[r

Kr L "t 3 s3Ipz (4+wj i'At- (23-13)

Using the relations (which the student should confirm),

-* (23-14)
41

(Hint: change variable of integration to df(O), see (22-24 one finds

R3~j (23-15)
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We see immediately from the Lagrange planetary equations that a,

e, and i suffer no secular perturbations sincE

aRs 3Rs 3Rs 0 3-6
ailo DS . (23-16)

Now Xl - M- Indt and hence

Am . n + dXl (23-17)n gdt dt

_ + VI . 70 (23-18)

where n must be considered a variable even in first order work. However,

recall n - ui a - 3 2 so

3 (23-19)At Ir2at

aRs
For the secular perturbations due to the oblate earth, - 0

and hence n is a constant, no.

Using the expression for R. we find the secular perturbation from

re -V o aj

ho jL (23-20)
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This perturbation in M can be interpreted as a perturbation of the

period, i.e., we can allow for it by using a slightly different or perturbed

value of n called F.

This mean anomaly M is defined as M n(t-To ) where To is the time
dM

of perifocal passage. in the two body case dK - constant. ThedMt

equation for d- in this first order secular theory is also a constant
di

for the nblate earth peic.urbation because a, e and experience no

secular variations (see eq.ation (23-20). Hence the unperturbed mean

motion (NO) is either increased or de',reased, depending on the value

of i, by a certain constant amount. Adopting some convenient new epoch

time t a to where M - Ito we can write equation (23-20) above in the form

H-H 0 + n (t-to) (23.-21)

To make the mean anomaly consistent we can write this as

(23-32)

or

M= Ho + k (t-to) + no (t-to) (23-23)

In a similar fashion we can write for the secular changes

= no + (t-to) (23-24)



W Wo + cao (t-to) (23-25)

Thus the first order J2 secular variations can be sunnarized as

below.

Z7T

0 + " FiO t Coz Sin. E (.

- j cosa )i~v,
o -o + , :( .E:)a

(23-26)

a a0

e aeo

2

i -jo ~aO ~'e'e O O

I"L



The time unit here is the unperturbed period o.

It is sometimes more convenient to adopt a mean value of the semi-

major axis as not ao but

then

h - 2.(, z (23-28)

m C?~i~att
value A4 a-at

II eI
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FIGURE 23-2. Kai . of rotation of the orbital
plane about the Earth's axis.
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24. GAUSS PLANETARY EQUATIONS

The Lagrange planetary equations can be modified ii a number of ways.

One of the most fruitful modifications is due to Gauss. To develop the

Gauss planetary equations we first resolve the Jisturbing force into

three components, U, V and W where W is perpendicular to the plane of

the orbit, positive coward the north pole; V is in the plane of the orbit

at right angles to the radius vector, positive in the direction of motion;

U is along the radius vector, positive in the positive r direction. These

are shown in Figure 24-1 on the next page. Note carefully that here U

is a force and is not the potential function of the previous sections.

From the spherical geometry of this Figure 24-1, we can write

AR a U [cos u cos Q - sin u sin a cos i] - V (sin u cos 9 +11x - a

cos u sin U cos i] + W sin 0 sin i

3RF_- - U cos u sin Q + sin u os flcos i] - V [sin u sin Q - (24-1)
y 3y

cox u cos fl cos i] - W cos 9 sin i

Fz = 3R - U sin u sin i + V cos u sin i + W cos i3z

These are Euler angle transformations. The xlylz 1 system is formed

from the xyz system by three rotations. (1) Rotate through +fl about

the z axis; (2) rotate through +i about x1 axis; (3) rotate through

+u - W + f about the z1 axis. We thereby obtain



SATVELLITE

FIGURE 24-1. UNIT SPHERE PROJECTION OF SATELLITE ORBIT.
W4, V, U FORCES
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xI  Cos Cos cos u sin 9
- sin u cos i sin 9 + sin u cos i cos Q sin i sin u x

yl . - sin u cos Q - sin u sin Q (24-2)
- sin 9l Cos i Cos u + Cos u Cos i Cos Q sin i cos u y

z in i sin Q -cosA 3 i Cos i z

The perturbative forces in x]ylz I system are 0, V, W

BR _I_ aR

Letting the elliptical elements be a. then we can form

_-+ aR + aR ail_
2R.RR ax+ + R azl+ _ DR
aas a I 3a, 3yl aas  azI 3as  xl 3as D9l aas 3il 3as

xy x yz

aR aR aRSince R is a function only of position, T -3; -. 1 0 sooo
x y z

3R . U +xl  Vyl + W z l
(24-3)

a a aa8  aa,,

The equations (24-2) are of the form

xI  Ax (u,Q,i) x + BX (u,fl,i) y + Cx (u,,i) z

y Ay (u,0,i) x + By (u,fl,i) y + Cy (u, Q,i) z

z- Az (u, 1,1) x + Bz (u,Sf,i) y + Cz (u, 1,i) z

Frew thesc kind of equations we first form terms of the sort



h' Ay 4bs c Ax LK + ort-+ Cc x +z+ L

Sz(24-4)

Thereupon by using ( ajution (S-31)of PA O),

x - r cos u cos Q - r sin u cos i sin A

y - r cos u sin 9 + r sin u cos i cos n (24-5)

z - r sin risin i

r a a (1 - e2)  +W nlo n2l+e cos f u + ._? 2=ay

we finally obtain the following

ax 1  r _ 0z8z'
aaa 3a a 0

3x' - aCos f Lsin f -(2 + e cos f) 0
ae ae 1 + e cos f ae

axI  ayl 3zi

aw- = 0 T- r a = 0 (24-6)



ax1  ea sin f =a2J--- ' az- , (24-6
-" r contd)

i 0-_ r sin u

0 r cos i j-- r cos u sin i

Combining this with (24-4) along with (24-3), we find, after

rich wailing and gnashing of teeth, that

a v r cos i - W r cos u sin i

aR
a- W r sin u

3R

aR ur

(24-7)

3R r
3-U a cos f + V [1 + -] a sin f

R Uae a2

'1- sin f + v l - J

r 1 r 1- e2  '2
-p -1+e cos f a 1+e cosf pa1-e)
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With these equations, the Lagrange planetary equations become,

Ai W COS,"
Ia Ci e cos+)

0 w4 i-el VI- t(z+ecas0ShvfV-W SI)IA& cotiV~1l7
R ae 4 ~ CtQO+ na Qa-ff COM+

417t 31", C 4COS
(24-8)

_a I ._____ I( l s c[ =: IU + ieV

ha $CCS4

94

These (24-8) are called the Gauss planetary equations.

Another representation is in terms of T, N and W. T is in the

direction of motion, along the velocity vector; N is normal to T, positive

toward the interior of the ellipse; and Wis normal to the orbital plan,

as before.
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MA5S

FIGURE 24-2
(In the planes of the orbit)

Recall equation (5-6),

e sin f
tan y = 1 - e cosf (24-9)

Where y is the flight path angle, here represented by the angle

between T and V as shown in Figure 24-2. iis the velocity vector of

the particle. From the above we have

sin y - e sin f
/+ ez + 2e cos f

(24-10)

cos Y- 1 + cos f
i1 + eZ + 2e cos f

and since

2 3



V - T cos Y + N inr

(24-11)
U - T sin y - N cosy

we have

S- + e cosf T + e smn+

v'e1l ze i-0 Sf' T + 1 4 z4e Co

S ._ _. ln 7" -. e 014 -- (24-12)

I + 4e'4 COS:' + _f z_ _.sf

Making this substitution for V and U in Gauss's equation (24-8) gives

i a (lfe cos4i

1t ae Vr + to # I CO4 l 0 Cosf) 444

Is I.,IZt( ) N ,(-eZ)s$nf-I (24-13)

SZT4 +Zecoof eV

2,40J. 18



Both equations (24-8) and (24-13) are called Gauss's planetary

equatioas. As before we can change the independent variable to f(O)

or E(O). The student should carry out this transformation.



25. ORBITS WITH SMALL CONSTANT THRUST

As an application of Gauss's equations consider the effect of small

constant thrust which is so directed that

u-o vo w C (25-1)

This is an ion engine (say) which is always directed perpendicular

to the orbital plane. Substituting these thrust values into equations

(24-8) we see imediately that

a0 er-0 Xl=0. (25-2)

Thus the energy and shape of the orbit are not affected by this kind

of perturbation. We expect this physically since the force is always

perpendicular to the direction of motion and therefore cannot change the

particles energy. n, w and i are subject to perturbations and we wish

to calculate their secular accelerations. To do this we assume C is

small.

Consider first the secular change in n. To facilitate the calcula-

tion we change the independent variable to f(o) and the corresponding

equation (24-8) becomes

-4 sin io I ito Cos (25-3)



To find the secular change we integrate over one revolution.

R+

-?
A i i I~ (+e 0c of''

Expanding the integral

2 ('-e4~ zs-s)
L-17

The second integral vanishes because of odd symmetry of the integral.

This leaves

Ail (e( Si)l WO (25-6)

where

Co s aI-f

1(e0+ et "S/4-o~r (25-7)

The integral is a little messy to evaluate and it is at this point

in any general problem of this type that one may have trouble. However,

the integral could be evaluated numerically and anyway its exact value

is not essential to our solution. A brief analysis shows that the I(e)

function must have the general character indicated in Figure 25-1. In

particular 1(o) - 0.
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FIGURE 25-1

Applying the same process to w and i equations gives

t it a

Ase l" I (25-9)

Cal I- - 7 6 oo

Note that for a circular orbit e - 0, 1(e) - 0 and all the

secular perturbations vanish, Loes this seem reasonable?

There is nothing in the problem that dictates the orientation

if the xyz inertial coordinate system. Accordingly without loss

of generality we may require that the xy plane initially contain

the line of apsides (wo a 0), but not be the orbit plane itself

(i o 4 0). Then

Ail - 0 O - 0Ca 02 (-eo) 2  (e) (25-10)

This is uniform rotation of the orbit plar, around the line of

apsides. The rate of rotation increases with eo, and is zero for eo - C.



By this method we are able to determine rather easily the bekhvior

of the orbit, and in terms which are easily understood. Now the student

should try the other orthogonal thrust cases, i.e.,

(I) U - O V - c W - 0 azimuthal thrust.

(2) U - c V- 0 W - 0 radial thrust.

Assume the thrust C is very small and find the secular changes

in a, e and determine which, if any, of the r-.maining elements are

free of secular perturbations. ',hich method of thrusting would allow

the particle to escape the planet in the shortest time? Do the results

of the analysis agree with your physical ideas of how this thrust should

perturb the orbit? Explain.
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26. LIJNI-SOLAR PERTURBATIONS

Consider the coordinate system shown below:

Z

FIGURE 26-1. SATELLITE ORBIT PROJECTION ON UNIT SPHERE

Let the coordinate of the satellite be (x,y,z) and those of the

disturbing body (xd) Yd* Zd). Then the disturbing function R, whose



derivative in any direction gives the component of the disturbing force

in that direction is

R. --- (-j--____ (26-1)

where Md is the mass of the disturbing body, which is at a distance rd

from the earth's center. A is the distance between satellite and dis-

turbing body, i.e.,

S ()(- ha) 4 (i" A)' + (Z-ZJ)' (26-2)

The components of the disturbing force along the inertial axis,

Ox, Oy and Oz are

Ol t MA X- XK 'A
x -'3 (26-r3)

If we consider the Uirection cosines which Jenote thz force U.15

24



we CalVA
write these in terms of the satellite coordinates as follows (see Section

Sof these notes on Smart, "Celestial Mechanics," page 63), (l30 atZ 3 )

1, -cos ft cos u - sin S1 sin u cos i

ml - sin Q cos u + cos Q sin u cos i (26-4)

nj - sir. u sin i

12 --Cos 0 sin u - sin Q cos u cos i

m2 --sil lQ sin u + cos fl cos u cos i (26-5)

n2 - cos u sin i

13 = sinf 3in i

mS --cos 0 siu i (26-6)

n3 - cos i

If the orbital elements of the disturbing body are denoted by

subscript d, its coordinates are

xd - rd (cos "d cos ud - sin Pd sin ud cos id)

Yd - rd (sin Od Cos ud + cos "d sin ud COSid; (26-7)

zd - rd (sin ud sin id) .

Denoting the angle between the radius vector to the satellite and

disturbing body by 8, we can write



2 r 2+ r d 2 2 rr d Cos a8268

FIGURE 26-2

so that

Using (26-4) and (26-7) we obtain

XW.,-J+ 4Z~j A comAJ 4 3iu (26-10)

where

A -cos (9id cos u4 + co 'd sin ud sin(10d

B = coB i [cos i d sin ud cos (Q-T - sin (0fd co ud]

+ sin i sin i d sin ud



Substitution of equation (26-9) into (26-3) using the relations

_R + (26-12)

a . 4 "n3 n A

gives

U I Cos i(~C s ) coSr.,

+ n -A sinu+Bcosu (26-14)

Tnd similarly (but by no means obviously) (26-6) and (26-7) give

131d + m3md + n3nd - sin i (cos ud sin (S-Qd) - cos id sin UdC4S(JwJL)]

+ cos . sin id sin ud - C (say)

2SI



Substituting equations (26-10), (26-14) and (26-15) into (26-13),

the components of the disturbing force become

33

3 r

+ jq( A~i - sI)/j (26-16)

where the error due to the neglected terms is a factor 1 + 0
(2 )

Cook mentions that it is worth noting that A, B and C are direction

cosines of the radius vectcr to the disturbing body referred to the

geocentric axes through the ascending node of the satellite; through

the apex of the orbit; and normal to the orbit respectively.

The equation (26-16) may now be substituted into Ga ..s's planetary

equations and integrated. Befcre doing this we -irst change the inde-

pendent variables to f, the true anomaly. Recall (22-17),

2 5



Cos A - (26-17)

The main change in Q and w are those due to the oblateness factor.

Now

- (26-18)

and since S is of the order of 10 - 3 cos i o and d- is the order 10 - 3' flmn,$

[5 s..n2 1-j for the oblateness effects, and since the luni-solar pertur-

bations are of the order of 10-5, we can approximats equation (26-17) as

E 0 l '( )4 e 034) (26-19)rzV - , )," -

which is precisely our previous df(o) representation.

We can now use equation (26-19) to change the independent variable

in (24-8) from t to f. Then substituting from (26-16) gives the

following equations.

a 3  4 r Kr3

43ABcos UA- )ke (26-20)



L- r3 1 Az 82 )] A n kS)CI

4 3 A Bos2tt B(A 8) 4in , [C05f 4 Coft 1e
If fcos

f 4 Af cos4 t - - i "-

dJ 3 Ar4C C
y " , a4.(,eZ) LA cosu -s 0 jin cosA

(A' B') -3A6snA- (A'- )co btCol

3 ABZ 1 ; .- 1Cs
r •

The rate of change of any orbital element can 1e integrated over

one complete revolution to find its secular change. For example, inte-

grating AQf over one revolution gives

six
3'K(t-e=)t C A$:ncs tf w 8(I-cost cosf)
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This can be done for each of the elements ro give the following

secular changes in one period.

SI' C)M r A (26-21)

e ISI. [ 'e-) AIZ4 o ( 4 - 7)Vsin2", +0 (26-22)
P AS-C

Art IskaeJ.~A. 1 e ra (26-23)

UZ~ 3IiC [sEs~t.c4~t£'ozw (26-24)

CQ +

(26-25)

hT~ f 4 ,FPA ( Z+3SetCoZ) 4S~ezSinZ t] +O(r4)
(26-26)

T af S(Af 6%sir C)

a  N (26-27)

For circular orbits the only elements of interest are n and i

which become

-A 3K AC (26-28)
P i-h silli



There are also cases of possIble resonances. When resonance occurs,

the eccentricity is the most important element since any change in it

affec .s the perigee radius, which influences the satellites' lifetime.

After substituting for A and B from ,26-11) and (26-22), Cook finds after

considerable trigonometric manipulations that (26-22) reduces to the

following

• ~e 44 ~( % .) , 3}Z
4h Cos_.".II _~ W

+ Ii 4 i ' i -%

"¢oin c I- 5J4,4 + ! 4a-j) W) 4i. S W).RJ.
4

(26-29)

+ sh ih i s 6{J e; c, in (- Aj-2? )4Co14 ((Z ,--A4.2. 4 Z4t )

+ 4Z j2w - 8 i"' 5 3' 4 4 4$

22.



Clearly celestial mechanicians are men of persistent patience

who think high thoughts and lead clean lives.

Fifteen possible cases when resonance can occur are:

6 6d-_ d +- =

d . d + 0

2u ~ + 2w 0

d - + Od
6 - 6d + 0

(26-3o)

S- SI +d.2w 0

+d 0

=

For any one of these conditions, equation (26-29) indicates we

will have at least one constant term, i.e., a secular change in e.

To determine if resonance occurs. that is, if any of the terms of

(26-30) hold, one must consider all perturbing influences on terms

like Q, w, etc. Near resonance conditions are also important.

For most purposes the only perturbing influence one need con-

sider is the effect of the earth's gravitational oblateness where

we can use the following:

a 3.5 Cos i
a -10.0 a (i..ez)Z in degrees per day
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a 3.55.0 (e) (5 cos 2i-l)
a(!_e) in degrees per day.

2,f we assume d = 0 for the moon then five of the relations in

(26-33) produce resonance for both solar and lunar perturbations if

the orbital inclination takes precisely one of the values given below.

Condition Resonance inclination in degrees

+ 0 i = 46.4or lo6.8

0 i = 73.2 or 133.6

+ 2c = 0 i = 56.1 or 111.0 (26-31)

-2 = 0 i = 69 or 123.9

= 0 i = 63.4 or 116.6

For lwar perturbation, five additional cases of (26-30) can

never occur and the remaining five are only possible in limited

ranges of the inclination angle. The values of a (1-e2) 4/7 whichae
give resonance for particular values of the inclination are given

in Figure 26-3. For solar perturbations, the values of a- (l-e)a

are given in Figure 26-h.
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The first case of resonance for earth satellitiS occurred with

Explorer VI (a0 = 4.34956ae, e0 = 0.76121, i0 = 47"i, 'o = 38.1330,

= 59.2050). Figure 26-5 shows how the satellite orbit changed

with time. The original estimate of its lifetime was about 200 years,

but Kozai showed that because of resonance it would be only the ordor

of two yearsl By choosng a different time of day for the launch

the solar and lunar perturbations on the orbit would be different

and a longer lifetime can be achieved.

For very eccentric satellitiosuch as the Interplanetary

Monitoring Platform (MP) Jthose perturbations cause large variations

in the eccentricity and inclination angle. Figure 26-6 shows the

results obtained by Barbara Shute. The inclination was also affected

by changes as much as 20 degrees. The semi-major axis and mean

motion of the satellite are not effected.
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Because of the eccentricity changes there is a substant..al

effect on perigee height of the satellite, Fig:re 26-7 shows the

behavior of the perigee height as a function of time for an orbit

with elements a = 50,000 km., e = 0.867, i = 33.0, w = 153.50

with the parameter of the curves being Q. This latter can be con-

sidered as the launch time, all other things being constant. Thus

one hour change in launch time corresponds to each 150 of Q. This

phenomena of perigee pumping can be used to raise the perigee when

using a low energy booster or to cause the satellite to re-enter

the atmosphere after a predetermined time.
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How well one can accomplish this depends on how closely these

injection parameters and launch time can be controlled.

Because of t be~e resonance problems we have to resort to

numerical integration for very eccentric orbits. This is usually

carried out together with some method, usually numerical, of removing

the short period terms. One sich method is due to Halphen which

is discussed in detail in the references of Musen (5,6), of Smith

(8) and of Shute (7).
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27. SOLAR RADIATION PERTURBATIONS

Light quanta emanating from the sun carry a momentum equal to

hv-where h is Planck's constant and v is the frequency of the light.c

When the light impinges on a surface all or part of this momentum

is imparted to the surface depending on the spectral characteristics

of the surface. The existence of radiation pressurc was first

proclaimed by James C. Maxwell in 1871. Experimental evidence of

its existence was first demonstrated by Lebedew in 1900. The force

exerted by radiation impinging upon a satellite depends upon the

intensity of the radiation, the presented normal area, and the

reflectivity of the surface. The energy output of the sun is not

constant in time, and there are periods of solar disturbances when

high activity is reported. For purposes of this section, a constant

mean value will be assumed.

For a non-spherical satellite, the magnitude of the force will

depend on the satellite's orientation, but again we assume that

some suitable average value, F per unit mass, acts while the satellite

is in sunlight. Further, since the earth's distance from the sun

is large compared with the size of the orbit, the force produced on

a satellite by solar radiation pressure can be assumed independent

of its distance from the sun. With these assumptions, the magnitude

of the perturbing acceleration on a particle of mass m and cross

sectional area A becomes
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L, (+)s o cm/ ec2  (27-1)

where

p = the reflectivity, varying betwieen 0 and 1

S = solar constant ( 1.35 x 106 ergs/cen 2 sec)

C = velocity of light (% 3 x 1010 cm/sec)

It is sometimes convenient to express the force in terms of g's

(1 g = 986 cm/sec 2). We then have

= 4.5 (1+P) A (27-2)

g m

For Vanguard I:

m = 1459 grams; A = 207.6 cm2; - = 0.1425 cm2/g; F ~ 1.28 x 10- 5 cm/sec2 .m

For Echo I:

m = 71215 grams; A = 7,292,901 cm2; = 102 cm2/g; F 0.92 x 102 cm/sec 2.m

Using the notation of section 26, this radiation force F can be

resolved into three components as

U = -F (A cos u + B sin u) (27-3)

V = -F (-A sin u + B cos u) (27-4)

W = -FC (?7- S)

These may be substituted into the Gauss planetary equations

(24-8). One then transforms the independent variable from t to

as in section 26.

As an example consider the semi-major axis. After substituting

(27-3) and (27-4) in (24-8) and changing to f as the independent

variable, one has
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a =2F(l-e2) FA sin u-B cos u + e (A sin w - B cos ((-6)
Te coS 77N-6)

If the true anomaly when the satellite depar's from and enters

the earth's shadow are denoted by f d and fe respectively, the change

in 'a' during one revolution is given by
f

2P(le2) f e (Asinw-Bcosw)(e+cosf)+(Acos -Bsin)sinf df.(.,
= f (l+ecosf) (-J

Evaluating the integral and using the equation of the orbit gives,
2n [( - rds infd ) T + a 1cosE - cosE d )SpILa= ene -ri ~ cse dj (27-8)

where

T = F{[cos2 '-L sin(w+Q-L) + sin 2 - sin(w0++L)l cos 2

p 2 2 2

+ [cos 2 E sin(w- ?-L) t sin 2 L sin(w-s -L.) sin 2 " (27-9)
2 22

-5[sin(w+L) - sin(w-L)] sin i sin e} ,

S -Ff cos2 - cos(w+Q-L) + sin 2 L cos(w+Q+L)] cos 2 2
p 22 2

+ [cos2 -- cos(w-+L) + sin 2  
- cos(w-2-L)] sin 2

(C2 k 12 2 (2-0

+ 1[cos(w-L) - cos(w+L)] sin i sin E}

where E is the obliquity (see Chapter 32) and L = f + w for the sun.

In terms of Chapter 26 we have evaluated A and B of equativns (26-11)

in equations (27-3) to (27-5) by using id = E, R d = 0 and ud = L for

the sun.
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The other orbital elements are obtained by Cook. The problem

now remains to determine the time at which f and fd occur. Thised

is further complicated by the oblateness effects which cause precession

of the orbital elements Q and w. Thus a complete satisfactory

analytical solution including passage through the earth's shadow has

not been formulated. The best method appears to be successive

applications of Cook's formulae on a piecewise basis or to do what

has been done in the past, evaluate the Gauss planetary equations

by numerical integration.

Escoba) gives a method fc: determining the orbital entrance

and exist of a satellite from the shadow of the earth (Escob9i,

pages 155-162].

if one wishes to be more accurate, the transient, slow, and

diurnal fluctuations in F must be introduced; the radiation pressure

reflected from the earth must be included and the disturbing force

of the earth's shape and atmosphere must be properly contained.

In spite of the sad state of any exact treatment, the analysis to

date has been remarkably effective in accoun1ting for the observed

disturbances in artificial satellite orbits. Figure 27-1 shows

some results given by R. K, Squires which compare the actual

observed perigee height for Echo I with that calculated by ntunerical

integration of the complete equations including radiation pressure

and aerodynamic drag. Considering that numerical integration
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programs are subJa.t to accumulated effects of round-off error, the

agreement is vr-ry good. The uncertainty in radiation reflectivity

and drag are too large to warrant much further refinement of the

calculations.

10 C0,'PARISp j nF THE INTERPIANETARY 6
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Figure 27-1 Perigee altitude vs time in orbit. (From R. K. Squires).
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If the satellite is permanently in the sunli3ht the integrals

like (27-7) are taken from 0 to 2w and the result- simrlify con-

siderably.

=a

P

Ae 3/T-7-1= T
p 2na p

Ar
-- a Ae 3 1-
P p 2n p

(27-11)

Q_ 3We sin w

P - 2na l sin i

Ai 3We cos w

F 2na V-l-eL

A 3/-e 3We sin w cot i
2nae p 2nap+T7

with

Si r&n = - {(cos(u+Q-L) - cos(w-41+L)] sin i cos'-.

+ [cos(w+2+L) - cos(w-f-L)] sin i sin2 £ (27-12)
2

+ [cos(w+L) - cos(w-L)] cos i sin el,
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W cos = {f[sin(+I*-L, - sin(w-S+L)] sin i cos2L

+ tsin(w+R+L) - sin(w-Q-L)] sin i sin2i (27-13)
2

+ [sin(w+L) - sin(w-L)] cos i sin el

When the orbit is entirely in the sunlight, there are six con-

ditions for resonance. They are

t ~&)+ 6 + L = 0

(+ ii = 0.

These conditions are the same &s six of equations (26-30).

Considerable insight can be obtained by studying the case where

the shadow is neglected, For a typical near earth satellite

(a = 8000 km, e = 0.1) studied by R. R. Allan he found that the

orbit elements that do not vanish -hen the earth's shadow is neglected

are changed by less than 25%, while those quantities that do vanish

when the shadow is neglected are small anyway. The effect is less

for more distant orbits, even of high eccentricity. For Echo type

satellites, if the shadow effect is neglected, there is a loss of

several degrees of accuracy in the true anomaly after say 100 days

of flight.

The essential difference between sunlit and shadow cases is

that there is no long period or secular change of the semi-major

axis except when the earth's shadow is included.
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Eugene Levin in an Aerospace Corporation report develops some

very simple planar models which beautifully illustrate the essential

features of the solar radiation effect. He assumes the earth,

satellite and sun all lie in the same plane. When he assumes a

fixed coplanar sun, he shows that the perigee decreases linearly

with time. When the sun was assumed to revolve in the orbit plane

at a constant rate, the variation of perigee was changed from a

linear decay to a periodic fluctuation and perigee position preCessed

at half the rate of the source. Oblateness of the earth has an

effect on the perigee precession rate and this effect is strongly

dependent on the orbital inclination. As an approximation, the

perigee will oscillate with a period of 2/IIL-SI-wI where L is the

angular rate of the earth-sun line and and w are the oblateness

precession re es for the nodal and argument of perigee angles.

These latter two rates, of course, depend on the orbital inclination

angle.

Using the same corlanar moving sun model, Levin also shows

that the shadow affects the amplitude of the perturbation by an

amount that is approximately equal to the fractional part of the

orbit in shadow. He finds the reflected radiation from the earth

to the satellite is negligible.

These simple models of Levin give a very keen insight into

the mechanics of the radiation perturbing effect and are in

surprliin~ly good agreement with more sophisticated methods.
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In general, solar radiation pressure causes first order pertur-

bations in all six orbital elements. For a circular orbit it

displaces its geometric center perpendicular to the earth-sun line,

in the oroit plane and in a direction so as to decrease the altitude

of that part of the orbit in which the satellite moves away from the

sun. The effect is dependent upon the orientation of the orbit and

may even change sign as the orbit rotates. Again, resonant con-

ditions must be carefully considered but the overall general effect

is a "sideways" motion of the orbit.
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28. DRAG PERTURBATIONS

Because of the relative velocity between the satellite and the

surrounding atmosphere, there is a resultant aerodynamic force acting

on the satellite. This force is assumed to act through the center of

gravity of the satellite in an arbitrary direction. The resultant force

is decomposed along a set of mutually perpendicular axes. The three force

components are:

1. Drag: This force component is in the direction of the relative

velocity between satellite and atmosphere. Positive drag is

opposite to the velocity direction.

2. Lift: When the drag is vectorially subtracted from the resultant

force, the force component which remains and is perpendicular

to the relative velocity is called the lift. It is the component

in the plane of symmetry of the satellite.

3. Side Force: The force component that finally remains is the side

force. Thie component is zero in symmetric flight where the

velocity vector lies in the plane of symmetry of the satellite.

The lift and drag forces are proportional to the dynamic pressure

p ̂ 2 and . reference area A, and the constants of proportionality w tA6

are respectively the lift and drag coefficients CL and CD .

D 1 CDA 2
m -IT- p2 (28-1)

. L Ct A C DRi 0 1 L A 2. (28-2)



p is the atmospheric density and v is the satellite velocity relative

to the ambient air. Let

B a CLA (28-3)m

CLA CL L

m CD D

Where I is the lift to drag ratio and B is called the ballistic
D

coefficient. For our calculations we need the force interms of V, the

velocity of the satellite relative to the center of the earth. If we

use

6 (28-4)

then the drag and lift forces may be written

- (28-5),V D S5

T. E. Sterne, in his article in the Journal of the Ameritcan Rocket

Soc.iety, Vol. 29 (1959), page 177, shows that 6 may be represented by

f: = - COi 1(28-6)

(See also Deutsch's book, pages 208-209)
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rp - a(l-e) is the perigee measuzed from the earth's center. The

term we should really be the angular velocity of the atmosphere at perigee

but observations indicate this is practically equal to the earth's angular

velocity We. For heights of 200-250 km the correct value does not differ

from we by more than 1.2 at the very most. The value of 6 for an eastbound

satellite (i < 90*) usually lies between 0.9 and 1.0 so we shall consider

it a constant nearly equal to unity.

In order to calculate the density, P(r), we shall study the effect of

drag on the orbital parameters. The gravity anomaly effects on the Vanguard

/

/

r)
0 /.-'/

Figure 29-1
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Figure 29-2
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satellite are of the order cf one dyne while the drag forces Ere of

the order of lO- 5 dynes. Both forces are small indeed but they have

measurable accumulative effects. The oblateness terms do not effect

the semi.-major axis and hence do not give rise to a secular change

in the period (n2a3 = p, P =2 ). Thus by measuring AP we can
n

hopefully calculate p(r).

First let us digress and consider the composition of the drag

force. The drag and lift forces are in the -T and -N force directions

(see figure 24-2) and hence

T= D _ 1T---B 6 p(r) V2
m 2

N- = - B 6 p(r) V 2  (28-7)

W=0,

Let's now develop an expression for the velocityJ Vas a function

of the orbital element.

Tha total energy is given by

E - 1 = _ R (28-8)2a 2 r

hence

= 11(- - -) (28-9)
r1 a

which is the vis-viva integral (equation 2-30).

= [2a - r (28-10)
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_a(l-e
2)

letting r = 1 + e o and reducing gives

-V2 [1 + 2e cos f + e2) (28-11)

a(l2ez)

or if we let r = a (1-cos E) and substitute Tnto equation (28-1)

we obtain

.V2 =u.l + e cos E (28-12)

a1 - e cos E

These two formulae give the velocity of a satellite at any point

around the orbit. From (28-11) we have the relation

1 + 2e cos f + e2 = 'V2a(l-e2) (28-13)

aQ using

p = a(l-e 2 ) )W a ve (28-14)

1 + 2e cos f + e2 = - (28-15)
U %

We can use this expression to simplify the set of equations

(24-13).

Now the drag and lift forces (28-7) can be written using (28-12)

as

.11 B p~r) 1 + e cos E(28-16)
2 a 1 e cos E

..l+ l e cos EN 2-ILB 6 p(r) P 1 - e cos E (28-17)2 aD 1i e cos V"

and for symmetrical satellite

W= 0
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Now that we have the drag and lift forces let's return to the

calculation of the change in the semi-major axis.
t

Given ( a = i we can differentiate to obtain

3(1 ada 2,dP

3(2)2a 2 dP (28-18)... dt =  d

or

dP 3_P da (28-19)
dt 2a dt

From equations (2h-13) we have

d V °1 + 2e cosf+e -

da 'fWT

hence

dP 3_? 2TVI + 2e cos f + e(28-20)
dt 2a nV WT--7

The change in P over one revoluticn is given by

t +P
0 TI'1+ 2e cos f + e4

[p(t °0 + p) - P(t) = 3 f dt (28-21)P P t ant,-- J
0

If we substitute (28-16) for the T force in the integral of

equation (28-21) it becomes

t +P
AP 3B6u 0 1 E

2= -z' f p(r)Y1 + 2e cos f + e + e cos dt (28-22)P 2n e./i' tecs
0
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I

From equations (28-11) and (28-12) we have

1 + 2e cos f + e2 = I 2a(1-e2 ) IL 1 + e cos Eja(1-e 2 )

aj1 -e cosEj u

so that

1 + 2e cos f + e2 (1 - e2) 1 + e cos E (28-23)
1 - e cos E

Using this, (28-22) may be written as

t +P
AP 3B 6 ij 0o p~r) (I + e cos E)3 /2

P 2na- f p(r - e cos E) i/d (28-2h1

To integrate we change the variable of integration to dE by

using the same first order approximation as when we changed from

dt to df. Since

nt - nT = E - e sin E (28-25)0

we can write

n dt =(1 -e cos E(0) )dE(0) (28-26)
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for the osculating ellipse and hence (28-24) can be written (n= t-p 3  )

e 8 Eao ; (r (I +J EoE°  a (0) (28-27)
"P= - 2-, e. C03 E19) v

In order to proceed further we must make some assumptions about

the density p(r). If we ass.te a hydrostatic relation for the vertical

distribution of air p'_cssure then

dp - -gpdr (28-28)

p = pressure, g acceleration of gravity, p - density

or

k H (28-29)

Where m average particle mass, T - absolute temperature at heiht r,

k - Boltzmann's constant and H - scale height.

If we assume isothermal, constant g conditions, H t;Iii be a constant

and we can integrate (28-29) to give

: r ~ - (-~ }(28-30)

Where Prp is the pressure at some reference height r rp. The density

relation then follows.

(28-31)
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If we had considered variation of gravity with altitude, g

gr
90 P then(r p + r)2 "' te

r J
but we shall neglect this for our discuss:Ions.

Now let r - a(l-e cos E) and rp W a(l-e) and we obtain

P~ [' [ 
?~ oE 2-2

(28-33)

Now lets return to the osculating elements and substitute for

p(r) in the §-in,:ey;;a, of equation (28-27).

P

2F 
(28-34)

- j& e ( -) .er", os EJ L

0

To ialculate we first expand the bracket term in a series.

(i tC 6s E) t+C~E -____(-e ~~~ ~ +Z 61 C____ -A (eeo4) 40csE~~osE,3o
I.-eCOSE)'Z Ve+OI 'ts / -1 coso"o

hence -
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-~~~~~~~ k o COSos * e osE~' 4 e c sz +e.' cosJE'0J4..} A ";[6
Now

VT
2r icCOS EJ cE~Zf% 0( ) (28-35)

0

where I o (.-) is the Bessel function of order zero and purely imaginary
H

argument.

J/../ C cs E

I@ ~f c casE3 i¢) =  1 aE- (28-36)

C

By successively differentiating both sides with respect to C and

using known relations between I(0) and Ii(c), one finds
7

~if r-~ CaS E] CosE ~ 0 c) 4or tic 0

(28-37)

3Z .

oc) r1 - (

We can thusly evaluate each term of equation (28-34) to give the

following:

-a B14. 'a (28-38)

[2e - ~--+ : 3 i~e



which is correct through terms in e. When aHe is small, day <2,H H '

we can expand the terms in the brackets { ) to give

(28-39)

+ 16 (,4144

which reduces to unity as eo  0.
ao e

When - - > 2, the asymptotic expansion for the Bessel functions

may be used to give

) (28-40)

2___ 33/ 4S~

18 e0l

Thus A measurements can be related to Prp and H. From two or more
P

satellites with different perigee heights, or from one satellite at sepa-

rated dates, one can determine density as a function of altitude.

p C - # ,f ) (28-41)

If one includes atmospheric rotation and planetary flattening, the

equivalent to (28-34) becomes

6? 3 a 4 , Co ,,.]'z
3 

- -es 
P(V" JE(* (28-42)

e5 1 COS E C),



with

(28-43)

Again we can integrate to give - as a function of aoe ., etc.,
P H

as before, but it is a real mess. See Sterne's book, page 162, or his

article in Journal of American Rocket Society, Vol. 29, page 777 (1959).

A very readable account of these matters is given by G. E. Cook in

"Effect of an Oblate Rotating Atmosphere on the Orientation of a

Satellite Orbit," June 1960, RAE Tech Note GW 550.

The satellite lifetime is defined as the time when e - 0 where

he fT =o 0(28-44)

Repeating the previous analysis for AS- avd solving for tL gives
T

aoeo
(for . > 2).

t - 4e I 2 + + ,+ (28-45)

and for < 2
H

3 i e0 PI ( i ) (28-46)
L 4 AP(a)



AP is approximately 10-5 for low altitude satellites and 10- 7 to 10-8
PO

for higher ones. Therafore one must take care in obtaining these measured

values. A good discussion of this point is made by Luigi Jacchia in "The

Determination of Atmospheric Drag on Artificial Satellites," pages 136-142

of the book Dynamics of Satellites edited by M. Roy, Academic Press 1963.

In order to evaluate equations like (28-40), it is necessary to have

CDA
a value for B = m To evaluate A one has to pick the effective cross

sectional area of the satellite. If a long thin satellite rotates about

a transverse axis, two possible modes are possible: (a) tra~elling like

an airpLane propeller and (b) tumbling end over end. For a cylinder of

length X and diameter d under mode (a), A = Id and for mode (b) the effec-

tive cross sectional area A perpendicular to the direction of motion is

A= (d + .1 id2). For other possible modes, A lies between these extremes.

One usually takes A as the mean value under motions (a) and (b).

0.813 +d

The mass, m, of the satellite is assumed known.

The evaluation of the drag coefficient CD is discussed in detail

by Cook (see reference number 1). In the free-molecule flow -egime wich

is appropriate for satellites with perigee heights greater than 200 km.,

the drag coefficient is influenced by five factors:

(1) The molecular speed ratio, i.e., the satellites speed divided

by the most probable molecular sjeed. This is easily calculated.

(2) The mechanism of molecular reflectiLn, specular or diffuse.
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(3) The accommodation coefficient, which is the ratio of the

change in the energy of molecules between striking tle surface and

re-emission, to the energy change they would sufft-r if emitted at th.e

surface temperature.

(4) The temperature of the satellite.

(5) The fraction of molecules dissociated by impact.

After surveying the available evidence, Cook chose diffuse reflection,

accomiodaicn coefficient near 1, ignored any dissociation of molecules and

assumed a tempcrature of OC, although the results are insensitive to this

latter parameter. With these assumptions it is found that for spheres, for

cones rotating about a transverse axis, and for a cylinder of i/d between

5 and 20 spinning about a transverse axis, the appropriate value of CD is

between 2.1 and 2.3. Most analysis tuse CD ' 2.2.

With these constants one can then calculate B and find prp* For most

3atellites B lies between 50 and 200.

If the air density were constant from day to day, the AP value would

increase slow;ly and smoothly as the perigee height and eccentricity gradually

decreased. In practice AP is found to be markedly irregular. Two major

causes for these variations are now well documented: the air density is

linked with solar activity and it varies between night and day.

There Is a permanent thermal bulge in the atmosphere located in the

bright hemisphere - toward the sun - which causes a day-night (durinal)

variation in air density. The density peaks rather sharply around 2 PM

solar time; the night time minimum is flatte.- than the maximum and occurs

in the second half of the night, between 2 AM and 5 AM. The sun is directly

overhead at 12 noon solar time. See Figure 28-3.
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In the height region from 200 to 700 km., the atmospheric density at a

given height y can be satisfactorily represented by

where po is the minimum night time density and p is the geocentric angular

distance from the center of the durinal bulge. The temperature distributio:,

appears to fit a curve of the fcrm

T z To 0.4 Cos

where T0 is the night time minimum temperature.

The bulge also shifts with the seasons making the density a function

of the seasons as well. This is a latitude dependent effect.

The durinal effect depends on the height and is a direct consequence

of conduction heating. Solar radiation prirarily from solar lines A304

(He II) and A584 (He I) heat the atmosphere in roughly the F I layers in the

region 100 to 200 kilometers above the earth. Below 180-200 kin. the day-

night effect is barely detectable. In the range 200-250 km. it is perhaps

10% higher in sunlight than dark. At 400 km the day-night difference is

about 1.5 to 1, at 600 km it is 6:1 and at 700 km it is more like 10:1 or

more. The solar radiation heats the F 1 layer and the atmosphere is heated

by conduction following diffusion equilibrium and is assumed isothermal for

any geographical location.

The Vanguard satellite has a perigee of about 658 kilometers. In

October 1958 the perigee was at the center of the bulge and had a value

of p - 1.5 x 10-15 g/cm3 . In June 1960 the perigee was in the darkPrp



hemisphere ond = 2.5 x 10- 1 7 g/cm 3 . The possible density variationsPrp

are more like 1000 to 1. This is due not only to the durinal bulge but

to other solar radiation effects. 1958 was a year of high solar activity

while June 1960 was more of a quiet year.

Erratic fluctuations in orbital accelerations of Sputnik II lead

to the discovery of the correlation of drag with variation in solar

radiation. A periodicity of about 27 days in the drag pointed to the

same varlption in solar radiation. The radiation level variations cawns

density fluctuations. See Figure 28-4.

A correlation was found between the satellite acceleration (and

hence irag) and the solar flux measured at the wavelength of 20 cm. It

was confirmed for the 10.7 cm flux and over an interval of 10 months all

the individual maxima and minima of the solar flux curve had their counter-

part, in phase, in the drag curve. See Figure 28-+.

In addition to this effect, Jacchia found two transient increases

in drag coincided in time and duration with two violent magnetic storms.

It now appears that all geomagnetic perturbations, even the smallest,

effect the denisty of the upper atmosphere. This effect is shown in

Figure 28-6. The effect on drag lags the increase in the& index by

about five hours, where 3 is a measure of the geomagnetic index. At

600 kilometers, the air density can increase for a few hours by a factor

of up to 8 during severe magnetic storms. These are not predictable.

There also seems to be a semi-annual variation in drag caused by

solar winds, with a minima in January and July and a maximum in April
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and October which are in phase with statistical variations of planetary

geomagnetic index. See Figure 28-12.

To represent all of these variations we assume the empirical model

that solar radiation heats the atmosphere at about 180 kilometers. The

temperature source has the value

where ap is the three hour geomagnetic index, is the geocentric angular

dis!:ance from the center of the durinal bulge, and TN is the night time

temperature given by

W = 330" 4 F 4 0 O o 0 Cos Z t-A "

10.736

where

F1 0 . 7 is the daily 10.7 cm solar flux in units of 10-22

watts/m2 /cycle/second. This is the 27 day fluctuation.

'10.7 is the monthly average and represents the solar

wind effect.

The night time temperature can vary from 700*K during solar minimum

activity to 1500'K during intense sunspot activity. The maximum daytime

temperatures are about 35% higher.

The important point of t"is discussion is that no static model can

hope to represent the density variations. Thus when we choose H as a

constant we are in trouble. Figure 28-8 shows variations of H with

zgs.
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height, with day-night, and with enhanced solar activity. Figure 28-9

shows some early density profiles as determined by various authors and

Figure 28-10 show. the corresponding variations of II for these density

profiles.

King-Hele has revised the analysis of this section to include the

linear variation of 1i with altitude in order to improve the analytical

results. See his article, "The Contraction of Satellite Orbits uner

the Action of Air r:ag, Allowing for the Variation of Scale Height with

Altitude," pages 211-218 of the book Dynamics of Satellites edited by

M. Roy, Academic Press, 1963.

King-Hele also demonstrated that a more accurate determination of

the density could be made by evaluating it not at perigee, rp, but at

a point rp + 1 in height, where a small cl; nge in the calculated value
p 2

of H would cause only a very small in density determination. The reason,

which is not immediately obvious, is that this point is close to the

weighted mean of the heights over which drag is effective. Figure 28-11

shows that the drag acts primarily about the perigee point.

If we let H* be the best estimate of H, then the density p at a

height of rp + HI* is

From this King-Hele shows that one can calculate the following:

I. o B~ E ea a W



r1
For X -lie term in the brackets [ ] shows very little change2"

when * varies between 0.6 and 1.5 so we can replace II by H* to give
H

Solar radiation pressure affects also directly effect the orbital

period and must be carefully separated from the drag effects. For a

relatively close satellite with moderately eccentric orbit (0.1 < e < 0.2)

the variations in AP caused by solar radiation pressure on the satellite

are of the order of + 1 x 10- 7 A when A is in cm2/g. For comparison, the
m m

atmospheric crag at intermediate heights has AP of the order of + 1 x 109A

where p is the atmospheric density in g/cm 3. Thus for p of the order of

10-6 g/cm 3 Lhe solar radiation pressure effects may equal that of atmospheric

drag. At times of sunspot maximum this will occur at about 900 kilometers;

at low solar activity, when the atmosphere is appreciably contracted, it

will occur as low as 500 kilometers about the earth. To compute the drag

to + 10% or better, one must account for solar radiation pressure effects

whenever the perigee height is greater than 400 kilometers,
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TABLE 3.2 TABLE 3.3

Vi41ws c/dair density and H given bY the curves of Fig. 3. 1 Ke to number and leiters in Fig. 3.2z

Height Densitl H
(kmn) (glc-n') (kmn) 'No. in Authors

I- Fig 3.2 II*1-,,

180 7.0 x 10-1" 30 -

190 5.1 x 10 "1 36 1 Mullard Observatory (197)

200 3.9 x 10,13 43 2 Royal Aircraft Establishmcnt (1957]
2g0 3.2 x 10b n 47 3 STEnRE and SCHILLING (1957)

220 2.5 x 10-"1 ou4 4 Hrsanis and jAsTow (1958aj

230 2.0 x 10-18 42 5 GROVES E1958a]
240 1.5 x 0 E 41 6 SERNE [1958C]

250 1.2 x 10-" 40 7 Silt £19581
260 9.4 x 10-" 41 6 STERNA (1958b]
270 7.2 x 10-" 42 9 H AIS and jAsr ow [1958bj
280 5.7 x 10-" 4 10 Soalov (1958 talov (19581
290 4.6 x 10-" 47 11 SCHILLING and WHITNEY (1059)

200 3.7 x 10-" so 12 JACCHA [1958bJ
day da niht 13 ELYASDEAG (193K8]

day day night day (0dy nig 14 SCHILLING and STERNE (19591
(early (mid) (10i9 190 (15-96)1 UASSOVSKY (i109); MICHNEvicH (1958]

1199) 1960) 1960) 6 KURT (1959]

300 3.7 x 10-14 3.7 x- T0"" 3.7 x 10-14 50 50 50

350 1.7 x 10-1 1.6 x 10-i' 1.4 x 10-14 73 66 54[1958

400 9.2 x 10-1 x 8.0 x 10-1 5.5 x 30-is 84 73 L et tt[f
450 .1 x 10-15 4.0 x 10-"' 2.1 x 10-io 93 77 inFig. 3.2 Authors

b00 3.1 x 10-is 2.1 x 10-is 8.1 x 30-is 101 at
550 1.9 x EO-1" 1.1 x 10""1 3.1 x 10'1 109 so A KING-HELS (1959CJ

600 1.2 x l0-1 6.7 x 10-" 1.2 x 10-1 118 94 B MINLNzR and RIPLEY (1956]

650 .I x 10-" 4.0 x 0 " 4.7 x 10-i 129 106 C KALLHANN (1959]

700 5.6 x 10-" 2.6 x 10 1.8 x 10-1 143 123 64 D GROVEs [199a]
day__aynight_(ear__ E SILLING and STERNE (19591

Sea-level density taken as 0.001 226 gcm). F HARRIS and JAST1O0 K199593

FI6ORE Zi- 9

30 3 X101' 3. x10 " 7 1-:35 o 6
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29. VON ZEIPEL'S METHOD IN PERTURBATION THEORY

The von Zeipel method consists of making successive mathematical

transformations of variables of a canonical system in a methodical

way so that the final solution is obtained in a certain desired form.

In particular one wishes to separate secular terms from very long

period terms in the answer. These latter periodic effects of say 100

year periods would be difficult to separate from the secular effect

by observational means.

In the analytical investigations of the oblateness effect, certain

elements such as w, Q, and X experienced secular variations plus

periczAic fluctuations about these secular variations. Other elements

had only periodic vtriations. Furthermore, there was a distinction

among the periodic variations as to rapid or short period variations

and slow or long period variations. To visualize these effects, con-

sider Figure 29-1. Besides the secular term, there is a long-period

variation caused by the continuous variation of w, since the elements

vary as trigonometric functions of w and these can have very long

periods for certain inclination angles. In addition theze are short

period variations on top of the long period ones which are caused by

trigonometric functions which are linear combinations of M or f and w.

These fast variations are caused by variations in the true anomaly

which are much more rapid than the slow secular variations in W.

We thus have the solution in the form of

q= q0 + qo (t-t0 ) + K1 cos2w + K2 sin (2f+2w) + .... (29-1)
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The first term is the adopted epocIL mean value, the second term is

the oecular variation, the third term is the long period variation and

the rest are presumably short period variations. In the von Zeipel

method we are able to separate the secular terms from the periodic

variations and then separate the long and short period terms.

Let's assume we have a system with two degrees of freedom which

is represented by only two canonical equations

dt DH and dL 3H (29-2)
dT -L dt =  n

where H = H (L,Z) is the system Hamiltonian.

We can express this as

H(L,£) = H (L) + [H(L,k) - H (L)]. (29-3)

The H (L) represents some unperturbed portion with the important

feature that it contain only one of the canonical variables.

The first step in the von Zeipel method as modified by Brouwer,

is to transform the Hamiltonian H into a new Hamiltonian H* sc. that

one or more of the state variables present in H are eliminated from H*.

In the case of several canonical variables the operation may progress

in stages by transforming H* into H**, etc., until all momenta state

variables are present in the final result only in the form of constants.

For example, H(L, k) would be transformed into H* (L', -), where

the dash indicates the absence of '. We are transforming from the old

canonical system with coordinates (L, Z), to a new canonical system with
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coordinates (L', 92) in such way that the new Hamiltonian H* is a

function of L' alone. Then because the transformation is a canonical

one, the new Hamilton-Jacobi canonical equations are

dL = - H*(m-) = 0 (29-4)
it -Z

and therefore

- =- = fW ) = constant. (29-5)

From this we see that L' is a constant and ' is of the form

'= k (t-t ). However we can't always find a generating function

to do this so we proceed as follows:

Assume that H = H° + (H-H0 ) may be expanded in an infinite series

in powers of some small parameter e. Each term of such a convergent

expansion will have a coefficient involving some power of e,

H = H0 + H1 + H2 + H3 + (29-6)

where H i3 of order e n , i.e., the subscript refers to the power of E
n

involved in the coefficient. For example H2 = E
2H is designated as

being of second order in e. Note that (H-H ) is of order E because

H and H are presumed to be close, i.e., with c of each other.

To transform H into H* we use a generating function S and likewise

assume S (L', ) is developable in a Taylor's series in the neighborhood

of E = 0.
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S = S(L'. Z) = S + S1 + S2 + $3 + .... (29-7)

where again the subscript refers to the power of c involved in the

coefficient of each term. S for n > 0 contains only periodic terms
n

and each is of order c

In order to have a canonical transformation, the old variables

L, Z) must be related to the new variables (L', Z') by the relations

[S = S (L', k)].

L as (29-8)

X, a s_ (29-9)3L'

Since we want 9 = 92 when e = 0, we arbitrarily define S = L'
0

and have

S = LIZ + S1 + S2 + S3 + .... (29-l0)

S1 S2 3

L = L' + -S1-+ 'S2-+ S- + (29-11)

S1 +S2 S3 (29-12)I' = 9+ +W aL I+ ...

Thus the new and old corresponding variables differ by a quantity

at least of the first order.

as1  'S2
L - L -- + ... ()

(29-13)
as 1  aS2
L .... = ().
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We require that S (L', k) depend only on £ through trigonometricn

functions for any n > o. This avoids secular perturbations in the

momenta L, e.g.,

a(S-S O )
L - - 0 (29-14)2.

are then periodic functions of £. Thus our solution will be of the

form

L = L' + trigonometric terms periodic in i
(29-15)

= (t-t c ) + trigonometric terms periodic in £

The transformation from (L, £) into (L', ') is a canonical one and

since S does not contain time explicitly, (2S = 0), the new Hamiltonian

will not be changed in form, i.e.,

H(L,£) = H (L) - [H(L,£) - H (L)] = H*(L',-). (29-16)

We again assume that the new Hamiltonian' H* can be developed in a

Taylor's series in the neighborhood of e = 0. Since the terms in the

bracket of equation (29-16) are of order £ we can also write this as

H(L,I) - H(L) + HI(L,Z) = H*(L') + H*(L') + H*(L') + .... (29-17)

Upon substitution of L from equation (29-11) we can write the left

side of equation (29-17) as

Ho(LI + 2y-+ -+ . + . H(L, + S1+ S2 , Z). (29-18)
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Our next step is to expand each of these in a Taylor's series about

the point (L', Z) which is within e of the point (L, 90.

Recall for u = x + h, v = y + k we have

af(u V) a k -- I
f(x+h, y+k) = f(u,v) = f(x,y) + h k'u av

u=x U=X
v=y v=y

(29-19)
32 2f(u,v)l a22f(u V),

+2T "fh2 fuv)u + 2hk .u2vux + k2  +

v=y v=y v=YJ

To simplify the notation we can write this as

f(uv) = f(x,y) + (h af(xy) + k Bf(xv)au av

+ L-h 2 32f (xy) + 2hk a2f (x + k2 a2f(xy)
21 5u = auav av z  ....

For the H term we have
0

as 1  'S2x = L' h =- + -- + .. v = 0
at? at

(29-21)
asI  as

7= k = 0 u = L' + -- + +. L

For the H1 term we have

8 1 S 2  +S S 2 +L
x = L' h= - ... u=L' - + .... = L

at atat at
(29-22)

= k=O V=t
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Carrying out the expansion of each term in (29-18) gives the

following

aS1  aS2 H (L1,) a 1  s )2 32H (L"'-)

(L',-) + (_+ _._+ ) 0 0 +

s1  as2  HI(L' ,A)

+.... + H1 (L'$Z) + (-+ a + "".) L + (29-23)
at at

1 a S s2  2 _2HI(L''£)

2 + + ) a +

We then substitute this into equation (29-17) to obtain

asI 3Ho(L') as2 M0o(L') 1 aSl 2  2Ho(L'I)

Ho(L') + a 3L + H1(L',Z ) +  Da L + 2 &Z " Z

(29-24)
as) aH I(L',I)

+ I-) + ... 0(3) = H,(L') + H*(L?) + H*(L') + ... O(C3%
,a L 0) 1 2

By collecting terms of corresponding order of e on both sides of

equation (29-24) we obtain the following sets of equations:

H (L') = H*(LI) (29-25)
0 0

(Sas1 H(L) H (L',Z) = H*(L?) (29-26)

at aL +1 1

as 2  aH (L ) 1 a 7 a2 0 (L ) .+ a( S ,) aH 1(L', ) = H ( 2 -7
- DL 2 Pa-i L + -- / 3L 2( (29-27)

etc.

This expansion may be continued indefinitely. The expressio'- for

the general differential equations of this von Zeipel's method it given

to any order by a general term developed by Giacaglia in NASA report

N64-28079 (TMX-55058) entitled, "Notes on von Zeipels method," June

1964. In the meantime the student should carry out the details to obtain

the next two higher order equations.
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The object now is to solve these resulting partial differential

equations (which for our two variable examples is actually a set of

ordinary differential equations) for S1 , S2 , etc., depending on the

order of accuracy desired. When this is done the solution follows

from

L= L' + ..+ +

(29-28)
as 1 as2

t= z + .+ +

Note that the equations in S1, S2, etc., are first order linear

equations. S1 is de'ermined from (29-26) and then substituted into

(29-27) which is then first order and linear in S2. Similarly the

next set of equations (not shown here) can be solved using the determined

values of S1 and S2 . If we separate H1 (L', ) into a secular term and

sum of periodic terms we can always solve the resultant partial

differential equation by the method of characteristics. Further one

can prove that the resultant series expansion for the variables, equation

(29-28) converges, See, "A Proof of the Convergence of the Poincare' -

von Zeipel Procedure in Celestial Mechanics" by Richard Barrar (January

1965), System Development Corporation Report SP-1926, AD-61069h.

It might be well to again call attention to the notation used inaHl(L',z)

the series terms. Terms like are actuallf shorthand notation
3HI(L,) L

for - L evaluated at (L = L', = 2). Thus given H1 (LI Z) one

takes the partial with respect to L and then evaluates at the limit
as1  as2

as h - 0, i.e. L = L' + h with h = - + -+ .
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= lim. . (29-29)

See the discussion of equation (29-20).

In celestial mechanics one usually starts with Delaunays canonical

variables. Given the Hamiltonian 11 = U2 we transform

0 2L4 wtrnor

H(L,G,H,Z,g,h) - H*(L',G,H',-,g,-) (29-30)

using S = S0 + S1 + S2 +

then transform

H*(L',G',H' ,-,g,-) H**(L",G",H",-,.,-) (29-31)

using S*=S* + S* + S +...

Note the double use cf the symbol H. For this reason celestial

mechanics call the Hamiltonian -F and reserve H for Delauneys' variable.

The short neriodic part oV the solution involving 9 and h (equal

respectively to n (t- 0) and Q) is obtained by solving the series of

partial differential equations for S. The long periodic terms involving

g (g = w) come from S*. The secular terms or "mean variables" are

obtained from the resulting Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

dill H** dL" aH**a --t --" -= k l dq7 - : = ;1 , - 0

dk dGf' _ (29-32)
dt DO- --- k 2  dt 0(9-

dh" aH** dH" aH**q = - 3 7t-:-- 0
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The details for the oblate earth are carried out by Brouwer in

his article in Astronomical Journal, Vol 64, pages 378-397 (1959).

They are also developed in the book, e'Methods of Celestial Mechanics"

by D. Brouwer and G. Clemence, Academic Press, 1961. The original

work of von 7iepel was for minor planet theory and is found in Arkiv.

Mat. Astron. Physik, Vol 11, No. 1, 1916.

In order to illustrate the procedure let us follow Hutcheson ("A

Basic Approach to the Use of Canonical Variables," Rand Memc RM-hO,24-PR,

May 1964, AD-600413) and consider a nonlinear spring given by

x + k2x + Ex3 = 0. For e = 0 this becomes x + k2x = 0 which rtpresents

a unit mass on the end of a spring with spring constant k2. We solved

this kind of problem in Section 13. Consider the problem again.

2 L - 2  22 Vo 2 2 2

3L
-- . (29-33)

ax

H yx 12 + 1 2  2 1 2 1 2x2
0 2 2 2

and hence

dx H03
dt -ay y d t 'x

so that

d2x . _k2x or d2x+k2X (
d- 3= dt- (29-34)
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which is where we started. The solution is

x = c1 sin kt + c2 cos kt. (29-35)

Now let's change to a new coordinate system, a canonical system.

We change from (x,y) to (L,Z) where L and k are action and angle

variables respeetivel,. To do this we use the generating function

S S(x,k) = - k X2 tan Z (29-36)
2

This is similar to the problem considered in sections 12 and 13.

L S 1 1 x2 2L
=- = k x - - or x --cos2  (29-37)

x = Cos 2 (29-38)

and similarly

-kx tan Z = - k ? Cos s £12L 2L sin Z. (29-39)

The transformaticn is therefore canonical with

x =Pcos Z y = - kT, sin Z

K H + a Ho (29-40)

dL _ Ho = MHo
dt 2 dt DL

But,

2 : y + k k2x= L (2kL sin 2 L] + T [ "2 2] 1,L (20-4i)
0 2 2 2 2 k

H =kL
0
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so that

dL o 0 0 L constant.
dt at

(29-42)

d H

d = 3L k Z = kt + constant = k(t-t0

For convenience we select t = 0, then since0

x2 = 2L cos 2 Z we have X2(0 ) = 2L or (29-43)

k k

L = kx2(0) = value of the constant.
2

I'

To summarize we have for x ' kx = 0

Ho(L,Z) = kL; L = - kX2(0) - constant;

(29-44)

dL - C 0 O; !L k ;  Z = kt.
dt a dt 3i

Let's stop a minute and reflect upon this development. How did

we pick the particular S function (equation 29-36) to make the canonical

transformation? Well we assume the complete solution to the zero order
It

or linear problem is known, e.g., with e = 0, x + k2x = 0 has the

solution

x s c cos kt + c 2 sin kt (29-5)

y kc2 cos kt - kc sin kt.
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We could then form L and Z from a knowledge of the solution since

we want k of the form kt and L = constant. For our particular case 'we

have chosen Z = k (t-t° ) and picked to = 0. This corresponds to the

solution,

x = c1 cos kt

(29-46)
y = -kc sin kt.

First recognizing that Z = kt ve can write these as

x- cI Cos Z

y -kc1 sin k

then we eliminate c1 by

x
cl -

and hence

y =-k (-x--) sin Z =-kx tan Z.

Cos 9

To be canonical we must have

S x -kx tan 1

which can be integrated to give

S I x2 tan Z.

We could also determine S by noting that this particular S generates

the action-angle variables and can therefore be computed from
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S = f ydx = the action.

See for example Section 62, Chapter ii, page 188, of the second

edition of "Classical Mechanics" by Corbin and Stehle.

For our case

H y2 + 1 k2x2

2 2

and hence

y = 2E - kzx z

so that

s = VF 2- k2x2 dx (29-47)

where we need to express E in terris of x and Z (=kt).

To do this note that

k2y2  k 2  k2x2  y2
2 kx

k2X2  k2c2 sin 2kt k2x2  k2x2E k=x- [i + 1 -1" = - [i + tan kt] k -sec 2 kt.
2 - k'cI coszkt] 2 2

1

Substituting for E in (29-47 ) gives

S = f kx Vsec'Zkt-1 dx = + k f x tan kt dx
(29-h9)

S = - x tan kt
2

and then we must recognize that kt is in the form of the augle variable

£, i.e., P. = kt and hence

s = x2 tan k = s(x,k) (29-50)
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21T
Since Z = kt, the S function is periodic in time with period 2-

i.e., it has the same fundamental frequency as the x variable. This

is one of our requirements.

In addition to this approach we could also find L and £ by first

finding an S from the Hamrilton-Jacobi partial differential equation

(H + 0) for the linear system as in Section 13. We thereby
at

obtain canonical constants a. and 8.. If we then transform (al 

to Delaunay variables, we would have the desired action-angle variables.

See Section 17. Perhaps the easiest approach is to find the action-

angle variables directly. See Corbin and Stehle referenced above.

Now let us return to the problem. We have a nonlinear spring

given by

it

x + k2x + Ex3 = 0 (29-51)
It

For e = 0 this reduces to x + k2x = 0 for which we have

H 1 2 2x2 (29-52)

This may be transformed into action-angle variables by using

X = COS

(29-53)

y - T, sin x

to give
Ho(L,) =kL L- x2( ) (29-54)

32
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For the nonlinear system we can easily show that

H(x,y) = y 2 + I k2x2 + E (29-55)
2 2 IT29-5

Using the canonical transformatior equations, (29-53), this becomes

H(L,o) = kL + EL- cos 4 9. (29-56)

We now wish to transform H (L,Z) into H*(L',-) where the dash

indicates the absence of V.

When we have done this. we will have

d-L--= a I,-) = O d- = " *L' • = constant. (29-57)

From this we see that the time variation in V' is secular and L'

will be a constant of the motion. To make the transformation we use

the generating function

L = S Z, = asS= (,Z
as asI

and expand S as S = L'Z + S1 + S2 +

First we can write

H(L,£) = Ho(L) + [H(LZ) - Ho(L)] = H 0(L) + HI(L,9£)

EL2  4
H(L,4) = kL +!- cos Z H (L) + H(9(L5)

Hence

H (Li) = H(Ltz) - Ho(L) : 4  (29-58)
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We then proceed to solve equations (29-25) to (29-27). First

consider (29-25)

H(L') = f*(L'). (29-59)
0 0

Recall

H (L) = kL
0

and hence

H (L') = kL' = H*(L'). (29-60)
o 0

The next equation in the von Zeipel set is equation (29-26). HereaH (L')

we need H 1 (L', ) 
and 0

1L

Since H (L) = kL then
0

3H (L)
5 = k (29-61)

and therefore

3H (L')
0 = k (29-62)
3L

In addition

H (L,) = -L2 COS4 Z (29-63)

and hence

H (L' ,) = ---'c)2 9 (29-64)

1 P3
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The von Zeipel equation (29-26) can then be written

as aHo(L')
( LI + H (L' Z) = f.*(LI)

1t 1

(29-65)
as1  c(L') 2  4 H(L').

(k) +-- cos £ = 1

Now recall that H *(Lt) is a constant since our final result will

have

dL' aH*(LI) =0 (29-66)d-%-- 3£' o(9-)

and therefore L' = constant ahd hence H I*(L') = constant. We can use

this information to separate and solve equation (29-65).

The HI(L',Z) = e cos 4 Z can be expressed as the sum of two

terms, one a constant or non-periodic term in Z and the other part

periodic in Z. For this example we can do this easily since

cos 4 Z = + 1 cos 2£ + cos Z. (29-67)6F2 8

Thus we write

H1(L',X) = His + Hip (29-68)

3C(L')2  c(L')2  2

ls - 8 -- H.1 2k z (cos 2Z + cos 41) (29-59)
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If we had a more complicated expression for H (L',£), the secular

part could be determined by

I c(L,) f 3(L, )20

(29-70)

Hi =H1 - Ifs

Now returning to equation (29-65) (which came from equation (29-26))

we can always write this in the form,

L " £ H + H p H* (29-71)

3L at. is 1? 1

and this separates into two equations. This will always occur.

3c(L')2

H = H(L') = 3 (29-72)

3H (L') 3S, 3S
H1 O _ k 1 (29-73)

1." aL a2. a

Equation (29-72) gives the first order term in the new Hamiltonian.

Using equation (29-69) appropriately for the left hand si.de of (29-73),

equation (29-73) may be written

- (cos 2z + cos 4Z (29-7h)

which integrates to give

S - (L) 2 (sin 2Z + sin h) + constant (29-75)

Again the constant of integration is of no concern as we deal only

with the derivatives of SI.
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From (29-75) we can now begin to construct part of the solution

which is periodic in Z for the first order, i.e., to first order in

e we can now write

s (S+Sl) L)
L as 3s o + = I,' - 2 (cos 2Z + cos 4) (29-76)

as 3(s +s,) - (sin 2Z + L sin h4z). (9-77)

If first order accuracy is sufficient in calculating the periodic

terms, there is no need to determine S2. At this point the new

Hamiltonian H* is given by (see equations 29-60 and 29-72).

H*(L') = H* + H*1+ .
0

(29-78)
3c(L' )2

H*(L') = kL' + 8k--2  +

and since H*(L',-) is independent of Z we have

dL' M* 0

dt Z

from which we vee that L' is a constant. For Z' we can write

dH* 3H*dt DH* 1
dt 3Lt a VL aV

(29-79)

=k + 3 +
dt ...

which integrates to

IcTI£' = (k + -t-) (t-t). (29-80)

4o
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Recall (29-53),

( -/2kL sin Z. (29-81)

Using (29-76) for L we have

~(L I)2 %cs 2
[' -c(cos 2Z + Cos 19)] cos

(29-82)

=_ L' -E J) ( (cos 2k + 1 h)] sin

Solving equation (29-77) gives
CL'1

t = Z' + W (sin 2Z + sin )12) (29-83)

and since 9 is within e of ' we could approximate this with

CL'1

z = ' + 2- (sin 29' + sin W£') (29-84)

and from (29-80)

= ( + EL') (t- . (29-85)

L' = constant

This gives a solution to first order.

The higher order terms are easily found. For example HQ*(L,-)

may be obtained from equation (29-27), the next von Zeipel equation.

S1 S _ ' + - H(L') (L (29-27)
at. 3L 29zi) 3L2 3. 3 2

32H (L') aS1
From (29-54) we have H° L) kL and hence 0. * is

given by equation (29-7h) as
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as~
Sl (L)2 (o £+1

S - (cos 29. + cos 4z).

From equation (29-64) we have

9H1(L') 2eL'
a L k 2  C- 54

These reduce equation (29-27) to the forii

s2  + [4(L')2  2 4 9 - cos 4] = 2 *(LI) (29-6)
T (k) + 2 (cos 2Z + cos 40 ,k2

Since H *(L') is a constant and S is strictly periodic in Z, we
2 2

must have

*1, HI(L',9.) aS1

H2*(LI) = secular part of (29-87)

which is to say we must determine the non-periodic part of

! R22(L,)3

- cos4 Z [3 _ cos 4 fl (29-88)

311
{Recall cos 4  = + 1 cos 4 9 + - cos 2 9 and hence

cos 2t +1 cos 4Z = 2 (cos4X - )}

Considering the trigonometric series for cos 4 Z and cos 8 Z we can

write

secular part of 3cosZ 9=

secular part of (-cos 8 Z) (9 + + 1 -
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and hence from (29-87) we have

17 e
2(L')

3H* (LI) = - 7 (29-89)

Thus H* is now given to second order in e as

H* = kL' + 3c(L') 2  17 E2(L')3  (29-90)
8k=- -6--kS- . 2-0

The secular part of the solution equation (29-79) may now be

extended to

d£' _H* 3cL' 51 C2(L')2d- = " =- , = k + 7k- - 67 - k- k (29-91)
at 3L'

dL' = l* (29-92
yt_ = 0 -= 092dt 9.

From these we now have L' = constant and

3eL' 51 C2(L') 2

V, = [k +--- 6 kb 0). (29-93)

From (29-76)

L = L' - e,) [cos 2!, + cos hk) (29-94)

From (29-83)

1 = +' k- (sin 2Z + 1 sin 4£) . (29-95)

Since Z and ' are within e of each other (equation 29-13), we

can approximate 9 by V in the trigonometric terms to give

L = L' - - -L)2 (cos 29' + cos 41') (29-96)
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cL'
'+ - (sin 2V' + sin W92). (29-97)

Then using the transformations (29-81) we have

2 [L e(L' )2° 1=J - 2-k-f- (cos 2V' + &c o s £') cos I

= k [L' - c (c- s 29' + 1 ') osin

Z, £ + cL (sin 2V' + sin W£)

/k + 3eL'- 51 c2(L') 2 1

the - T k b (t-to)

This is the solutior., to first order, of the equation x + k2x +

cx3 =0. In theory the solution may be extended indefinitely by

collecting higher order terms in the Taylor's series expansion of

H and solving the result:.ng linear partial differential equations for

S2, S3, etc. The details are carried out in the referenced RAND report

by Hutcheson.

The techniques for solving first order linear partial differential

equations are those of Lagranges method and the method of characteristics.

See for example, "Partial Differential Equations" by F. H. Miller, Wiley

194l or "Elements of Partial Differential Equations" by I. N. Sneddon,

McGraw-Hill, 1957, page 44, et. seq.

To clearly understand the technique the student should solve the

equation

x + k2x + ex5 = 0
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for x = x(t) to order 0 in the periodic terms -nd through C4 in the

secular part. We will compare this result with numerical integration.

rSLa
(Hint: show that H(L,) = U + c --T- cos

6 t

Recall we replaced I by V' in the trigonometric functions in

equations (29-94) and (29-95). If we desire to be more precise we

can invert the series expansion, such as (29-95), in order to solve

for 9 as a series expansion in £'. Given

=2 + (sin + sin

we can find I = f(£',E,L'), This is done by using Lagrange's formula.

See Brown and Shook, "Planetary Theory", Dover, page 37, et. seq.

In general if we are given

*Y = x + OY

where z is a small parameter and 4 and its derivatives are continuous

functions of y, and we want the expansion of some other function of y

such as F = F(y) in paWrs of e with coefficients which are functions

of x alone, we may use L.grangets theorem. This theorem states that

the answer to our problem is given by the series,
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dF dF 3  
3 dFdF £2d 2 __x) +ed- _ xA +.

F(y) _F + ) + - (4 - + - - Ip -- +
) x dx 21 dx x 3! 2xdx

where F = F(x), (x = 4(x), i.e., replace y by x. In particular vhen

F(y) = y we have

y = x + c d ( 2) + 3.2 !,3) +2 ! d x 31 dx 2  x

This theorem may be extended to several variables. We can then

invert any series expansion into some other series. This is a very

handy and oft used tool in Celestial Mechanics. See Brown and Shook
5

or Smart6 for further details.

As an example of the procedure conside& Kepler's equation

E - e sin E = M

This may be written as

E = M + e sin E = M + eW(E)

vhich is in the required form with y = E and x = M. Applying

Lagrange's formula gives the following:

2 2d2
E = M + aM + e__d [4)2 ] + 2_-- + .+M 21 dM M 31 dM 2

M = sinE with E M, i.e.,

= sinM

Hence
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2 3

E = M + e sin M + 2- [2 sinM cosM] + - [3 sin2M cosM] +

e2  e3  2
F = M + e sin M + 2 sin2M + e [32sin3M - 3sinM) -

3122

which -2orresponds to equation (4-15) on page 33 and reduces to

3e

E M + (e - + ...)sin M

2 3
+ e + ) sin2M + ...)sin3M + ... etc.

The von Zeipel method is closely related to that developed by

Lindstedt and by Delaunay excert that these methods do nct make use

of a generating functicn. See Chapter IX of An Introductory Treatise

on the Lunar Theory by E. W. Brown. The use of a generating function

greatly simplifies the procedure,

Giacaglia points out that the concept of adiabatic invariants in

Quantum Mechanics is quite analogous to the concept of "mean variables"

in von Zeipel's method, or to a certain extent to what Whittaker calls

Adelphic Integrals.

Morrison in AIAA Preprint No. 65-687 (September 1965) has compared

the generalized method of averages with that of von Zeipel. He shows

the two methods lead to the same results; however, the von Zeipel

method is most convenient when the canonical variables are used.

The generalized method of averages is a generalization of the

method of Section 23 to include higher order terms. A very good

discussion of the method of averages, how it gives rise to an apparent
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sec.lar term and how that can be eliminated, can b,-- found in Chapter

8one of the book by Chihiro Hayaski entitled, "Nonlinear Oscillations

in Physical Systems." His section 1.2 starting on page 13 develops

the same Duffing's equation as we have covered here.

The method of averages assumes a solution x(T) in a power series

with respect to some small parameter G with coefficients in the series

being periodic functions of T = wt. Thus

x(T) = X0 (T) + t'i(T) + e2 x2 (T) + ... (29-98)

the xi ( T) being functions of T of period 27r. In order to eliminate

secular terms we also develop a second unknown quantity W with respect

to C, e.g.,

W = C W0  + ew + S 2 W2 +... (29-99)

We then substitute (29-98) and (29-99) into the differential

equation and equate th2 coefficients of like powers of C. This gives

a sequence of differential equations in xi(T) which also involve the w.

quantities. Since only periodic solutions are under consideration

(a conservative system) we choose the ' = 0 point arbitrarily to give

initial conditions of x(T) = 0 at T = 0. For example consider

d2x + X + Ex3  0
dt2

Change the independent variable t to T = Wt.

2 3~ "
d + X + x3 W x +X+ x 3 =0 (29-100)

dT3
2
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Substituting (29-98) and (29-99) into (29-100) and equating

the coefficients of like powers of S leads to the following sequences

of linear equations:

02
0 0: 2 x0 +x 0 =0 (29-101)

1 2 (29-102
C0 1  xi -2 0 W1 x0 -x 0  (912

2 2 2x W + W)x °  2w x (29-103)
O x2 2 0 2 1 0 011 01

The initial conditions are assumed to be

X(0) = A 0x(O)

) ) d T

and since x(T + 27) = x(T) we have the following conditions:

xi(T + 2n) = x.(T) (29-104)

xo(O k 1xi+1 (0) = 0

(29-105)

x 1(0) 0 O = 0, i, 2,...

Solving (29-101) with the use of these conditions gives

x0 = A cos T (29-106)

(0 = 1 (29-107)
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Then using (29-106) and (29-107), equation (29-102) becomes

x + x I = (2w, -I T A2 ) A cos T - cos 3T. (29-108)

If the coefficient of cos T were not zero, the solution of (29-108)

would contain a terr of the form, Tsin T, i.e., a secular term. The

peni ,d..Lity condition for Xl(T) therefore requires that the coefficient

of cos T be zero, i.e.,

32
3A

Hence using (29-105) the solution of (29-108) becomes

1 A3(- cos T + cs3T).

By proceeding analogously, we obtain

21 Ah

23 A5  3 A5 1  5

"'2 = 02 OS T - ost cos3T + 102 A cos5"

The nolution up to terms of second order in C becomes

1 A3  23 s2A 5 ] coswt
x(t) = (A - = 2

1 e2A5
+ (-!sA3 -21-3 22A) cos 3At+ e- A cos5a". +

32 128

aud

3 21 2A4
=1 + E - 5 A +

as before the frequency W depends on the amplitude A.
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30. SYECIAL PERTURBATIONS

Given the equations or motion in the form

dt2 r3 =x.

We could apply standard numerical integrttion techniques and obtain

numerical solutions for x.. This mtthod is called Cowell's method in

Celestial Mechanics. It is simple to apply, but has important deficiencies.

For one, the elements xi and Xl do not give a very vivid description of

the motion. Certainly nothing like listing how the elements of an ellipse

are slowly varying. The second problem is that these x1 variables undergo

large excursions requiring small integratioa intervals. This means more

integration steps are required for a given time of integration. This

greatly increases the round off error. So althov~h Cowell's method is

simple to set up, it can be dangercus to use.

Since the orbital elements (elliptical elements) change only slowly,

we can numerically integrate the equations of motion givan by equation

(18-16' on page 176. Here we will be able to take large integration

intervals. This scheme is referred to as the variation of parameter

technique. It is particularly useful for small but continuously changing

perturbations such as the use of micro-thrust rockets, etc.
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A third method in the area of special perturbations is Encke's

,ijthod. Lets illustrate the principle by a simple example.

Consider the case of a circular orbit with the velocity perpen-

dicular to the radius vector. Assume the perturbing force is that

due to drag which acts opposite to the velocity. We then write the

radial and tangential components of force as

; _ r2. _ 2-- M (3o-L)]
r2

+re, - - ( o-3)

D - Drag Force- - CC -DA V2  1 P D (r (3O-4)
2 mi 2

Now let

r -o + A, (3o-T)

e - 00 + Ae (3o-,)

.3.



such that ro and 00 are defined as solutions to

o o2
ro

r; +2; .0 (30-8)0I0 00

Thus ro, 80 are known functions of time. They are the solution

to the unperturbed two body problem. Nov subctituting (30-5) and (30-6)

into (30-2) gives

2 2 k2 k2Mr + Ar-(r +ar) ( + 6) a kM __a____o 0 0 (i 2  2 (1 r) 2

We ran(xa) 2

We can expand 1 2 in a series expansion and if we neglect terzs

of order Ar compared to ro; Ai compared to 0 , then terms like (A)C,

Ar Ae, are very small indeed. If we neglect these second order terms

we have

; ; o ,oo o "130-10)
i2 ;2 k2M Ar +A-r 0 2r 0 -8Ar----- 1- 2- ...

rr

31;0
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Making use of equation (30-7) this reduces to

.r 2r - M *2 oF + (30-11)

Lr3

likewise (30-3) reduces to

+. 20 0 ;D1 
2 C A

AO o; -- Pe- ~ro( ~ (30-12)rmr 0 2 ooo 0

Equations (30-7) and (30-8) give r0 and 6 as a function of time and

hence (30-11) and (30-12) are linear equations with time varying coefficients.

We are solving for Ar %.,d Ae which will be small and whose variations are

presumably slow. Thus large integration intervals may be used. But

there is another %dvantage. The total variable such as r, is composed

of r = r0 + Ar. The digital computer has a finite number of digits in

its register, i.e., the read-out has a certain number of significant

figures.

1112131151617181

Of the total r, the Ar represents only a small portion. Thus

Ar which is added to r0 to give r is done as below:



r O  12131415671

Ar 112 314151617181

Any round-off in Ar is lost in the formation of r. Encke's method

thus gives large integration intervals because Ar(AO)only is being

integrated and it has a bonus by being less affected by round-off errors.

Now let's apply Encke's method to the n-body problem. Consider

the x component only. The y and z components are similarly found.

x r3 x + k2 mi  x_ - i -i

r iu l0~l 3-3

ri2 . (x x,)2 + (y -y,) 2 + (Z - Zi) 2

(3o.14)

ri 2 . x 2 + yi 2 + zi 2  r2 . x 2 + y2 + Z2

Now let x xo +  Y YO + n Z Zo + with

". kMox° - kMoy° .o kM°Z° '3O-/S)
ro3 r 3 3



then

x- xo ""k 2 t o X2 + k2 xi -
r3 0 (ri x

But -

X0 " r° l 13 x r ° 3 x

3 3 3 X0 3 ~-x- xI
r 0 r' r 3  r 3

- L ro 1 (3.3?

ro3  r 3

Recall,

S x2 + y2 + Z2  (x + )2 + (y+ n)2 + (Z +r

T2 t. a, + 2xot 2yon1 + 2Z.4 C 2 + 12 + ;2

~ 24+



r2 _+ VV+_+ (Yo +  ) + (Zo +
- +2

rO2  rO 2

Let

(xo t1) + (yo + 2+_()
2

ro

so that

r-2 1 + 2q r03  (I + 2q) - 3/ 2 (3 )
ro2  r3

and the term in equation(36.J7)as modified by30.-II)can be written

.1- ---3 - 1 - (1 + 2qN- 3/ 2  (so'Zo
r3

Of , n, 4 << x0, Yo, Zo respectively we can neglect their squares

giving

3-14



q X +y (30-21)

r3

but with the use of high speed computers such an approximation is not

usually used. In any event, in equation (30-20) we could use the expansion

1 3/2 152
7i a fq - 1 - (I + 20 3q q +13022* f z l . ( l 2 q 3 q . q . . . ( 3 -2 2 )

however, it is more convenient to introduce another variable f defined

by

f 1 - (1 + 29)" 3/2 (30-23)
q

For small q, P*3.0 and f chauges much less rapidly than q making a

table of f much easier to intarpolate. Returning to equation (30-16) we

can write this as

(30-24)

-x x

io



k2M- qx + 1  mi(

Sio

Similar equations are obtained for n and . Thus we are integrating

only the perturbations from some nominal elliptical orbit. Six con-

stants of integration are required x0 YO, Z0, x0, Y0 9 Zo at the epoch

of osculation. This nominal orbit (subscripted zero) must be both

tangent to and have the same velocity as the x, y, z orbit at time of

epoch. Such an orbit is called the osculating orbit. When the orbit

is only tangent, it is called an intermedi,,ry orbit.

To speed the computations we let

--- 3""7 q3(30-o )
3 25 q2 + 3. ...q

2! 3 !

with

q m ~ F'(xO + + tn(y0 + + W(Z + ~~

Z o7)

When the q value begins to become too lar- we shift to a new

osculating orbit, i.e., a new set of xo, Yo, Zo, x0, 0, Zo nominal

I•
I



elliptical orbit. This process is called rectifying the orbit. How do

we decide when to rectify? The series

1 (LO f 33 3-5 q2 + "" q3 ..

r- 31 2 + * -- ~ 3/2+(1 + 2q)

(30-8)

converges for - < - " and can be represented in general as

f (-)i-l qi (2 i + )!

i (il) 2 
2

i  (30-29)

The allowabie error in can be written

Eaz~r (r ) - Error [ (fqx )+ k2 I mi

[-r33gb 3

0 1 ri rio

A Error in

Therefore

ro2 (ERROR IN ) -a n+ qn+l
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where an+, is the coefficient of the first neglected term in the series

expansion for f% (see equation 3O.1). The limits on q needed for recti-

ficetion are established as

n+l
JqJ < A'o2 (error in (-33

Vq 0 1.30-31)

a,+ll 12n + 211 (30-3Z)
[(n + 1)!]2 2n+l

Thus we decide how much error to allow in E, n and Z and then keep

track of Jq. When IqI exceeds the limit set by(30.31)we stop the inte-

gration and compute x, y, z, i, ', and from these values re-establish

a new set of values, a new nominal ellipse, to compute a new set

xi, yZ, z', xo, Yo, Lo and then proceed as before. If we have to

rectify very often then Encke's scheme takes a lot of computer time

and introduces round-off error as we are forced to convert 8 significant

figures for the rectified initial conditions. Thus we throw away

the advantages of Encke's method.

Lunar trajectories which are basically two nominal ellipses are

easily handled by Encke's method. Microthrust trajectories are con-

tinually changing ones and hence best suited to variation in parameter

techniques as are the study of effects of solar radiation. High

impulse thrust are drastic changes and must use Cowell's method.



31. EXAMPLE OF LINEARIZED ENCKE METHOD

Blitzer and others have used essentially Encke's method to cbtain

first order results. Consider the effect of ellipticity of the earth's

equator on a 24 hour nearly circular satellite. The external potential

of the earth can be represented by

oni-a n:,

where r is the geocentric distance X is the geographic longitude,

e is the polar angle, ae the mean radius in the equatorial plane, Pn,m

are related Legendre polynomials. The leading terms are

U ij.IL (3coze- I) + 14 Sin te COSz~\ zJZrI

Xn,m is the longitude of the major axis of the equatorial ellipse,

thus A-,,,m is longitude measured from the major axis. J2 and 322

are numerical constants of the order of 10- 3 and 10-5 respectively.

Assume the satellite is moving in the same direction as the earth's

rotation and in ov" near the equatorial plane. It is convenient to study

the motion in a rotating spherical-polar coordinate systam with its

origin at the earth's center and rotating with tne angular velocity

w of the earth. The kinetic energy can be written as:



I+
(z-z

The equations of motion become

~~r (3~osze ,c -'; -,ls4L

SShIZ sin? fX-,\z r) (31-4)
Mr' sma( ;iw)] r 3 ,,,,,(- ,

SLnze) zr -.,.. 4 nS.~ bCW
z ~ r3 ( ,s)

We are looking for possible stationary states in this rotating frame

in order to place a 24 hour satellite,, From symmetry, the stationary

positions must be on the equator, thus r - ro - constant, 6 a 7r

-o const. For this case equations k31-3) i. ($I-}c, e (S=)=o)

ro r2-Lz 3, J2 + J zCosZ2(A; Xzz)

O~3 o

I r
4Iz0



From (7) we find stationary conditions at Ao - X22 r 0 or Ao - A2 ,2 ,

o 2 2 +, Ao 22 + r and o = X2 2 + . For each of these four

poirts there is a unique value of ro fixed by/31-(). The four points lie

on the major or minor axis of the ellipse. Now letb investigate motion

about these four points. To do so we use dimensionless variables.

Z - -  T W, ,t a =  - -

ae 2e 3

We then obtain in lieu of (31-3)) i,?-41 zh (11-')

z s + L- In

where primes denote derivatives with respect to . To examine stability

we look at motion in the neighborhood of the stationary polnts determined

by (31-(.)nd(1- 7J For small displacements we set

A i 
0  

+ a
2 2 + C ((Ai(3z)

33'!



where A/<<Zo ¢<< 6<<w. If we substitute into (3 1- -/a .11)linearize

by ignoring square and product terms of A, *, 6 and their derivatives,
we find

A" - (1 + a)A -. Zo' 0 (31-13)

z2€'" + b* + ZZoA 0 (31-14.)

S' + c26 0 (31-I )

where

6 6a322
a- 2a 4.6a12 +zo3  zos - o

b - + 2c422

2 . + 3- -2  + '12. Z
Zo5 - Zo5



where the upper sign pertains to motion about a stationary point on

the major axis and the lower sign for motion about a point on the minor

axis.

Note the S equation(1l-IS)is decoupled from the others, hence latitude

motion is simply periodic with frequency c. Since J2 and 322 are both

small and Zo z 6.63, this frequency, c, is practically unity, or in

dimensional time, very nearly one sidereal day. The amplitude is equal

to the angle of inclination of the orbit to the equator.

For equations (3-I3)and(3 -11)we assume a periodic solution and write

A - ip - e

If these are substituted appropriately into( /-/3)and (31.1J)we obtain

(1 + a + p2)A + 2ipZoB - 0

2ipZoA + (b - -Po): B 0

For this pair to have a nontrivial solution for A and B, the determinant

of the coefficients must vanish. ntin determines the frequency, p, namely,

(3z' -az 0 +b) z.2

3S3v



Since J22<< thence b<<l so square of the t,;,, .re:uencies are

p 2  (3 -a) + 4b
- (3 - a)Zo

P2 (1+ a)b2 to evaluate consider-

(3 - aZ

Z0
3  w2 ro3

b -+ -2 22 -+ 22 and by Kepler's law
- 3 - w2ro3

2 3
ar 0

hence

a 2.O b + 2322 c 1 Zo 6.63



and hence

+-'2J2 822

p1 2 (3 2) 221+ 222
(3 - 2)(6.63)2 (6.63)2

2, + (1 + 2)2J27 ,: 6322

P? ~ 22(3 - 2)Zo Zo

Note that in th'e neighborhood ot a stationary point on the major

axis (when the upper sign applies), p2
2 is negative and hence the motion

is unstable. On the other hand, near a stationary point on the minor

axis

p2- 622 0.137322
Zo2

so both p1 and P2 are real and the motion is oscillatory and hence stable.

In actual time the periods are

P1 days 1 day

L5f

I.



.1 2.71
?2 2days 2-2 2 1/3 years

,."2

Blitzer goes on to study motion near these otationary points and

uses a computer to study motion at larger distances. See "Effect of

Ellipticity of the Equator on 24 Hour Nearly Circular Satellite Orbits"

by Leon Blitzer, E. M. Boughton, C. Kang and R. M. PaRe, Journal of

Geophysical Research, Vol. 67, No. 1, January 1962, p. 329. Frick and

Garber obtained analytical solutions for large amplitudes about the

stable points. See "Perturbations of a Synchronous Satellite' Rand

Corporation R-399, May 1962. They show that a satellite placed at major

axis point will drift away at an average rate of 0.45*/day for first

90 degrees. Maximum Ar z 27.5 nautical miles. If injected at any other

longitude X., the satellite will have periodic oscillations of amplitude

Ao about the minor axis. For example with X- X2 2 4 450, it drifts to

900 and return with period of 1.78 years and Ar - 19.5 n.m.

Later when satellite data indicated many higher order Jnm coefficients

were as large as J22 , Blitzer recomputed the problem taking into account

all the other 3nm terms. See "Equilibrium Positions and Stability of

24 Hour Satellite Orbits," Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 70, No.

16, August 1965, p. 3987. He finds there are still only four equilibrium

points although they now do not lie exactly on the major-minor axis and

the symmetry is destroyed.

As the earth rotates under the satellite the potential field is time

varying. When it varies at nearly the same rate as one of tV3 elements of

the satellite we have the possibility of resonance. Thus for certain



satellites, depending on their period, certain intr terms, though small,

cause a measurable effect. Recently )1!,13' 3 13 , 1 3 , J15 , 1 4 have been

determined this way. See "Observation of Resonance Effects on Satellite

Orbits Arising from the 13th and !4th Order Tesseral GravItational

Coefficients," R. J. Anderle, Journa! of Geophysical Research, Vol.

70, No. 10, May 1965, p. 2453. A thorough study of this resonance

effect can be found in the following references:

S. M. Yionoulis, "Resonant Geodesy," Applied Physics Lab

Tech Report IG-633, December 1964. Applied Physics Lab,

The JohrsHopkins University, Silver Springs, Maryland.

S. M. Yionoulis, "A Study of the Resonance Effects Due to

the Earth's Potential Function," Journal of Geophysical

Research, Vol. 70, No. 24, December 1965, p. 5991.

The nonresonant effects of higher Jnm coefficients are very small.

In addition for m beyond 15 the orbit period for resonance is so small

that air drag would be more serious than the resonance problem. For

example, the 27th order harmonic in satellite 1963-49B has beat period

of 5 days indicating near resonance but the effect is less than 30

meters in position. If the orbit period were closer to resonance the

effect would be greater but the beat frequency would be long enough

so that it could be treated as a linear rather than periodic effect.

.13,13 0.52 x 10-6 A13 ,1 3 - 10.40

J15,14 - 0.08 x 10-6 A15 ,1 4 ' 19.6*

J14,14 - 0.56 x 10-6 A14 ,1 4 m 150



32. COORDINATE SYSTEMS

There are a number of coordinate systems used in celestial mechanics

and astronomy. These systems can be classified by three items.

(I) Center of Coordinates

1. Topocentric - origin at observation point on earth's surface.

2. Geocentric - origin at earth's center.

3. Heliocentric - origin at sun's center.

4. Selenocentric - origin at moon's center.

5. Planetocentric - origin at planet's center.

6. Barycentric - origin at center of mass.

(II) Plane of Reference

Y.. Horizon - tangent plane at observer's position.

2. Equator - earth's equatorial plane.

3. Ecliptic - mean plane of earth's motion about the sun.

4. Galactic - mean plane of the Milky Way galaxy.

(III) Reference Direction

1. Vernal Equinox ( - axis directed toward intersection of

ecliptic and equatorial planes (at a specified date).

2. Greenwich Meridian

3. Polar Direction - axis of earth's rotation in northern direction.

As we sit at the earth's center of mass, if we could, the sun, in a

course of a year would be seen to trace out a great circle path among the

stars. This great circle is the ecliptic. If the earth's equator is traced

out on the celestial sphere, this great circle will be the celestial (terres-

trial) equator. These circles intersect with a dihedral angle of about
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23 1/2 degrees (23.44397* in 1964) and this angle, c, is knotm as the

obliquity. The vernal equinox, the point where the sun crosses the

celestial (terrestrial) equator is used as a point of reference. This

is the sun's position on about March 21 and is marked in the heavens

by the so-called first point of Aries .

Celestial sphere

FIGUR.E 32-2. * ELIOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC COORDINATE SYSTEM

The heliocentric ecliptic coordinate system has its coordinates cen-

tered in the sun, its plane of reference is the ecliptic and the x axis

points to the vernal equinox. The y axis lies in the plane of the eclip-

tic, perpendicular to the x axis and the z a~"s points northward perpendicu-

lar to the x-y ecliptic plane. The angles needed to define a location in

this system are the celestial latitude, 8, which is measured normal to the

ecliptic plane between a line connecting the object with the origin and

tee i h sn tspan freeecei heelitcan4h xai



the ecliptic plane (see Figure 32-2); and the celestial longitude, X,

measured along the ecliptic from the x axis. 8 ranges from -90 to +90

degrees being positive above the ecliptic plane and X ranges from 0 to

360 degrees, positive in a counterclockwise rotation as seen from above.

North Pole

Celestial sphere

FIGURE 32-3. GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

The geocentric equatorial coordinate system has its coordinates

centered in the certer of mass of the earth, its plane of reference

in the equatorial plane and the x axis points toward the vernal equinox.

Again the y axis is in the plane of the equator and the z axis goes

through the north pole of the earth (see Figure 32-3). An object is

located by a, the right ascension, which is measured in the plane of

the equator from the fixed x axis, to a plane normal to the equator

(meridian) which contains the object; and by 6, the declination, which

is the angle between the object and the equator measured in a plane



normal to the equator as in Figure 32-3. c is measured in hours, minutes

and seconds in the range 0 to 24 hourG, positive counterclockwise as seen

from the north pole. Thus 15* corresponds to one hour. 6 is measured

from -90 to +90 degrees, being positive above the equator.

One can also have a geocentric ecliptic coordinate system. Here one

measures X and 8 as in the hellocentric ecliptic system and these are

related to a and 6 through the obliquity by the following:

cos 6 cost cos 8 cos X

cos 6 sini = cos c cos B -,in X - sin c sin B (32-1)

sin 6 = sin e cos S sin X + cos c sin 8

and

cos 8 cos X = cos 6 cos c

cos Rin =cos e cos 6 sin c + sin c sin 6 (32-2)

sin 8 = - E ±!. cos 6 sin c + cos c sin 6

Other coordinate systems are also used. A complete discussion and

equations for transformation from one system to another are found in

Chapter 4, page 125, of the book by Escobal, "Methods of Orbit Determination."

See also Deutsch's book, Chapter 2, page 28, "Orbit Dynamics of Space

Vehicles."

Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between declination

and geocentric latitude on the earth. The right ascension is related to

the earth's longitude by the sidereal time of the Gzeenwich Meridian.

Using x, y, z as rectangular geocentric cocrdinates, see Figure 32--3,

we have the relations,



a -tan 1 Y 6 -tan1 - -

AE geocentric earth's longitude = a - [eg - WE (I. - t )]

Where the sign of y ant x determine the quadrant for * and 6 and 0g

is sidereal time of Greenwich Meridian (see Section 33), WE is earth's

rotation rate and tg is time of passage of the Greenwich Meridian and the

x axis.

FIGURE 32-4. RELATION WITH GEOCENTRIC LONGITbDE
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North

Mare serenitatis

Moon's prime
meridian

Mare crisium Moon's equator

Omm

FIGURE 32-5* SELENOGRAPHIC COORDINATE SYSTEM

Now unfortunately for us, these systems so defined do not remain

fixed in space as our axis system is required by Newtonian law to do.

The sun and mecn exert a righting force on the earth's equatorial bulge

which attempts to pull the earth's equator into the plane of the sun and

moon -e-spectively. This force produces a gyroscopic turning force that

is at right angles to both the axis of rotvtion and to itself, thus

causing the axis of the earth, also our z axis, to sweep out a cone

in space as shown in FIgure 32-6. The period of this rotation is about

26,000 years so that the yearly motion is small indeed but it must be

considered.
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FIGURE 32-6. CONICAL MOTION OF EARTH'S
AXIS DUE TO PRECESSION

The plane of the ecliptic was roughly described as that plane in

which the earth mnoves around the sun, after allowances have been made

for slight oscillatory motions of the earth's center, cauised by the

attraction of the moon and planets. Though small, being the order of

tenths of a second of arc, these slight motions cause the apparent or

true geocentric latitude of the sun to seldom be exactly zero. The

attraction of the planets, besides contributing to these oscillatious

also cause the plane of the ecliptic to rotate nearly uniformly in

space by about 47" per century. This righting effect tends to move

the ecliptic plane into the invariable plane. This part of the pre-

cession is called planetary precession. It causes the equinox to move



eastward about 0.11" per year and it diminishes the obliquity by 3.47"

annually. Therefore since the orbit of the earth about the sun is not

truly planar, the "plane of the ecliptic" is not a precise notaton -

only a descriptive abstraction. The ecliptic one has in mind is esqen-

tially a mean which is defined by dynamical considerations.

Now the celestial equator is not the same sort of abstraction as

the ecl: rtic. At any instant, the axis about which the earth instan-

taneously rotates, exists. It is this axis which defines the equatorial

plne and 18 the axis which is orecessed by luni-solar precession at a

nearly uniform rate of 50" per year. This luni-solar precession combines

with the planetary precession to produce what is called general precession.

All of these precessions cause the equinox to move along the ecliptic

plane, as shown in Figure 32-7, with a westward motion. In addition, the

equatorial plane is lowered, i.e., there Is a change in the declination

angle. Theequinox is moved fromtto "1. All these motions represent

a change in declination and right ascension in accordance with the equa.-

tions below.

d- + 20.0426 - 0.000085 (T - 1950) cos a

dci
d- + 4.40944 - 0.0000186 (T - 1950)

- 0.0000057 (T - 1950) sin a tan 6

Fortunately these rates are so nearly uniform that one may compute

the change in a or 6 by multiplying the number of years in the interval



by the corresponding rate at the middle of the interval. Some values are

shown below in seconds of arc per year.

1959 1964

General Precession 50.2695 50.2706

Precession in a 46.1015 46,10295

Precession in 6 20.0398 20.0414

FIGURE 32-7. PRECESSION OF ECLIPTIC AND EQUATOR

These motions are called the mean motionb. The actual celestial pole

motions have an additional and periodic variations called nutations. When

one considers the eighting force of the sun and mooni, it is seen that this

force disappears whenever the sun or moon crosses the equatorial plane.

This occurs twice a month for the moon and twice a year for the sun.



Hence the conical motions of the pole has superimposed upon it small wiggles

kailed "nutations." These are never greater than 9.23" with a period of a

little less than 19 years. These effect the equator location but not the

ecliptic and thus alter celestial longitudes and the obliquity but not

celestial latitudes.

It should be mentioned that these "nutations" having nothing to do

with the conventional concept of nutations of a gyro precessing with

pseudoregular precession. They are not the same phenomena and differ

greatly in their periods.

Our coordinate system must be a fixed one, and is fixed to the equinox

and equator, but we must decide which equinox and equator, since they vary.

The instantaneous positions at any instant are called the mean equator and

equinox of date. Thus the mean equator and equinox of an arbitrarily cho-

sen epoch may be used to define a nonrotating ecliptic and equator. We

may ctoose the equinox at time of launch of the missile or the mean equinox

and equator at the beginning of 1950, one which is used for uniformity and

convenience by most astronomers. For lunar trajectories the former is

best, for interplanetary travel the latter is proper.

The Nautical Almanac and Ephermeris lists the coordinates of the sun

and i-i on in a system referred to the mean equinox and 2quator at the begi.ining

of the year and at the beginning of 1950. The moon's coordina:es are also

related to true equinox and equator of date.

It is necessary to resolve these coordinates into our fixed coordinate

system by rotation through the precessed a and 6 angular amounts.
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33. TIME

We will have our results in the fcrm of position end velocity as a

function of time. Let's examine just how one determines the time. The

basic time keeper is the rotation rate of the earth.

One time unit is the apparent solar day which can be determined by

the time between successive passages of the sun over the observer's meridian.

This can be found by noting that the sun is on the meridian when the shadow

cast by a vertical post is shortest. The problem with this is that the

earth moves about the sun in an ellipse in which equal angles are not

swept out by the radius in equal times and the ecliptic and equator are

nct in the same plane. This causes the length of day to vary. To over-

come this, the length of a day is averaged over an entire year to form the

mean solar day.

To be more precise, one assumes a dynamical mean sun which moves with

the mean angular velocity of the sun (n.) in the plane of the ecliptic so

that the perigee-to-perigee time is the same as the actual sun. When this

dynamical mean sun, moving in the ecliptic reaches the vernal equinox, a

second fictitious body, the mean sun, moves along the equator with the

sun's mean motion, returning to the vernal equinox with the dynamical mean

a m. ". a te e.ween successive passa-es of this mean sun over the observer's

meridian is constant and defines the mlar, tolar day.

A more precise standard can be had by considering the time between

successive passages of a fixed star, or a particular fixed vernal equinox.

This time is called onie sidereal day.

-- -- -- -



Since the earth's radius vector sweeps out about I degree per day

and the earth rotates at an angular velocity of about I degree in four

minutes, the sidereal day is about 4 minutes shorter than the mean solar

day.

1 mean solar day = 2 4 h 0 3 m5 6 . 5 5 5 4  of sidereal time

1 sidereal day - 2 3 h5 6 m04 . 09 0 5 of mean solar time.

18ke~r. AIO 4Iofl.EAL T1146 A(Aff

UIO0tAL T111MS LAS $LAI TIME(

7 t 1 0 % 4 b4suteso Ciii

FIGURE 33-1. SOLAR AND SIDEREAL TIME RFT.ATIONS

There are other problems because the earth's rotation is not precisely

rconstant but before going into that let us consider the calendar problem.

The true iength of the year is not 365 1/4 days but 365 days, 5 hours, 48

minutes, and 46.0 seconds leaving a difference of 11 minutes and 14 seconds

by which the Julian year is too long. This Julian calendar was established

by Caesar about 45 B.C. and adoptei 365 day a year with every fourth e-r

containing 366 days. This 11 minutes and 14 seconds amounts to little

more than 3 days in 400 years. As a consequence, the Julian date of the

vernal equinox came earlier and earlier and so Easter, defined as the first

Sunday after the first full moon after the varnal equinox, began to arrive

in the bare winter. To correct this unesthetic setting for Easter, Pope
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Gregory in 1582 ordered the calenuar corrected by dropping 10 days so that

the day following October 4. 1582 was called the 15th instead of the fifth

and in addition, thereafter only such century years should be leap years

as are divisible by 400. Thus 1700, 1800, 1900, 2100 are not leap years

while 1600 and 2000 are. England waited until 1752 and decreed the day

following September 2, 1752 should be called the 14th instead of the 3rd,

thus dropping eleven days. Even though the act was carefully framed to

prevent any injustice in collection of interest, rents, etc., it nevertheless

caused some people to riot, particularly in Bristol where several people

were killed. The rally cry was, "Give us back our fortnight!"

Russian changed in 1918 and Rumania in 1919.

This gap in the calendar is a discontinuity. To avoid it, astronomers

use the Julian year as proposed by J. Scaliger in 1582. It starts arbi-

trarily cn January 1, 4713 B.C. and consists of 36525 days in each century.

Thus the Gregorian date of January 24, 1925 is J.D. 2,424,175. A conver-

sion table is given in the Nautical Almanac. Because astronomers work

all night and don't want to keep changing the cate in the log book, the

Julian day begins at Gregorian noon. Thus when January 24, 1925 begins

(0000 GMT), the Julian date is 2,424,174.5 and the date of an observation

made on January 24, 1925 at the 18th hour Greenwich Mean Time is J.D.

2,425,175.25.

Orbital data is often referred to Modified Julian Day number in

which the zero point is 17.0 November 1858 and hence

Modified Julian Date - Julian Date - 2,400,000.5 days.
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In addition to the sidereal year, the time the sun returns to a fixed

star (3 65D61[9M9 .5= 365.25636) we also have the trcpical year referred to

above, which is the time between successive passages of the vernal equinox

(365 DH 4846.0S = 365.24220); and the anomalistic year, the time between

successive perihelion (36 5D61113 M53.S 
= 365.25964 mean solar days). Be-

cause of precession the latter two are not constant values.

Now let us return to time. The Greenwich sidereal time .s called

Universal Time (U.T.) and both it and mean solar time are based Un the

rotation of the earth on its axis. This is not a precise mainspring.

This fact was discovered when it was found that the position of the moon

as calculated did not correspond to the observed position. The difference

between these two values of longitude of the moon, for example, sometimes

exceeds 10" of arc and may change by several seconds of arc in a few years.

Similar but smaller differences have been observed in the longitudes of the

sun, mercury and venus. They aie all in the same direction in the same year

and their amounts are proportiunal to the mean motions of these bodies. This

indicates that the computed positions were correct, but they were computed

for the wrong time. These may be explained as an altertration in the uniform

rate of the earth's rotation.

One then proceeds to define what is called Ephemeris Time (E.T.) in

order to have a uniform, continucusly varying time scale as an independent

variable for gravitational theory. This E.T. is defined so that the length

of the day in Ephemeris Time is roughly equal to the average length of the

day in Universal Time over the last three centuries. The change from

Universal to Ephemeris Time is accomplished by interpolating to a time

AT seconds earlier when

(4r0 Vr ecist i kere ame 3 1 SS.U 9Z S. 9 7?47 e~lv mv-13seconh M 'i IcfIC4I year 1100.)
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AT = E.T. - U.T. = 24?349 + 72?3165T + 29949T2 + 1.821hB* (33-1)

Where T is reckoned in Julian centuries from 19010 January 0

Greenwich Mean Noon and B* is an emperical term derived from an

attempt to reconcile cbserved and computed positions of 1he moon.

The ATconversions are lis.,d in the Nautical Almanac for each year.

A few of these are listed below, see also Figure 33-2.

AT (seconds) YEAR

+29.66 1951.5

+31.59 1955.5

+32.80 1958.5

This correction to our Greenwich Mean Time (U.T.) cannot be

calculated in advance, only estimated. It is only after long reductions

of the observed and predicted longitudes of the moon that B* and hence

AT can be computed. Hence it is always currently an estimated quantity.

It should be mentioned that this E.T. does indeed correspond to precise

cesium clock time (+ 1 Dart in 010 ) and is not Just a mathematical

device.

This nonuniform rotation of the earth deserves a little more

attention. In 1695, Halley using the results of ancient and recent

eclipses was led to suspect that the mean motion of the moon was

inc.:easing (relative to the earth's rotation). Dunthorne in 1749

conf~irmed this and found that if a term 10"T2 (T in Julian centuries

since 1900.0) were added to the calculated coordinates of the moon,

it would correct the secular increase in the length of the day.
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If the moon's mean l,)ngitude is expressed as a + bT + cT2, then the

mean motion is n - b + 2cT and the acceleration is i - 2c. However, the

coefficient c of , ot 2c, is usually referred to as the acceleration.

Why this acceleration occurred remained a mystery until 1787 when

Laplace announced the solution. Interestingly Euler and Lagrange tried

but failed on this one. The explanation goes like this: The effect of

the other planets upon the earth causes a gradual decrease in the eccentricity

of its orbit. As the semi-majoraxis must remain constant, the semi-minor

axis must be increasing, thereby increasing the mean distance of the sun,

which in turn reduces its effect upon the moon - resulting in a slow in-

crease in the moon's mean motion. Laplace's value of c was 10''18 which

agreed nicely with the observed one. However he used a series solution,

neglecting what he supposed were negligible higher order terms. In 1853,

J. C. Adams found that several of the neglected terms, though small, actually

added in phase to produce a measurable effect and he revised the calculated

acceleration value to 5.70". The problem then was to determine what caused

the 4.3" difference. Brown In 1897 and 1908 obtained c - 5.82" and Spencer

Jones in 1932 and 1938 obtained u - 5.22".

The 4.3 seconds difference is in part, at least, probably due to the

effect of tidal friction, particularly in shallow seas. Heqver the pau-

city of data makes it difficult to estimatc with higher precision. The

rate of increase in the length of day needed to account for this 4.3"

secular &cceleration of the moon requires a dissipation of more than 2100

million horsepower of tidal friction. If the depth of water and current



velocities are accurately known, the dissipation of energy in any sea

area could be calculated. At first it was found that neither viscosity

nor turbulence in the open ocean could cause sufficient dissipation.

Then in 1920, G. I. Taylor pointed cut that since the rate of dissipation

is proportional to the cube of tidal current in shallow and turbulent

flow, the greatest amount of dissipation would come from the long bays

and channels where the tide rise and fall is large. lie found the Iish

Sea contributed 2% of the required amount. Jeffreys in the same year

showed tbe Bering Sea contributed 66-80% of that required to explain

the acceleration. However, Munk and MacDonald in their book, "The

Rotation of the Earth," comment that, -I...there is sufficient accord...

that the problem has been considered as solved for 40 years. We wish

to reopen it." They dispute the calculations of Jeffreys and show they

fall short if the required 2100 million horsepower dissipation needed.

The whole problem is masterfully discussed in their Chapter 11, page

175.

We can presently say that tidal friction plays an important part

in the acceleration term c, but we do not have enough data to confirm

its precise role. The discovery of deep counter currents which strike

the continental shelf could also be a contributor. But in addition to

tidal friction there is more.

The eccentricity of the earth's orbit changes with a period of about

24,000 years. However for any discussion over a period of aeveral thou-

sand years it is more conveniently listed as a secular term as e = eo + ct.

Similarly the measured discrepancies of the longitude of the moon (differ-

ence between observed and calculated results) can be represented by
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Le ea + b (T) (33-2)

W~ere a and b. are empirically determined constants. The dis-

crepancy f (T) is plotted in Figure 33-3.

ao

LI

0

V)RO

1100 s 8oo 1,00

FIGURE 33-3. THE DISCREPANCY f#(T) OF THE MOON'S
LONGITUDE BASED ON OCCULTATIONS.

Threc features should be noted: (1) a "secular" decrease; (2)

a smooth hump between 1680 and 1850 which represents Newcomb's "Great

Empirical Term" (G.E.T.), and (3) a relatively high frequency wiggle

from 1900 to 1950, called the twentieth century wiggle.

Figure 33-4 shows this same longitude discrepancy for the sun and

mercury, multiplied by the ratios
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n_. 13.37 n__- 3.22
no nj

!if the variable rotation of the earth were the sole cause of the

discrepancies, then a discrepancy, AT, between U.T. and E.T. would

produce a discrepancy in longitude, AL, which is proportional to the

mean motion of the bodies as observed from earth. Under these assump-

tions the discrepancies of moon, sun and mercury as in Figures 33-3

and 33-4 should be the same. There is, in fact, a close resemblance

but it is not complete. There is a long term drift between lunar

discrepancies (33-3) and those of mercury and the sun (33-4).

To see the difference we form the weighted discrepancy difference

WDD - f (T) - ! fO (T) and also between the moon and mercury.
no

When we do this the WDD for both the sun and mercury can be represented

reasonably well by the parabola, WDD = - 11.2T2 seconds of arc. See

Figure 33-5.

The WDD curve shows no sign of the Great Empirical Term or the

twentieth century wiggle, so these fluctuations are common to the

moon, sun and mercury and hence arise from variations in the earth's

rate of rotation.

If we assume that, aside from a known quadratic term, the dis-

crepancy in loritude of the sun is precisely equal to that of the

moon times the ratio of their mean motions, then we can translate

lunar observations into differences between Ephemeris and Universal

Time.
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FIGURE 33-4. DISCREPAISCIES OF SUN AND MERCURY
WEIGHTED FOR THEIR MEAN MOTIONS.
SEE "THE ROTATION OF THE EARTH."
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AT = ET -  
TT= 2 . 4 + n c T 2  +  n

AT~E UT-=T24.349 -~lT+9T +j f(T) 1 (33-3)

Where T is in ET units. Applying the proper data gives the numeri-

cal values of equation (33-1).

Besides this secular acceleration there is a seasonal change in

rotation rate of the earth which is included in the f (T). These

seasonal changes were detected by quartz crystal clocks in 1935, The

total variation in the length of the day during the year is about 2 1/2

milliseconds. The effect varies but the general trend is to cause the

earth to be slow in spring and fast in autumn relative to a uniform

time.

Seasonal fluctuations such as shifts in air masses, melting of

the polar ice-cap, variations in the angular momentum of the atmosphere

could be expected to cause these results, but there is too little data

1:o compute precisely.

There are other fluctuations which appear suddenly aic. are of the

order of as much as 5 mi.Jsc.conds per year. In particular the 1958

anomaly seems well established from cesium clock measurements. See

Figure 33-7. The cause is unknown. Perhaps an electromagnetic coupling

of the mantle to a possible turbulent core could cause suc.h disturbances.

This would require the conductivity of the mantle to be about 10 - 9

e.m.u. which is high but not entirely outside the possible limits.

We shall chalk this one up to the twisting churning insides of a diis-

sipated world.
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34. PARAMETRIC VALUES

In solving problems numerically one must eventually grapple with

the problem of what numbers to use to represent the various constants.

The first detailed discussion on the evaluation of astrodynamical con-

stants of recent times was by de Sitter. 5 The various interrelations

between constants and their best presatellite values is masterfully

discussed by Herrick, et.al. 9 Other recent discussions a:e given in

the references by Mercer,2 0 Clarke
4 and by Brouwer. 3

Consider the gravitational parameter v = k2Me, where k2 is Gauss'

constant and Me is the mass of the earth. One way to calculate this

constant is to determirne y and Me where u - k2Me - yMe and y is Newton's

universal gravitational constant. The International Critical Tables

(1926) give

y - 6.658 x 108 Cm
3/g - sec 2

Me = 5.988 x 1027 grams

yMe - 3.9868 x 1020 Cm3/sec
2

These values are not known very accurately and a better scheme is

to use the methods of terrestrial geodesy and gravimetry to define an

equipotential surface called the geoid. This can then be used to find

an equivalent spherical ti:ss. The principal source of error here is in

the triangulation and gravimetry measurements and the fact that so much

of the world lies unmeasured. Kaula (1961) extrapolated from observed

gravity measurements to obtain estimates for areas with gravimetry by
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assuming the gravity anomalies could be treated as a Markov-4rray, i.e.,

that the most probable value for an area without observations could be

treated as a function of only the nearest observations. It is expected

that the P value so obtained will be smaller in absolute magnitude than

the true value.

Ljotela (1962) detezmined the geoid by using harmonic coefficients

to fit the mean gravity anomalies of 5* x 5* squares by simple least

square fit.

His coefficients tend to be larger in absolute magnitude than the

true values. In any event such geoid determinations are not as accurate

as satellite observations because of the paucity of gravitmetric data,

especially over water. Some recent geodetic determinations give -

Fischer7 (1962) 3.986040 x 1014 m3/sec2

Kaula20  (i961) 3.986020 x 1014 m3/sec2

If one corrects Kepler's third law for variations of the lunar

orbit due to the sun and other planets and to the shape of the earth,

one can write (Oe EIV ation (2 -28) 1)

2a 0.99728189u (4a

Then by measuring at by radar or by triangulation we can determine P.SUsing Me 81301, Yaplee, etal.,2 1 calculated the p value using radar



measurements over a long period of time. O'Keefe and Anderson determined

the a, value by triangulation. The principal errors are the uncertainty

in the effective radar lunar iadius. The constants were found to be

Yaplee, et. al.21 1963 3,986057 x 10lh m
3/sec 2

O'Keefe and Anderson20  3.986057 x 10 1m3/sec2

It is encouraging that all these values are so close. The most

accurate determination is by satellite measurements:., Some of thes-' are

listed below:

10I1 m3/sec
2

Best Presatellite (Herrick)9  3.986179h

Echo I 3.986037 ± 12

Early Vanguard Data (O'Keefe) 3.98618

Later Vanguard Data (O'Keefe) 3.986062 ± 145

Lunar Probe and Doppler (Anderson, et.sL.,1964))1  3.986032 ± 30

Close Satellite and Camera (Kaula 1.964)20 3.986015

NASA4 and Aerospace Corporation2 0 have standardized on

- 3.986032 ± 32. JPL uses a value of 3.986012. The International

Astronomical Union (W.U) har adopted 3.986030 x 1014 m3/sec2 ± 0.00002.

Ln all of these rece:' determinations it is the sixLh decimal f.gure

14 3 2that differs. Thus one is always safe in using 2.9860 x 10 m ,ec

4
The NASA standard value is
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= 3.986032 x 1014 m3/sec2

= 1.407653916 x 1016 ft 3/sec 2  (4wA

= 0.5530393477 x 10-2 (earth radii) 3 /min 2

1.536223188 x 10- 6 (earth radii) 3/sec 2

Another constant we require is the earth to sun mass ratio. This

is determined by developing a relation between the solar parallax or

astronomical unit (A) and the mass tatio. The astronomical unit (A)

is defined as (see pagelO)

A3 - 2.5226941 x 1013 k2M -

This together with equation(34oJ)which can be written

a3  1.4076669 x I011 k2 (Me + M.)

Oue can obtain the relation,

A . 5.6379545 3 MS (34-4)

The numerical factor on the right side depends on observed data

through the mean motion of the sun and moa only - and since time is



one thing we can measure accurately - it is correct to the last place

given. Then making use of

aC 3.844002 x 108 (1 + .05 x 10- 5)
--- U=

Be 6.378166 x 106 (l + 0.40 x 10 - 5 )

(34 -5)
= 60.26814 + 0.00039

we can write

ae (339.7890 + 0 0022) IV T -

Thus if we measure A we have effectively computed the mass ratio.

Rather than use A one measures a quantity called the solar parallax.

This is the sun's mean equatorial parallax measured in seconds of arc.

It appears in this form in the reduction of observation from geocentric

to topocentric positions and is therefore of fundamental interest to

astronomers. If we call H the solar parallax then

s in H -- 3 4 -%

~ 5~'~A

eas



SUNJ

A: sin H

Making use of Equation(34-we have (,4 ii SQ$ o; arc.)

VMe 607.0379 + 0.0039

or

H Me Mm 2.236904 x 108 + 43 )

This relation between the solar parallax and mass ratio is more

accurate than previous relations based on Equation(34oi)together with

a geophysical development for p - k2 Me• For example ee the derivation

given by de Sitter5 where he finds

3 + M 2.2346135 x 108 + 140

,+Mm(34
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Brouwer 3 suspects this latter relation is more liable to have

systematic errors and I am not one to suspect Brouwer. Howsoever

we have

Me = 2.23604 x 108 (34-10 )
Me+M m  H3

so that a measurement of H will determine the mass ratio. One method

is to determine the solar parallax by observation of the angular dis-

placement of an object in the solar system with respect to the background

of fixed stars when observed from two stations separated a known distance

on the earth's surface. The distance to the object is then found

by triangulation. The most accurate determinations are made on minor

planets which come close to the earth and therefore have . alarge

parallax angle. Miior Planet No. 433 (EROS) comes within lISA (about

28 x 106 kin) of earth and has a pazallaxof 50" which is 5.7 times

greater than the solar parallax. Its close approaches to earth during

1930-1931 together with previous photographic data was reduced by Spencer

Jones. 10 He took ten years, worming over 2847 photographic plates taken

with 30 different tele3copes &t 24 observations in 14 countries. He

arrived at the value H - 8!17904 + 0.0015 (mean crror). Using Equation

(10) this corresponds to a mass ratio of 329323 + 170 and A A -

149,662,400 km + 256 km,

A second and more confidence inspiring method is the dynamical

method used by Rabe.16 Here one determines the mass .atio directly



from the perturbations caused by the earth-moon system on the asteroid

Eros. It requires the calculation of a precise orbit of Eros over a

period of several revolutions. The correction to the mass of the earth-

moon used in these calculations is one of a large number of unknowns

which include the other planet masses. The calculations are long and

intricate and the unknowns are evaluated by using least square fit to

the observed motion. Eugene Rabe used Eros and took into account the

perturbations by Mercury, Venus, Earth-Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and

Neptune. He derived a value of

s = 328452 + 67 (34-il)
M +M 3 5 6

e m

This corresponds to a solar parallpx of 8!179816 + 0.0006 and

A = 149,530,300 - 10,200 km.

This difference between Rabe and Spencer Jones is several times

the combined probable error of each and was the subject of much

discussion.

A third method to determine A directly is available with radar.

Since the solar system is well mapped by angular measurements, the

determination of one distance leg will suffice to determine A. Hence

a measurement of Earth to Venus distance by means of radar will also

determine A. To calculate A by radar we must know the exact distcnce

of the radar site from the center of the earth, the diameter of the

planet Venus and a precise knowledge of the speed of light.
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The most recent determination6 gives the velocity as

c = 2.997925 x 108 m/sec + 3. Some radar determinations of the

astronomical unit are listed below:

A(km)
(for c = 299792.5 knm/sec)

149,599,500 + 800 USSR Koletnikcw 196111

1h9,601,000 + 500 Thomson, et, a!. Jodrell Banks !96118

149,597,850 + 400 Pettengill, et. a!. Millstone Hill 196215

149,598,595 + 500 Muhleman, et. al. 196214

149,599,400 JPL (1963) See Marsden (1963)13

This value of A = 149,599,400 km corresponds ;o H = 8V79413 and

a mass ratio of 328905.8. At this point in time there were three

separate mass ratios. The difference in the dy.miical and radar

determination3 was an important point which receivea increased attention.

The radar people began a very careful error analysis of their work

leading to a muci greater understanding of the problem than would have

developed if thesp three determinations were more similar. Finally in

1967 Rabe and Mary P. Francis 2 8 recalulated a mass ratio which

invalidated Rabe's previous calculations. They obtained the mass

ratio of 328899. 115. More recent radar determinations substantiated

this figure. For example, Ash, Shapiro and Smith 22 (1967) obtained a

mass ratio of 328900.t 60 and Sjogren, et. al. 2 3 (1966) obtained

328900 g+ 1. Thus there is no longer any discordance between radar

and dynamical determinations of the Earth plus Moon to Sur% masSratio.

Once again Newton's law of gravity has met the test and passed.
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The principal determinations are summarized below:

H S A(km)
seconds of arc M + M

e rt

Spencer Jones 8.7904 + .0015 329323 + 170 149,662,400

Rabe(1954) 8.79816 + .0006 328452 + 67 149,530,300

Rabe & Francis (1967) 8.79416 + .00013 328e99 + 15 149,598,300

Radar (1961-1963) 8.79413 + .000018 328905.8 + 2 149,599,400

Radar (1966-1967) 8.79416 + ,000009 328900 + 1 149,598,388 + 50

M
Thus the most likely value is RM 328900.which corresponds

M +M
to H = 8.79416 seconds of arc and A = 149,598,388. Using e= 81.301

this mass ratio gives

M
3 = 332,945 + 1e

NASA recommends4

A = 149,549,000 + 700 kwi.

A = 0.4908103674 x 1012 feet

A = 23454.86515 earth radii,

Other parameters we need are the equatorial radius of the earth

and the eight other planetary masses. Some recent values for the

equatorial radius are listed below

Presatellite (Herrick, et. al. 1958) 9  6378145 Meters + 70

Moon Radar (Yaplee, et. al. 1958)21 6378175 Meters + 35

Kaula (1961) geodetic 6378163 Mezers + 21

NASA Adopted (Clarke 1964)4 6378165 Meters + 25.

The equatorial radius defined here is the mean equatorial radius.
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If the equatorial plane were truly an ellipse in shape this would be

the semi-major axis.

Another parameter is the mean distance between the center of the

earth and the center of the moon, af.

This has been accurately determined by a long series oi radar

measurements by the Naval Research Laboratory.

aq= 38h,hO0.2 + 1.1 km (Yaplee, et.al.21).

Another item we need is the moon-to-earth mass ratio. For lunar

trajectories this is a very important quantity.

The earth's axis moves in a cone about an axis perpendicular to

the plane of the ecliptic. This average motion is called the precession

and small harmonic motions superimposed upon it are called nutations.

These are due to the attraction of the sun and moon on the earth's

equatorial bulge. These precession and nutation factors are both

C-A
functions of a momen; ratio - and the mass of the moon. Hence

observations of the two phenomena provide two equations from wnich

we may eliminate the moment ratio to compute the mass of the moon.

A more d_-ect method is now employed by utilizing the perturbations

of the earth's center caused b'- the moon. Since the earth's center

moves in an ellipse about the center of mass of the earth and moon

together, the direction of an external body as seen from the earth

will suffer a monthly perturbation having an amplitude dependent upon

the mass of the moon. Observations of the sun were employed by Newcomb
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where he found the amplitude of the sn to be about 6 seconds of arc.

For a close approach of an asteroid, however, the amplitude can exceed

this magnitude several times.

The first use of an asteroid was by Gill on the Asteroid Victoria.

Hink's study was based on the 1900-1901 opposition of Eros; H. Spencer

Jones' (1942) study was made of the 1930-1931 opposition of Eros. Rabe

used his dynamical equations to compute the mass ratio. Some of the

values so determined are listed below:

Newcomb Observation of Sun 81.215

Gill on Asteroid Victoria 1888-1889 81.702 + 0.094

Hinks on Asteroid Eros 1900-1901 81.53 + 0.047

Spencer Jones on 1930-1931 Eros 81.271 + 0.021

Rabe (1950) Eros 81.375 + 0.028

Nautical Almanac and Ephemeris 81.145

The latter value was arrived at by a committee for standardization

purposes and is only faintly related to the actual value.

Prior to sending satellites to the moon, Rabe's figure of 81.375

was widely acc~dted as the most reliable one. However from radio and

radar tracking of Mariner to Venus and from the Ranger Lumar mission,

the following mass ratios were found.

Earth to Moon mass ratio

81.3030 + 0.0050 Ash, Shapiro, Smith !967 22

81.3001 + 0.0013 Anderson 19671

81.3020 + 0.0017 Sjogren et.al. 196623

81.3015 + 0.0016 Null, Gordon and Tito 196724
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The value o' 81.301 is currently widely accepted as the most

probable one. Lunar satellities will improve this figure and also

increase our knowledge of the shape of the noon which is very much

a triaxial ellipsoid. Some recent references *a the determination

of the shape of the moon are those of Goudas and Kopal.
27

The remaining values of k2Mp for any p~ane', p, can be obtained

from the relation

M M
k2Mp = k2Me M M-"

s e

Thus the planetary ratios are all that &V required.

To determine the mass ratios one uses a satellite of the planet.

If the disturbing effects are ignored, Kepler's third law for satellite

motion may be .'titten

M +M 2

M a

The observed sidereal motion, nobs, is defined as the coefficient

of t in the linear function of the time that results if the true longitude

derived from the observations is freed from all the periodic terms and

the precession. The constant aobs is obtained by subtracting from the

radius vector the elliptic terms and the reriodic perturbations. Both

nobs and aobs so obtained contain contributions due to the presence of

disturbing forces. Allowance is made for these effects by modifying

the formula expressing Kepler's third law to
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M s aS b_)2

Me obs 2 2

where a is an analytic expression for the secular perturbation (see

Reference 2, page 55 for further details). a is a very small quantity

so its square has been neglected in the modified formula.

Thus Kepler's third law with its appropriate correction factor

is available for evaluating the masses in terms of the sun's mass.

The only exception is the mass of the earth-moon since the moon's

mean distance in astronomical units cannot be obtained from observations

of the moon alone. For all other satellities the necessary information

concerning their orbits is derived from measurements of the position

of the satellite relative to the center of the disk of the primary.

For planets with no satellities one relies on a dynamical method such

as that used by Rabe. Unfortunately such calculations are ill-

conditioned. In particular the use of Eros) orbit is apparently

incapable of yielding reliable masses for any plane- other than the

earth.

A list of some planetary mass ratios are given on the next page.
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PlanetaN7 Mass Ratios

Mercury Bro'ver 1950 6,480,000
Rabe 1954 6,118,000
Duncoinbe 1958 5,970,000 + 455,000
Ash, Shapiro and Smith 1967 6,021,000 T 53,000
I.A.U. (1966) 6,uoo,ooo
J.P.L. (1969) 5,983,000 + 25,000

Venas Clemence 1943 409,300 + lhO0
Rabe 1954 408,651 + 208
Anderson 1967 408,505 + 6
Ash, Shaniro and Smith 1967 408.,250 + 120
I.A.U (1966) 408,000
J.P.L. (269) 408,522 + 3

Mars Clemence 3,088,000 + 300
Rabe 1954 3,110,800
Ash, Shaniro and Smith 1967 3,111,000 + 9000
Null Gordon Tito 1967 3,098,600 T 600
I.A.U. (1966) 3,903,500
J.P.L. (1969) 3,098,700 + 100

Juniter Clemence 1961 1047.39 + 0.03
O'Handley 1967 1047.387-+ 0.008
I.A.U. (1966) 1047.355
J.P.L. (1969) 1047.3908 -. 0074

Saturn Hertz 1953 3497.64
van der Bosch 1927 3496,.0 + 3
Clermence 1960 3499.7 + 0.4
I.A.U. (1966) 3501.6
J.P.L. (1969) 3499.2 + 0.4

Uranus Hill 1898 22,239 + 89
Harris 1950 22,934 T 6
I.A.U. (1966) 22,869
J.P.L. (1969) 22,930 + 6

Neptune Gaillot 1910 19,094 + 22
van Biesbroeck 1957 18,889 + 62
I.A U. (1966) 19,314
J.P.L. (1969) 19,260 + 100

Pluto Brouwer 1955 400,000 + 40,000
I.A.U. (1966) 360,000
J.P.L. (1969) 1,812,000 + 40,000
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The IAU system of constants is taken from the January 1966

Supplement to the Astronomical Ephemeris 2 6 . The table on the next

page gives the NASA adopted values as discussed b Clarke4 in 1964.

Mulholland2 5 has recently taken a list of the best available measure-

ments, (which includes most of the above list excepting those of the

IAU and Rabe) and recommends a set of ratios which represents the

weighted mean of these data. The values are weighted according to

their own internal standard deviations. This is certainly a logical

approach but these standard deviations represent the internal con-

sistency of the measurement and are only incidentally related to

accuracy. However, the only other weighting process one can use is

personal judgment.

Some additional planet constants are given below. They are taken

8
from Lockheed Rpt LR17571 (AFCRL-63-705) by Mary P. Francis

Equatorial JPL - 1969
Planet Radius (km) 2 J4 Equatorial Radius

Mercury 2424 t 11 0 0 2435.0 ± 3.0

Venus 6100 ± 18 0 0 6052.0 ± 3.0

Mars 3412 ± 4 .001916 0 ± 0.0001 3393.4 ± 4.0

Jupiter 71420 ± 50 .00735 -.000675 71372.0

Saturn 60440 ± 250 .01667 -.001 ± .0005 60401.0

Uranus 24860 ± 200 - - 23535.0

Neptune 26500 ± 2000 .005 0 ± .001 22324.0

Pluto 4000 ± 2000 - - 7016.0
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Table of Planetary Mass Ratios

Planet NASA 1964' Mulholland 19682" J.P.L. 196930

Mercury 6,120,000 6,n17,000 5,983,000

Venus 408,539.5 408,504 408,522

Earth-Moon 328,905.8 328,900 328,900.1

Mars 3,088,000 3,098,500 3,098,700

Jupiter 1047.39 1047.3908 1047.3908

Saturn 3500 3499.2 3499.2

Uranus 22,869 22,930 22,930

Neptune 18,889 19,071 19,260

Pluto 400,000 400,000 1,812,000

Except for Pluto, the order of the differences are a pretty good indication

of the uncertainties. The new value of Pluto was determined by R.L.Duncombe,

W.J.Klepczynski and P.K.Seidelmann of the Naval Observatory in August 1968.

Reference 21 gives a rather complete list of Dhysioal constants and

conversion factors. Since 1 July 1959 the following standards apply:

1 foot z 0.3048 meters (exactiy)

I meter • 3.280839895 feet

1 nauticsl mile = 1852 meters (exactly)

1 nautical mile = 6076.115486 feet

The previous foot standsrd is now called the U.S. Survey foot and

is 1200/3937 meters (exactly). One nautical mile is thus 6076.103333

U.S. Survey feet,
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Some ,ther constants of interest are given below

Sidereal Period Uncertainty Estimates
Planet of Rotation Orbital Period for Plenetary Position

S
3

Mercury 58.67 ± O.03d 87.969d 200 - 300

Venus 242.6d 224.70ld 300 - 500

Earth-Moon 23 56 4.l 365.256d 150 - 300

Mars 2 h 37 m2 2 s. 66 8 9  1.88089 yr 200 - 100

Jupiter 9h50 m30s .003 1I.86223 yr 2000

Saturn 10h114m 29.45774 yr 2000

Uranus 10h49m 84.0l8 yr 3000

Neptune l141 164.78 yr 6000

Pluto 6.39d 248.4 yr 2 X 106
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35 THE SHAPE OF THE EARTH

Let's start with the flat earth. How do we know - how did the

ancients know - that the earth is round? Three phenomena alert us to

the earth's shape. (1) During eclipses of the moon; the sun, earth

an-i moon are in a straight line and hence the circular shadow which

creeps ever the moon is the earth's shadow. (2) The sun appears to

climb higher in the sky as one travels further south and new stars

become visible, thus indicating that the edrth's surface is curved.

(3) The way in which ships disappear over the horizon. The Flat Earth

Society, a still active group whose president has gone around the world

lecturing on the flat earth, used to write letters to Life magazine

whenever they printed pictures showing a curved horizon - obviously

faked photographs! So it is no wonder the ancients were slow to accept

a spherical earth.

The credit for first proposing the idea that the earth is spherical

is usually given to Pythagoras in sixth century B.C.1 1 He seems to have

gotten the idea from his conviction that th- sphere was the perfect shape.

The basis for the belief was shakey but none the less the idea was right

and was adopted by later influential Greek philosophers including Plato

and the archvillian Aristotle.

Eratosthenes, in the 3rd century B.C., did more than adopt the idea,

he made the first measurement of the earth's circumference. He noticed

that at noon at midsumner the sun was directly overhead at Syene, or
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Aswan as it is now known, while at Alexandria almost due north, it was

I
of a circle (7.25*) away from the vertical,

--..4

So between Alexandria and Syene the direction of the earth's surface

changes by about 1/50 of a circle. To tunt through a complete circle,

arounQ &he world, one must travel 50 times the distance between Alexandria

and Syene. Eratosthenes did not really know uhat this distance was, but,

being a resourceful man, he noted that it took 50 days to do the Journey

by camel ad that camels usually travelled about 100 stadia per day. Hence

the distance between Alexandria and Syene was 5000 stadia, so the circum-

ference of the earth was 250,000 stadia. This corresponds either to 46,000

hm or 39,700 km depending on -,he definition of the stadium. The correct

value is just over 40,000 km so Eratosthenes did very well indeed.

Poseidonius using the star Canopus and the distance from Rhodus to

Alexandria improved the value. He obtained the distance down the Nile

from Rhodus to Alexandria by using the sailing time instead of camel

time. Caliph Abdullah at Mamum used wooden rods to measure the set

distance in 800 A.D. to arrive at a figure only 3.6% too great. This

method in refined form, is still one of the best methods of measuring
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the earth's radiu5. Picard in 1671 measured a long arc in Northern France

and gave us the first accurate value.

Actually the earth Is better approximated by an oblate spheroid, a

sphere which is flattened at the poles and has an elliptic cross section.

The flattening ratio f is defined by

f Equatorial Diameter Minus Polar Diameter OS-I
Equatorial Diameter

Ve first indication that the earth might be flattened at the poles

was obtained in 1672 by a French expedition to South America, led by Jean

Richer."1 He noticed that a pendulum clock which kept good time at Paris

lost 2 1/2 minutes per day at Cayenne. It was suspected that these meas-

urements indicaced the earth was not exactly spherical, but no numerical

values could be obtalned because Newton's law of gravitation had not then

been published.

The first numerical estimate of the earth's flattening was made by

Newton from purely theoretical arguments (Principia 1687). Newton imag-

ine one tube of water, or canal as he called it, running from the North

Pole to the eart 's center, and another fro= the center to a point on

the equator,

NorTH

PoLE VA- LEVEL
30L FAC E
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Since water shows no tendency to run frc. equator to pole (or

vice versa) over the surface, the pressure exetted by each canal at

the earth's center must be equal. Because of the earth's rotation,

gravity is slightly less in the equatorial canal, which will therefore

be longer. Proceeding this way, Newton estimated the flattening as

1

230 The value is a little high becuse he made no allowance for any

increase in density toward the center of the earth.

Onspherical earth, water wou1d spill out. Although

no canal exists, the oceans correspe'.idingly would

flow to the equator. Since they do not - q.e.d.

The interior of the earth is more complicated. The mean density

of the earth is 5.52 but the superficial layer has a density of 2.71.

Beneath this veneer of sedimentary rock is a granite layer usually 10

to 20 km thick under ontinents and thinner under the Antlantic and

Indian Oceans - probably absent under most of the Pacific. Under this

is a dnser basalt layer about as thick. These layers form the crust
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30 to 50 km from the surface is a fairly abrupt transition to the mantle

where the density is from 3.5 to 5.5 and is probably composed of basic

silicate rock. The jump in density is called the Mohorovicic discontinuity.

The mantle extends to about 2900 km and accounts for about 70% of the

earth's mass. The central core some 3400 km in diameter is even den3er,

10 to 12 gm/cm3 and is believed composed of metallic iron alloyed with

nickel.

The pressure here is very great - estimated to be 1 1/2 to 3 x 106

atmospheres. This interior is more rigid than steel and has a very high

temperature. 2 8

The problem of the elliptical shape of the earth was settled by

making long accurate arc measurements at various parts of the globe.

One of the first precise measurements was made by Picard in Northern

France in 1671, the same measurement which relaunched Newton on his

gravitational theory. Today there are vast networks of triangulation

nets which connect surveys. The figure on the next page shows the

spacing and distribution of astro-geodetic geoid data. Some areas

are very well mapped and long arcs have been accurately measured but

the data is relatively sparse on a world wide basis.

In order to represent the figure of the earth, or more specifically

the shape of its equipotential surface, the geoid, one assumes an

ellipsoid of revolution and measures small deviations from this main

figure. The particular ellipsoid which is used by any one country is

called the reference ellipsoid and unfortunately they do not all use

the same ellipsoid. The following are ellipsoids in current use:
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FIG. iA Arcs used in new determination of the figure of the earth
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The International Ellipsoid was developed by Hayford in 1910 and

adopted by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. In the

list below the names of the individuals who derived the ellipsoids

and year of development is given.

1

NAM a. f WHERE USED

Kras3owksy 1940 6378245 298,3 Russia

International 1924 6378388 297.0 Europe

Clarke 1880 6378249 293.5 France, Africa

Clarke 1866 6378206 295.0 North America

Besel 1941 6377397 299.15 JapanA

AM 1830 6376542 299 Great Britain

Everest 1830 6377276 300 India

Hough 1956 6378260 297.0 At-my Map Service

Kaula 1961 6378163 298.24 NASA

The difference in dimensions are due principally to different arc

lengths used as a reference. These differ at points on the earth because

the shape of the geoid varies. The figure on the next page indicates

how the mass surplus of the mountains and the mass deficiencies of the

ocean tause the geoid to differ from any reference ellipsoid.

Ar. equipotential surface is one which is everywhere perpendicular to

a pull or an acceleration: the geoid is that equipotential surface which

most nearly coincides with the mean sea level of the earth.
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In addition there are other complications. Wen we are near the

mountains, the excess mass deflects the plumb-bob vertical as compared

to the astronomical ve-rtical, as is expected. However, as we move away

from the mass, the amount of the mass deflection of the vertical falls

off much faster than an application of the simple inverse-square law of

attraction would indicate. It now aptears that the density of mass below

the mountain is correspondingly less, thereby compensating for th, excess

mass of the mountain above the surface. As we move away from the mountain,

th. :xc'ss mass effect vanishes. Similarly there is an increase in density

in the mass below the waters. These must be taken 4,ato eccount in deter-

mining the geoid and the technique is referred to as isostain re,,untion.

This isostasy theory holds good on the average, but there are ex~eptions

(notably the Island of Cyprus and parts of the ocean near East and We3i;

Indies). Therefore. we see that not only does an ellipsoid of revolution

or any geometrical figure fail to represent the figuxz of" the geoid, but

we are not r.oo Pure whre t-he geoid is exactly located.

One way to r6present this potential field of the earth is to consider

it a sphere with "density-bumps". Just as we decomnose data Into its
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Fourier Series components, we can develop the geoid by representing it

in spherical harmonics of some sort. Thcy must be harmonic functions

because the potential function satisfies La Places equation. The poly-

nomials used are called Legendre Polynomials; 12 they arise quite

naturally in developing the potential function.

r =n ( Pn (sin L) (3sZ)

22

where k2 is Gaus's constant, 1;, the mass cf the earth so v = k2Me

- 3986032 km3/sec 2 ; ae is the earth's equatorial radius = 6378166 km,

the Jn are constants to be determined, Pn are Legendre polynomials of

degree n and L is the instantaneous latitude of the satellite. The

J] term is zero if the equatorial plane is chosen to pass through the

earth's center of mass. The explicit form of some of these Legendre

Polynomials are listed as follows:

92 "- (3 sin 2L - 1)

P3 a 2 (5 sin3L 3 sin L)

9 (35 sin4t - 30 sin2L + 3)48

1
P5 -"1 (63 sin 5L - 30 sin3 L + 15 sin L)



1 [231 sin6L -315 sin4L + 105 sin 2L -P6 16

etc.

The largest term is the coefficient J2 which results from the earth's

flattening. The next term, J3, corresponds to a tendency toward a tri-

angular shape (see below) or a pear shape as it is often called because

if the tendency were stronger the curve would become concave like a pear.

The next term might be calied square-shaped, the fifth harmonic gives

rise to five "petals," and so forth -

A4- - .

/

([ouGH SKFTCH)

etc.

By superimposing enough of these harnonics it is possible to build

up any shape and any gravitational field (with the limitation that they

must be symmetrical about the polar axis).
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We hope higher terms can be safely neglected. In regard to the

potential function as given in equation (2), some earlier representa-

tions 3 which used only the first three terms used the notation

3 5 35 J4

JmJ4

nt j2 ' K4  and other variations abound.

and still others 30 used K2 2 29 4 8

The Jn notation is now widely accepted.

The best way to determine these Jn values is by satellite motion.

The equations of motion using the potential of equation (2) may be written

down, expanded and integrated term by term. A process much easier to say

than do. We can expakid the perturbation to the central force field in

powers of Jn and functions F of the orbital elements as

(4) P IJnFn(aei) + J nJmFnm(a,e,i,
n=2 n-2 m:2

Since the are of order 10-6 for n>2 it has only been necessary to
evaluate the terms in the first series, together with only the t ;

2trmo

in the second series.

This orbital theory has been developed by varicus authors includ-

ing King-Hele, 33 Kozai, 35 Brouwer, 30 Groves,32  ersoa.3 etc., using

lugKig-el, 3 so. 6 ec.4uin



different methods and they all seem to agree. The most generalized ver-,

sion is that of Groves 3 2 [1960] and the most complete explicit forms are

those of Merson 36 (1960).

Merson' results, with a few negligible terms dropped and with the

addition of J2 terms from King-Hele,9 are given below: L t lin 3

d- v I-ae 2  j3e e sin w ' 15\
-= -- *-I cos --3 .15

dt 3 / 1 I [os1 2 2 3 p sin i 4 /

15 (82f 1 (+e~ + (f e.O cos 2 wI

+ a,5 e coset i {(l - f + - +-- f2 + e 2)sin w

+7 1--- sn3 - 5 j 4af

5 ( 8 - 16 6f

(19 (I4 (+ 5e2 + 15e4) 5 (1 6f +9f2) (1 + j e2)e2 cos 2w

(4otli'ut on wxi Pa~e.



- 5 33 -'2 f f e4 cos 4w

32~ 201

- -143 f 2 75 _ f3) + ( j 2,j-- 64 / 8e'9 /

2 ()2 (i - 2 32 V

32(- , I [3J (1- 3
dt 3/2 p

W-10

I3f 1A! - -La{ 5 f + e2 (L5 . 4 )
44 4 f e

~~~ faiT + 49 f2 + f cos 2w( f.- j J 4  - 8- 16 8 16

1 (a.) sin w(1 7f + 21 f)

(OK notui Pap.

4.2o



4 (1)i - 8f +129f 2  297f )
8 J6 p -32

+ 1 f + 165f2 f cos 2w -

31 8 1-3 + 2057 f2 -19877 f3 + 16445 f4
- 8 -4- 32 64 512 1024

+ O(J ,J 2 ,J ,J7 ,J8 cos 2w, J ,J9J .

+ 0(J22, 9J "0

+ ( 2 1 2 13'

where p a(1-e2 ), f - sin2i. The value of a is found from the nodal

period TN by the equation

TN = 2 V {1--W--(a--J (7 cos2i 1) + 0(J 2 e)



In these equations the orbital elementc, d, e and i are not taken

as osculating eletents but as certain mean elements. The need for an

exact definition of the elements only arises in the J2 term, whose form
2

is completely different if, for example, osculating elements evaluated

at the ascending aode are used.

Note that some of the terms in (5) and (6) are not strictly "secular,"

since they contain the periodic factors cos w, cos 2w, etc. It is

desirable to include them in the same formulae because w may change

only a small fraction of a '-cle during the lifetime of a satellite,

thus allowing the long-period terms to masquerade successfully as secular

terms.

Since a is constant, the oscillations in e can most easily be

visualized as a ciiange in the perigee distance from the earth's center

rp a(l-e). From Merson we have

7

eJ 3 ae 15 J4e 2 fa1 1 -__f
-i - cos i sin w+ 64-sin Zi

SeJ -a 2 1 + 21 f)(1 f)J2 51nL

2

(+ 2-7)

+ 0 (j 6e ,, 2e)



7f
J3ae i 15e34aef ae 1 6~r +- sin isinw- 1 o w

rp po 2J2  32J 2  P I 5f4

5 J 5 ae ae ( _1 f + _21 f2) (I 5 sin i snw

+ (Je,J 2)

where suffix 0 denotes values when w - 0.

For an orbit with a rapidly rotating major axis, the periodic terms

in equations 0) to 0)yield equations for J3 and J5 . The contributions

from J4 can be excluded, sinte they have a different period and moreover

are small as a result of the factor e. For example equation (8) shows

that the distance of perigee from the earth's center oscillates with

the same period as w and amplitude

ae 23 J (e 1 +7 ~~f f2) -

2 J~2 2J2 (p) 2

Thus the observed a-mplitude of oscillation of each orbital element yields

an equation for J3 1 ' 5 ' from which the value8 of the odd coefficients

can be found.
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The strictly secular terms in equations (5) and (6) can be used

to evaluate the even Jn" The contributions of the odd Jn to equations

(5) and (6) are small, because of multiplying factors of the form

e zin w, etc., which are of order 0.1. If the odd Jn terms are still

appreciable, their influence can be further reduced by choosing a time

interval during which the mean value of sin w is small. Consequently,

the J3 and J5 term ift equation (5) and (6) can often be ignored; and

if not, the imperfectly-known values of J3 and J5 can be substituted

without introducing appreciable errors.

Thus equation (5) with an observed value of -Aand an approximate
dt

2
* ~value for J2 provides in effect one linear relation between the ee

Jn"

If there are r observed values of Asavailable, we have r equations
dt

between the Jn from which the values J2' J4, " J2r can in principle

be determined if J2r+2, J2r+4, "" are assumed zero. In practice, the

observed values must be derived from satellites with appreciably different

values of either i or p; otherwise the simultaneous equations will tend

to be ill-conditioned.

Similar conclusions apply to equation 6. If however, a total of

r values of fand diw available from suitably chosen satellites, it
dt dt

should be possible to evaluate J2' J4'. J2r"

To sum up, equations (7) and (8) and the periodic terms in (5) and

(6) serve to determine the odd Jn, while the secular terms in (5) and (6)

give the even in' When more accurate orbits are available in large number



it should be possible to evaluate a large number of the Jn- We shall

comment on this shortly.

The observed values for use in these equations must, of course,

be purged of any contributions from other sources of perturbations.
G. E. Cook 31 has developed an expression for ci--and d uo

dt due to an oblate,

rotating atmosphere in which the air density varies exponentially

with height. Kozai 34 has given these same effects due to the moon

and sun's attraction. These latter formulae are used to correct the

observed variations in.P and w. The other perturbations due to rela-

tively, electromagnetic forces, effect of planets and solar radiation

pressure 38 are negligible to the order of accuracy so far achieved

(Echo satellites excluded).

To illustrate the range of these variables we reproduce some

results of Kozai based on precisely reduced observations of Satellite

1959 Eta (Vanguard III) during 178 days from Jan 1 to June 27 of 1960.

In the upper halves of Figures 2 through 5 the observed values

of four orbital elements are plotted every two days. On Figures 4

and 5 the variations due t. the secular motions have been subtracted

from the observed values by

t. - (106:1189 - 3.273981t)

w- (138!4484 + 4.874325t)

The lunisolar gravitational perturbations of long period were

computed by Kozai 34 and are ahown by solid lines in the figures. The
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A
bolar radiation pressure effects based on A = 0.173 (cgs) are too smallM

to be plotted except for the longitude of the ascending node (n) in

Figure 4 vhere it is expressed by a broken line.

After subtracting the air-drag, lunisolar, solar-radiation pressure

perturbations the long periodic terms due to even harmonies in the

potential are calculated using approximate values of the even harmonics.

These latter corrections are given by

6e =-. 0.23 x 10 co: 2w

ai= 04o x 10 -3 cos 2

6w = 0?6'7 x 10 -2 sin 2w

61 = 0?75 x 10 -3 sin 2w

After subtracting all of these perturbations the corrected 'ralues

of the orbital elements are plctted in the lovrer halves of Figures 2

through 5. The corrected variations may be regarded as those due to the

odd-order harmonics in the potentilY.. Note that the observed values of

i and 2 are significantly distorted by lunisolar perturbations.

By fitting the corrected observed values by sin w and cos w plus

a secular term, Kozai derives the following set of elements:
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Epoch Feb 14.0, 1960

n = 11.06540 + 1

i = 33.35428 4 6 - (0?763 ' 9) x 10- 2 in

e - 0.189755 + 3 + (0.459 + 5) x 10 - 3 sin w

0 = 106?1189 + 2 - (3.273988 + 7) t + (0089 + 2) x 10- 2 Cos W

= 138?4484 + 10 + (4?87433 + 4) t + (0?1267 + 12) cos w

We seem to have six significant figures for the mean element except

for w and e which have 5.

Kozai used a = 6.378165 x 108 cm and k2M = 3.986032 x 1020 cm3/sec 2.
C C

By including spherical harmonics up to ninth order, the nominal (mean)

,alues of the orbital elements can be used to write the equations of

conditions as follows:

f a - 190.5J3 + 84.2 5 + 507J7 - 71.4J 9 = (0.459 + 5) x 10- 3

i = 3264J. - 144335 - 8697 + 1223J n - (09763 + 9) x 10 - 2

5 7 9

54711J 3 + 41712J 5 + 10806J7 - 39020J 9 = 0°1267 + 12
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.a- -5937J3 - 1177J5 + 14653J7 - 299J9 (0!89 + 2) x 10-2

and for the secular motions:

4499.379J2 - 1267.4J4 - 2537J6 + 2117J8 + 0!001901

+ 0?000568 4?87433 + 4

A -3020.437J 2 + 2268.5J4 - 95J6 - l036Je + 0:000221

- 0?000396 - 3.273988 + 7

The last two terms on the left hand side of the secular terms are

the 32 terms and lunisolar secular perturbations respectively.
2

In a 1962 report Kozail' used 40 equations of the amplitudes and

40 equations of the secular motions of 13 satellites to evaluate Jn

up to the ninth order.

The two principal investigators in this field has been Kozai

and D. C. King-Hele. Their most recent values shown on the next page

represent an improvement over earlier ones because of the utilization

of accurate Baker-Nunn 'amera tracking data.

Kaula believes the discrepaiLcies between the two sets can be

blamed either on the use of King-Hele of some lower inclnation orbits

of weak deternination, Explorer 11 (i - 28.8*) and E-clorer 9 (i - 38.80),

or on the use by Kozai of per:igee motion as well as node motion for all

satellites.



The chart of values is shown below. King-Hele2 0 notes that if the

potential is to be represented by fewer even harnoaics, the best number

is three and the recommended values are J2 - 1082.76 x 10- 6  J4

-1.56 x 10-6 and J + 0.39 x 10-6 .

All Values Times 10-6

NASA
Y. Kozai2 l King-Hele 20  Recommended (i4)

J2 1082.65 + .12 1082.70 + .10 1082.76

J3 - 2.53 + .02 - 2.55

J4 - 1.62 + .04 - 1.40 + .20 - 1.56

J5 - 0.21 + .03 - 0.15

1 6 0.61 + .08 0.37 + 0.2 + 0.39

J7 - 0.32 + .03 - .35

J8  - 0.24 + .11 0.07 0

J9 - 0.10 + .04 0

Jl0 - 0.10 + .12 - .50 0

ill + 0.28 + 0.04 0

J12 - 0.28 + .11 0.31 0

J13 - 0.18 + .04 0

J14 + 0.19 + .13 0

What about higher order Jn terms; how much error do we have in

the potential function by neglecting them? No one seems to have answered

this satisfactorily. They must decrease faster than i to insure con-
n

vergence but there is always the possibility that a larger group, say
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J50- 75' might be of the same sign and together contribute a significant

error to the geoid. King-11ele 1 3 estimates they vary like - and that
112

the error in ignoring terms above J8 is about 0.4 x 10 - 6. Thus since

neglected values readjust our determination of all values we have the

problem that as each new Jn value is determined all the others have to

be revised. Perhaps some better expansion than Legendre polynomials

or expansion about a triaxial ellipsoid would heLp us. From a practical

standpoint the uncertainties due to drag (because of density uncertainties)

and other perturbations will limit the necessity for being too accurate

in computing the potential function. In addition we shall soon reach

some Jn term such that after each major earthquake all higher Jn terms

will have to be revised. In deed, higher order Jn terms may well be

time dependent.

Now that we have these J2 and J3 values it might be appropriate

to make some remarks about what shape the symmetrical portion of the

earth is in.

The J2 term it, by far the largest and most important term. It

represents the flattening of the earth and corresponds to a flattening

ratio of 1 With a. 6378165 meters, this flattening ratio gives298.24"C

a polar axis of 6356779 meters giving use to a difference of 21.386 km.

The presatellite difference was thought to be 21.467 km. This difference,

8i meters or 266 feet, seems negligible but it is important to geodesists

who like measurements accurate to 10 meters or better end more Important

ii: p.:oves the earth is not in hydrostatic equilibrium. This means that
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the earth's interior has great strength of the order of 2 x 107 dynes/cm
3

which is required to support stresses at the base of the mantle, and

the assumption that it ci.n be treated as if it were e fluid, an assump-

tion widely iande in presatellite days, is simply not true.

ihe J3 term shows the earth has a slight tendency, amounting to

about 30 meters or 100 feet, towards a pear shape with the "stem" at

the Ncrth Pole. Again 100 feet is pretty small but important to geo-

physicists because the earth could not assume this rather odd shape

unless it had considerable internal strength. The pear pLoblem also

poses another question of why in the stem at the north rather than

the south - a question yet to be answered.

The discovery of the pear-shaped earth came as a great surprise

to geodesists of the 20th century. But it would have been no surprise

to an eminent navigator of the 15th century - Christopher Columbus - who

in the lvzt years of his life stated that the earth "was not round in

the way that is usually written, but that it has the shape of a pear

that is very round, except in the place where che stem is, which is

higher - H... , ow about that.

The fourth and sixth harmonics contribute only a little less than

half the third and so thcy too make an imortant contribution to the

earth's shape. All of these are small bumps indeed. On an 18 inch

globe of the world the maximum difference would :)nly be 1/16" and the

highest mountains about 1/75". The world is much smoother and rounder

than most bowling balls in the Fairborn bowling alley.
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The figure on the next page shows the geoid relative to a spheroid

of flattening of using earlier determinations of King-Hele ofof fattnin of298 2

J2 - 1082.86 x 10- 6 , J3 
' 

- 2.45 x 10-6, J 4  1.03 x 10-6 and J =

0.72 x I0-6 ' S it- 0S0 ' .

Now in addition to these gravIty perturbations there are also

longitudinal dependent terms in the earth's potential. field. In par-

ticular the equatorial plane of the earth is not a circle It mre

elliptical. This fact was suspected even before satellite data and

some mention of the earth as a triaxial ellipsoid was heard, The table

listed below gives a listing by Jung I of aome gravity measurements with

longitude terms. According to all these presatellite data the long

axis of the equator was close to 0 degrees and 180 degrees longitude

while the short axis is close to + 90 degrees. The difference between

the two equatorial semi-axes was between 130 and 350 meters.

LONGITUDE TERMS FR TRIAXIAL ELLIPSOID4

a1 - &2

Author Year (Meters) Longitude

Helment 1915 230 17°W

Berroth 1916 200 100W

Heiskanen 1924 340 18°E

Heiskanen 1928 240 00

11eiskanen 1938 350 25*W

Jeffreys 1942 160 0 °

Jung 1940 370 25*W

Jung 1941 200 100W

Niskanen 1945 290 49W

Jung 1948 130 100W
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Satellites tend to sample all longitudes impartially as the earth

spins wider them, and are therefore not much affected by slight variations

in longitudinal dependent gravity forces. However, these variations do

cause small but characteristic perturbations from which the longitude

dependent terms can be determined. Recall J22 affects the 24 hour

satellite and thus offers a technique for its measurement.

The shape of the earth's equator is not exactly an ellipse but

a more complex figure built of many individual harmonics in precisely

the same manner as we developed the symmetrical Jn terms. The complete

geopotential function can be represented in the form

U - 1 Jn P.(sin L) + i nm -t Pn L)n 2 n-2 ml(

v k2Me ' r, L, A are spherical coordinates of radius, latitude

and east longitude of the field point, ae is equatorial mean radius,

P are Legendre polynomials of degree n, Pm or as it is sometimes
n TI

written Pnm are associated Legendre functions of the first kind of

degree n and order m.; Jn and JnM are numerical cous"ants, X is thenm

longitude associated with JnM and nl, n2 are maximum degrees of the

zonal and tesseral harmonics included in the computation of U. The

associated Legendre functions can be found from -



P12 (sin L) - (1 - sin2 L)m/ 2  dm (P (sin L)
d(siri L)m n

(I s 1n2  m/ 2 1 dn+m fn
(, si 2  ) - (sin2 L -1i)

2nml d(sin LT
+ m

(sin L) = (1 - sin 2 L)m/ 2 2mm! P (sin L)
n ir +M

Wher. these associated Legendre functions are multiplied by

sin m X orcos m X they become tesseral harmonics. The figure below

indicates a tesseral harmonic where the shaded area represents

tesserat where the finction is positive and the unshaded area

represents negative tessera'. When m = 0, tesseral harmonics

divide the sphere into zones of alternate positive and negative

values - hence are called zonal harmonics. These arise with the

Jn symmetrical terms.

TESSERAL ZONAL

P9,6 (sin L) sin 6X P7 ,0 (sin L)
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SECTORIAL

When m n the tesseral

harmonics divide the sphere

into sectors of alternate

positive and negative values -

hence are called sectorial

harmonics.

P n Q os 7
P7, 7 (sin ) in 7X

Another form of the geopotential has been adopted by the International

Astronomical Union2 , unfortunately, and both forms abound in the literature.

U = 2[+ c a Pm (sin ) (Cnm cos m X + Snm sin mX)
n=2 m=0

And variations occur with this formula! Some people use a different

normalization for the associated Legendre polynomials or spherical harmonics

as they are called.

n+m
m(sin L) P (sin L) = (1 - sin2L)m/2  d (sin2 L -
n nm n ) n + m
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We can expand the last term in a series to write

- 2 L)m/2 dn+m n _____

P n dsin L) = ((1- L)n+m [ (n -t)'.t (sin L)2n-2

This may be differentiated to give

(1 - sin 2 L)m/2 n (2n - 2t) (-l)t(sin L)
n -m - 2 t

PM (nn (n-m-2t) ! (n-t) It!

This form of the spherical harmonic is used in the term

J J P (sin L) coB m (I- XDe£ mJl

and in the term

E mO e (sin L) [C cos m A + S sin m X1n=2 mO r3M
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ilowever, Kaula and others use the "fully--normalized" spherical

harmonics w~hich are given by [A -N. I 0 ~

: (sin L) - m)!(2n + 1)(2 - 6oM) 2s m/2 k

nm (n + m)! -:

(-l)t(2n - 2t)(sin L) n - m - 2t

2n t, (n - t)!(n - m - 2t)!

where k is the integer part of n 2 m and 6om is the Kronecker delta

functions. The corresponding potential term in this case is usually

written

U + Go n e% (sin L) rCnm cos m A +? sin m Ar n2 mOI r n rm

- Jn
For this case 1 - ; for the other potential function

Cno = Jn and in fact

Cno n - Jn Sno n 0

Cnm - Jnm COS m Anm



Snm =Jnm sin m XnM

2 2Jnm )r nm + Snm

S1 nmX = ar tan (m

(take smallest value)

and

{ M -m)!{ n

i V(n + m)!'

So one must beware of geophysicists bearing C and S, which is probably

why one often hears the expression, "those CS geophysicists".

Again we can expand the potential function and integrate term by

term.and identify these new Jnm coefficients as we did with the Jn coeffi-

cients. The values for the various Cnm or Snm or Jnm tesseral harmonic

coefficients are not very accurately known.

Mercer 22 gives the following list of the best results from the TRANSIT

Program.2 3 In makirg these determinations., APL uses King-lleleS 2 0 values

for the even zonal harmonics and Newton's 5 (no relation) value for the

odd degree zonals. They use ae = 6378166 m and - k 2Me - 3.986075 x 1014

m3/sec2. This list appears on the next page..

The various determinations of these constants by diffetent investi-

gators seem to give ri$t to a geoid which has basically the same general
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phase, i.e., the relative maximum and minimum occur in the same general

location, hut the magnitudes differ by as much as 30 meters. The APL

values listed in the table have fewer possible sources of error but

will most certainly be im-proved with age as longer arc lengths are

tracked and camera data is integrated with the doppler inforiation.

TESSERAL COEFFICIENTS

In units of 10-6 and degrees east longitude.

n m Jnm Xnm Cnm Snm

2 1 0 0 0 0

2 2 1.723 - 13.18 1.544 -0.765

3 1 1.856 5.31 1.848 0.172

3 2 0.4482 - 13.33 0.4006 -0.2011

3 3 0.1643 16.00 0.1100 0.1221

4 1 0.7278 -136.68 - .5295 - .4993

4 2 0,1536 27.47 0.0882 0.1257

4 3 .05719 - 1.i0 .05709 - .0033

4 4 .004781 36.01 - .00387 .00281

5 1 0.1509 - 81.86 .0214 - .1493

5 2 0.05329 - 2.60 .05307 - .00483

5 3 0.005843 - 3.45 .005747 - .001049

5 4 0.004093 58.25 - .002463 - .003269

5 5 0.0008462 - 15.42 0.0001963 - .0008231

1 0.06611 157.21 - .06095 .02561

6 2 0.03746 113.15 - .02588 - .02708
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n m J A C Snm nm nm nm

6 3 0.01166 - 1.75 .01161 - .00107

6 4 0.002256 60.74 - .001026 - .002010

6 5 0.0003328 - 17.75 .0000071 - .0003327

6 6 0.00005153 - 14,34 .00000356 - .00005140

From TRANSIT Program as reported by Mercer. 22

Which model to use for U and how many coefficients to use depends

on the inclination and period of the satellite. As was mentioned earlier

in the notes, resonance can make certain of the J terms become quite

important in predicting that particular satellite's position. By this

means we have the following:

J13,13 = 0.52 x 10- 6  x1 3 ,1 3 = 10.40

J14,14 = 0.56 x 10-6 A14 ,14 ' 150

J15,14 - 0.08 x 10- 6  A 15,14 = 19.60

[Yionoulis, Dec 1965]
39

Wagner in 196425 said the Syncom satellite showed J22 =

- (1.70 + .05) x 10- 6  x22 - - (19 + 6)0 (West Longitude).

In 1965 he corrected for higher order Jnm terms and obtained a

value of26

.14Z



J22 = - (1.9 + 0.2) x 10 - 6 A22 - - (21+ 7)+

This latter determination corresponds to a difference between

major and minor semi-axis of 73 + 8 neters in the equatorial plane.

Previous (1964) determination led to 65 + 2 meters difference. To

obtain an idea of the accuracy available, several of the more recent

determinations of tesseral coefficients are listed on the next page.

The data M from Wagner's article.
2 6

A better understai.ding of the effect of each of the potential

terms can be had by representing the tesseral harmonics on a sphere.

Wagner's pictures are shown on the next two pages. The shaded areas

are positive terms but with continuously varying values, the numbers

listed on the figures are the maximum deviations from the sphere.

To be more realistic we need to take all of these tesseral

harmonics and form a geoid map. Which geoid picture we obtain depends

on which oblate spheroid we select as the reference ellipsoid and,

of course, whose J coefficients we use. The resultant picturen,m

will show deviations of the equipotential surface, the geoid, from

the selected reference ellipsoid. Several such gemid maps were

developed by Kaula 2 9 using an ellipsoid with 1/f - 298.24 and

ae - 6378165 meters. These geoid maps are shown on the following pages.

The important features are the depression, some 40-70 meters deep,

south of India and the elevation, some 20 to 60 meters high, near

New Guinea; these are similar to the main features of the simple

picture of an elliptic equator; however other features of this simple

44.3
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picture have gone by Lhe board. The other main features are substantial

elevations centered in France and the South Atlantic, and a depression

centered near the South Pole, south of Australia. The pear shape

effect is still retained, because the South Pole is depressed by some

20 meters while the North Pole is elevated by about 15 meters; but

the pear has been slightly twisted, so that the maximum elevations

and depressions occur away from the Poles.

These geoid maps will no doubt keep changing in detail as the

years pass, but the main features are probably correct.

There are some interesting speculations which have been drawn

by O'Keefe.25 If the interior of the earth were behaving like a

fluid, its flattening would be near - rather than 1 so if
299.8 298.24'

we wish to see how the earth departs from the fluid equilibrium, the

map of its shape should be drawn not relative to the "best" ellipsoid

of flattening 1 but relative to an ellipsoid of flattening 1
298.24 299.8

When this is done, the depression near India disappears, but an even

stronger elevation than before occurs in the East Indies. This is the

most active volcanic region in the world and since other volcanic regions

also tend to be associated with elevated parts of the new geoid, the

possibility arises that the earth's surface geometry may be linked with

its vulcanology. Thus a study of space seems to be leading us to a

better understanding of the interior of the earth as well.
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APPENDIX I

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

Just to complete the story of special perturbation we will briefly

and simply inquIre into the fundarentals of ninerical integration. The

basic idea of integration is one of finding the area under a given curve.

With differential equations this curve is not precisely known and must' be

approximated as we move along in time. The curve is evaluated at a few

known points and then fitted to a known curve, usually a polynomial.

Let's consider some very simple minded cases and thnn advance onward

and upward.

First *Vry to fit the points by e straight line.

Figure f(x) - Ax + BI-1 [_______
,--h -- d

We want to find a curve of the form Ax + B vhich goes through the

points (o,f i and (h,fi+1 ). Hence

B af zf + -ffl i ob-aiBuf i  ; A= h "

We then proceed v'o integrate to obtain

I-



fh 2 h
I, W fx)dx - (Ax + B)dx =A T + f

0 o 

I1 - A h-+ Bh - ()+ fih

Ii- . fi fi+i) )+,

This is Euler's integration formula. In terms of a differential

equation we are 2stimating fi+j by

dft

f+l - fi + h d-x

t-- given at xi .

This can be thought of as the first few terms of a Taylor's series,

i.e.,

+h_ . h 2 f Ij+ h3 fjj .
h f ItI 23



where we have neglected the higher order terms, i.e., have truncated the

series. The terms dropped are of order h
2 which we write as O(h 2).

f a f + hff + 0(h
2)

i+l i i

An error is incurred because we truncated the series. The magnitude

of the error depends on h. This error is called the truncation error.

Now try fitting the curve with Ax2 + Bx + C. We now require three

points. We calculate A, B and C by requiring that the function

f(x) - Ax2 + Ex + 0

go through the points (-h,fi1 ), (O,f i ) and (h,f i+)

?IGURE 1-2

1-3



Thi 3 relvires Aa

A w fi+l - 2 f:L + fi-1 . - fi+1 - fi- ; C- fi
2h2  . 2h

The integral is

I - f(x)dx - -3 A f i+ + 4f + fi-]

This is Simpson's 1/3 rule for numerical integration.

To become more accurate we can try higher order polynomials.

Before venturing into this area we first look at finite differences.

In developing Simpson's rule and others, one uses such ouantities

as

fi+! - fit f " -1' etc.

These are called finite differences. We can make a table of

successive differences from any listing of a function. For example

consider the function

4ty -'-X4



The differences Vi are obtained by subtracting each value of f

from the one immediately below it V1 . first difference, V2 - cond

difference, etc.

x f(x) V 1v 2  v3 V4

-3 -41

+16

-2 -25 -12

+4 +6

-1 -21 -6 0

-2 +6

0 -23 0 0

-2 +6

+1 -25 +6 0

+4 +6

+2 -21 -12 0

+16 +6

+3 -5 +18 0

+34 +6

+4 +2 l +24

+58

+5 +87

These successive differences Vi are closely related to successive

derivatives of f(x). The differences in general converge and they

converge more rapidly as h decreases.



Now consider how we make use of these differences. First expand

fi in a Taylor's series to give

~i~i ~ i ~ + h2  /.I + h3 f " + *fi+l = fi +  fi +  T+ f1 . . ..i

Using operator notation we may write this as

h 2  
h 3 3

fi+l - fi +-:.- Dfi + 2f Dfi +

iiTh D h3+ ~ D3 f1

f = fl + h- D + h D2+ + " " + ehDfifi+l 1 1 3

since

e x - x 2 + x3 +
o21 - 31

so that



ehD 1+!I-D+h 2 D2+ D3+...

1h  21 31

So

fi+l ehDfi

likewise

f i--1 e'h'Ofl

We can then write the first differences as

Vfl " fl " fi-I " 1 - e - h D]  f,

so that symbolically at least, we can write

7 1 -e - h D

[1'



e - hD = 1-v

+ 2 +3 +4

in e - hD -hD - Ln(l - V) - -(V+ --- + -+ -- + '"

Since

I2 x3  x4 x5

2- 3 4 -

frow which we can write

hD + 2 +V3 + -

2 3 4

Now merely by multiplying the expressions out we can form the

successive powers of hD as below.

hD -7 +V 2 + 3  v4+
2 3 4



h2D2  . v 2 4 V3 + - V4 + V- ....
12 6 +

1 v3 3  +231 V + .1 V5 +2 4

h3D3 = V4 + 2V5 + L7 V6 +
6

h5D' V5 +'+ 5 V7+
2 6

So - returning to Taylor's series we can write

fj - fi + h (f +-- f" + h 2 fi" + ""]

fj~j f f+ h If +*h-]

% +i " + h f + I (V + I V2 + .1 v + V4 + V ..)I

+6 (V21 + ") F1  + (11.tueA Vn4 paje )

I



i(V3 + 3V4 + V5 + .f

+-I (V4 4- 2V +L V6 + .. f/
120 6 5

+ _L (V5 +  V + -7 +'") f + ' ]

or

[ fI V2 + 251 V4 +15- V5 + 9_87 v6fi.+2 12 8i 72 288+v -3 60,48

+ " 4

This is Adam's recurrence formula with fl at xi given by the differ-

ential equation.

This latter formula is called the open type formula and if the nth

differences are used one can show the truncation eroris 0(hn+ 3).

It is also possible to derive a closed-type formula assuming one

knows ff+. This results in



fi+l - f1 + h V3 - v - L 2-L - 1- 71 - .3 v5  "" f' +
i2 i 21 24 720 160 +

and again one can determine the order of the neglected terms to be

0 (hn+ 2) .

The predictor-corrector technique makes use of both of thece

form'lae. One uses the open series formula to compute fi+ and this

together with the differential equation gives

f/ =Fx+

i+l F(xi+' fi+l)

and a new set of finite differences vkf + is formed in order to calculate

with the closed formula thereby getting a second value for fi+l" This

process is repeated with smaller values of h until two values of fi+l

do not differ by more than some preselected error criteria.

Thus the predictor-corrector technique gives an estimate for the

truncation error at each stage. In addition one can allow an increase

in h if the truncation arror is less than this preassigned tolerance.

This will reduce the total number of integration steps and thereby reduce

the round-off error.

Initially we have position and velocity only at t 0 0. It is there-

fore necessary to first use a Runge-Kutia-Gill integration formula to



generate position and velocity at t , t2, t3, t4  " tn where n is the

highest difErencL in the ,tdam's formula.

The Runge-Kutta method proceeds &s follows: Given - f(x,y) and
dx

let h represent the interval between equally spaced values of x. Then

if the initial values are xo,yo the first increment in y is found by

the following forrmulae.

kl = hf(x0, Yo)

k2  hf(x° +h, + 

k2k3 hf(x ° +h, yo +  2)

k4 - hf(xo + h, yo + k3)

by (kI + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)

and

xan xo  + h Y l Y o +  Y

Succeeding intervals are calculated by the same relationship. Other

Runge-Kutta formulae exist including a fifth order one. The one above

is fourth order. For a derivation see HILDEBRAND, F.B., "Introduction

to Numerical Analysis," McGraw-Hili Book Co., New York, 1956.



I
One can also develop an error control for the Runge-Kutta schemes.

Using a Taylor series expansion, Hildebrand shows that for a fourth

order Runge-Kutta method one can write

5! f(v)

yi(t h) = yi(t) + L h5 f h) 0<0<1

Yi(t h/2) = yi(t) + 2 -(h5,f(V)( 0<0 <1

where yi(t) is the true value, yi(t) hl is the value computed

with step size h; yi(t ) h/2) 4s the value computed with step size

h/2. The error term in the second equation is doub3ed since this

integration involves two steps. if we assume that the fifth dcrivatives

have the property that, for sufficiently small h,

(v) (h) f(v) ( h)

f OTh)..

then elimination of yi(t) from the above two equations gives

the error as

1 h

ci  5i-Yi (t)h) - yi(t.)].

This gives a good estimate of the truncation error and is used

as an error control criteria to reduce or increase the size of the

interval h.

In addition to truncation error, one also has a round-off errcr.

This error increases as h decreases.

The error incurred in rounding the result of each computation

is propagated through all subsequent computation. When integration

T°%



is involved the errors generated at each step are propagated to The

end of the integration. An actual round-off error in one integrand

value will appear in all subsequent single integrals. That is, lue

to round-off error in the last calculation, the new interval has the

wrong initial conditions for position and velocity. Son&o systems

are c:xtremely sensitive to initial condition errors and in such

systems any error, due to truncation or round-off, will propagate

rapidly.

Thus besides considering the truncation error at each step it

is extremely important to know how a single truncation error 2ropagates

as the solution proceeds. This is strictly a function of the par-

ticula2 differential equation being solved and unfortunately is

seldom if ever investigated.

Consider the simple linear equation

+ 4y = 0

with initial conditions of y"' (0) = +2, y" (0) = -2, y' (0) = +1

and y(O) = 0. It is easily verified that the answer is y = e-tsint.

Now if one attempts to obtain a numericel solution for this

differential equation, by any scheme what-so-ever, in less than 10

seconds the numerical solution does not have even one good significant

figure.



See table below.

-tyt y = e sint Numerical Difference % Error

0 0 0 0 0
1 0.30956 0.30956 0 0
2 0.12306 0.12306 0 0
4 -0.013861 -0.013862 .000001 -
6 -0.00069260 -0.00069146 -.00000114 -0.2%
8 +0.00033189 +0.00033841 +.ooooo652 +2.0%

10 -0.000024699 -0.00012732 +.000102621 +415%

And it gets worse as time goes by.

MORAL - Never feed a computer a problem whose answer you don't know

in advance. It will give you the wrong answer every time.

The propagation of round-off error can sometiaes be estimated.

Since we sometimes round-up and sometimes round-down, one cannot

consider the rounding errors to propagate directly. For want of

nothing better one can assume rounding errors are Gaussian distributed

about zero. With this assumption, which is perhaps a little harsh,

one can show that the mean error in a single integration, due to

round-off, varies as the square root of the number of steps. On

double integration, the mean error goes as the three-halves power

of the number of steps.

REF: D. Brouwer, "On the Accumulation of Errors in Numerical Inte-

gration," Astronomical Journal, V61. 46, p. 149, 1937.

Thus for 10,000 integration steps, V17 = 102 or the last two

significant figures are most probably In error after 10,000 single

integration. Te bound is actually a little high but is often of

the proper order of magnitude.

I-IS



To show these effects, Baker has applied numerical integration

to the motion about the unstable libration point in the earth-moon

restricted three-body problem. If there were precisely zero error

the particle should remain at this point. As error propagates, ever

so slightly, the particle will leave like a herd of turtles. Figure

1-3 shows this effect for various error controls. As the integration

interval is decreased, time at libration point is increased until we

reduce to l0- 6 . Further reduction to 10- 7 causes round-off error to

become larger than truncation error. We are caught between the two

types of errors.

REF: "Efficient Precision Orbit Computation Techniques by R. M. L.

Baker, Jr., et. al., ARS Reprint No. 869-59. Presented at ARS

Meeting June 8-11, 1959.

.10"
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FIG. 1-3 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION VS COWELL' S METHOD



Sterne develops a meunoa adopted from Rademacher which makes

use of the adjoint system to estimate the propagation of truncation

and round-off error. This technique was applied by Robert Zani in

an AFIT Thesis to problems in celestial mechanics.

Besides these ncrmal integration schemes one can also use

power series expansion methods. A discussion of this technique as

applied to problems in dynamics is given in the NASA report by

Feblberg. He also gives higher order implicit and explicit Runge-

Kuta "ormulae.
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MIMIC

In the course of solving a differential equation by numerical

methods, it becomes necessary to translate the mathematics into digital

language such as FORIUN, ALGOL, etc. To be most efficient the student

should learn nne of these languages such as FORTRAN IV. There is,

however, a simple language which is limited in scope but is more than

adequate for most problems in celestial mechanics or for ordinary

differential equations in general. Furthermore, it is simple enough

to be self taught in the course of a day. The first of these is called

MIDtl and an improved version is called MIMIC. Both of .hese languages

were developed by F. J. Sansom and H. L. Peterson of the System

Engineering Group here at Wright Field.

MIDAS is a digital computer program that was designed to solve

systems of ordinary differential equations. It does this by employing

a block-oriented input language, that may be most easily thought of

as a large Tinkertoy, a set of building blocks which the programmer

puts together to conform to the particular system he wishes to simulate.

Each block is capable of performing Just one distinct operation, like

integration, summation, multiplication, limiting, etc. Writing a

MIDAS program consists of drawing a block diagram that shows the

interconnection of these blhcks. The interconnections are then listed,

and together with a few additionl instructions are keypunched and

submitted for solution.



To illustrate the method of formulating a MIDAS solution, consider

the following simple example. Assume that we wish to solve the second-

order differential equation

,, I I
Mx + Bx + Kx = 0; x(O) = 0, x(O) = 20

for the three cases

Case 1 M = !0, B = 2.5. K = 8.6

Case 2 M = 10, B = 3.2, K = 8.6

Case 3 M a10, B- 2.5, K = 15.0

and that we are interested in observing x, x and x for 0 4 t 4 5. A

block diagram that represents this system is shown in Figure I-S'.

STOP

FIGURE IX

Each block in this diagram has been named in a manner indicative

of the operation it is to perform. The first letter indicates the

operation and the succeeding, completely arbitrary, alphanumeric

characters are used to distinguish it from other elements of the same



type. Thus 12 stands for an itegrator namLd 2 -- it could equally

well hRve been namee Ix.

The operatVion of S! is summation; its output is equal to the

I if

sum of its inputs. Thus -(Bx + Kr) = Mx, which is, of course, the

equation we wish to solve. The rest of the diagram is concerned

with operating on Mx to provide the two inputs, -Bx and -!1x, necessary
I,

to specify S1. Hence Mx is divided by M in Dl, x is integrated in

11 to form x, etc. The FIN block is a finish condition; computation

cn a case is stopped and the next case started when IT (the independent

variable) exceeds a constant named STOP. As many finish conditions

as required may be mposed.

The listing for this diagram is

SI MI,M?

D1 S1,M

Ii D1

12 Ii

MI -B,II

M2 12,-K

FIN IT, STOP

Each line of the listing corresponds to one element in the diagram.

First the name of the element, identifying it by type and number, is

given; then the sourcen of its inputs are entered. Multiple inputs

are separated by commas. This listing is not enough to solve the

Es

I



problem; additional cards are necessary to call the MIDAS subroutine,

enter data, and control the printing of results. Figure I- shows a

complete listing for this program. The constants M and STOP are

$IBFTC CALL

CALL MIDAS

END

$DATA

SOLUTION OF MASS, SPRING, DAMPER SYSTM4

CON M,STOP

PAR -B,-K

IC 12

Sl M1,M2

D1 S1,M

Il Dl

12 Il

Ml -BII

M2 12,-K

FIN IT,STOP

ip TIME,ACC. ,VEL. ,DISP.

EDR

RO IT,DI,Il,12

END



10. 5.

-2.5 -8-.6

20.

-3.2 -8.6

'CO.

-2.5 -15.

20.

$EOF

FIGURE II-

named on a constant card (CON), the parameters -B and -K on a parameter

card (PAR), and the initial condition of integrator 2 on an initial

condition card (IC). Printout of results is controlled by the readout

(RO) statement and, unless otherwise specified, a printcut occurs at

every .1 unit of the independent variable. Variables named in RO

statements will be printed in a fixed 6-column fomat. Headings for

these columns can be introduced by using a header (HDR) statement.

The END card is used to distinguish between MIDAS statements and data.

Coments may be used at will before the END card. Any statement with

a non-blank column 1 is considered to be a comment.

This simple example uses a very linited set of the type and

number of elements available in MIDAS. The program is large enough

to solve complex systems of nonlinear differential equations of up

to order 100. A complete description of MIDAS is contained in Air

Force Technical Documentary Report No. BEG-TDR06-1. 1



MIMIC

The MIMIC program is an outgrowth of MIDAS. It attempts Lo

eliminate some of the shortcomings of MIDAS and yet remain a simple,

easily learned tool for solving parallel systems.

MIDAS requires that a block diagram, representing the system to

be btudied, be drawn. From this diagram a listing is prepared and

the solution obtained. MIMIC obviates the necessity of the block

diagram by allowing the user to name the variables in eay manner

that he chooses, independent of the operation used to evaluate the

variable. nrther, the arithmetic operators +, -, *, and /, denoting

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division respectively,

have been added.

The MIMIC coding for the example given above is shown in Figure

I-7. Data is named and entered, and output is handled as in MIDAS.

coN (M)

PAR(B,K)

2DX -(B*lDX+K/X)/M

1DX INT(2DX,O.)

X INT(IDX,20.)

FIN(T,5.)

HDR(T,ACC ,VEL,DISP)

OUT(T,2DX,lDX,X)

END

FIGURE 1-7



Ii!
The differences are fairly evident. x is named 2DX rather than

Dl, x is 1DX, etc. More than one operation c&, be performed on one

line. Constants can be identified and assigned a value by using a

literal name, that is 5. is the name of a constant that has a value

of 5.

In general a MIMIC program consists of a series of statements

of the form

RESULT = EXPRESSION

where RESULT is a user supplied name identifying the variable evaluated

by EXPRESSION. The equality sign is implicit and need not be present.

EXPRESSION is a sequence of variables (RESULTS) and FUNCTIONS separated

by arithmetic operators, commas, and parentheses. All FUNCTIONS are

represented by three letter mnemonic codes followed by up to six

arguments enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas. The argu-

ments of FUNCTIONS may themselves be EXPRESSIONS.

As an example, consider the following equation:

x = y + (z + a-at)l/2

It can be. programmed as

X = Y + SUR(Z + EXP(-A*T))

where SQR is the square root function and EXP the exponential function.

The argument of SQR is an EXPRESSION.



MIMIC provides functions for all the operations (blocks) in MIDAS,

including functions for addition (ADD), multiplication (i.PY), negation

(P EG), and division (DIV). These last four functions are provided so

that block-oriented programs can be written. Additionally, MIMIC

provides logical functions, hybrid functions, and the ability to write

subprograms in MIMIC language. Control over the execution of the

program is extended by allowing limited branching. A LOGICAL CONTROL

VARIABLE can be defined that will control the execution of individual

statements. A more detailed description of MIMIC is given in SESCA

Internal Memo 65-i2.2 ( Move re*yj e ;, r(. 3 ).
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APPENDIX II

Review of the General Concepts of Dynamics

Source: Douglas Aircraft Report SM-23401 by P. A. Lagerstrom and

M. E. Graham, "Some General Concepts of Dynamics and Their

Application to the Restricted Three Body Problem," December

1958.

"Classical Mechanics" by Herbert Goldstain Addison-Wesley,

Reading, Mass., 1959.

It is assumed that the student has had a good course in the funda-

mentals of dyitzmics. This appendix, which is drawn directly from the

Douglas report, is intended to be a review of conservation theorems,

Lagrange's equations and an introduction to Hamilton's equations.

Dynamics may be defined as the theory of t.oirion of matter under the

influence of forces. Here we are concerned with the special branch of

dynamics in which one makes the idealizing assumption that matter con-

sists of a fiuite number of rigid bodies; this is opposed to dynamics of

continuous systems (hydrodynamics, theory of elasticity, etc.). A further

idealizing assumption is that the mass of each body is concentrated at a

point. The general problem of the motion of mass points is the following:

consider a system of n mass points. The it h mass point has mass mi, position

__ (radius vector) and is acted on by the force fi. According to classical

(pre-relativistic) mechanico, the motion of the particles then obeys Newton's

law

d21im I  1-=i , 2 , . . n ( I I
7t2

TrI



To make thts system of equations complete, one needs physical laws

which define the forces. The force L will, in general, depend on the

position and velocities of all the particles. If one considers rigid

bodies of finite extension instead of mass points, one can show that

equation (II-1) is still valid for the center of mass of the bodies.

In addition, one then also needs a set of equations, similar in structure

to equation (11-1) which govern the rotation of the bodies.

The mathematical formulation of the dyiiamics of rigid bodies thus

leads to a system of ordinary differential equations. Continuous mechan-

ics on the other hand leads to partial differential equations, such as

the Navier-Stokes equations. In the advanced theory of rigid bodies

(Hamilton-Jacobi theory, see Goldstein P 273 ff) one may associate certain

partial differential equations with a system of the type (II-1). However,

basically, the physical laws are formulated with the aid of ordinary

differential equations. Once the explicit expressions for the fi are

given, the physical problem is reduced to a well-defined mathematical

problem. Dynamics thus becomes mathematics rather than physics. However,
4.

most force-laws lead to nonlinear expressions for the fi and, as a result,

present-day mathematics is inadequate for the solution of many important

problems. In most problems, solvable or not, it is advisable to rely

heavily on physical and geometrical intuition.
"4.

If the fi are gravitational forces only, then the problem of solving

Eq. 11-1 becomes a problem in celestial mechanics. Here we are concerned

only with pre-relativistic mechanics; he.nce, the gravitational forces are

given by Newton's formula. [The special theory of relativity provides a

112



correcl.ion to Newton's law of motion (Il-l); the general theory of

relatively also replaces Newton's law of gravitation by more accurate

laws.] Then, if the number of mass points is n, the problem of solving

Eq. II-1 is called the n-body problem. For n > 2 this problem has been

solved only partially. Much of the mathematical information about the

n-body problem is contained in the so-called conservation laws (integrals

of motion). For n = 2 the conservation laws provide the complete solution.

Conservation laws play an important role in many problems of dynamics

other than those of celestipl mechanics. In this section, their use will

therefore be illustrated with the aid of simple problems. Furthermore,

the conservation laws are :ntimately connected with the use of generalized

coordinates and with Lagrange's and Hamilton's equations of motion. These

concepts will also be discussed int this section in connection with simple

examples.

1. Conservation of Energy -- Generalized Coordinates - Illustrated by

Simple Examples

Example I - One-dimensional oscillator:

Here we have one particle of mass m, position x, acted upon by a force

f which depends only upon the position, f f .(x). [The simplest case

would be a linear spring-mass system, a harmonic oscillator, for which

f(x) - -kx, k - spring constant.] The equation of motion is

m dLx _ f(x) (11-2)

dc
2

This second-order equation can be written as a pair of first-order equations

if we define v - dx/dt - velocity.

Iro3



dx . v (II-3a)
dt

m dv = f(x) (II-3b)
dt

The function f(x) defines a force-field in (one-dimensional) space.

If the particle happens to be at x, then the force acting upon it is the

value of the force-field at x. Since only one particle is involved, the

force-field is given a priori as a function of space; in the n-body problem,

on the other hand, the force-field acting on one body would depend on the

position of the other bodies.

We define a function V(x) by

V(x) fx dx (11-4)

V(x) will be called the potential energy, or the force potential, for

reasons to be given later. A potential can always be defined from a

one-dimensional force field; in higher dimensions, it can be defined

only when the force field is irrotational.* [Note that for the harmonic

oscillator V(x) = kx2/2.]

The choice of the lower limit in Eq. 11-4, equivalent to specifying

a constant of integration, is unimportant; in each problem one picks a

convenient vilue. lihe essential part of the definition (11-4) is the

differential law

d V 
- )--dV~ x (11-5)

dx

*The force field f(r) is irrotational if if dr 0 for any closed path.



If the particle is 3t x - xo when t to it is said to have the potential

energy V(x). The potential energy of a moving particle is then an implicit

function of time. The time rate of change of the potential energy of a

moving particle is then given by the substantial derivative

dV - lim V[x(t + At)I - Vfx(t)] (11-6)
d At*o At

The rules of differential calculus then give

dV 21 X -fv (11-7)

dt dx dt

The following calculation shows the importance of the function [(_):

If both sides of Eq. II-3b are multiplied by v one finds

my dL fv (a)

Hence, using Eq. 11-7,

d jy2+ dV 

)

d- )+- 0 (11-8)

or

T + V - constant - E (11-9)

where

T - --1 = kinetic energy

Equation 11-9 is a first example of a conservation law. Ic states that

the total energy ( + ) is conserved; i.e., unchanged, during the motion

of the particle. (The fact that f depended on x only, and not on time,

was used implicitly above; time dependent force fields and potential

functicns will be considered later.)



The total energy is also called an integral of the motion. The

reason for the name is that in de-iving the conservation law (11-9)

we have integrated the equations of motion once. The original second-

order syster, (I-3a, b) has been replaced by one first-order equatioa

involving one constant of integration. This is seen by rewriting 11-9

as

dx ![ V(x)1 (1-13)
dt FE

Since V is not explicitly a functiun of t, Eq. II-10 can be immediately

solved in the sense that t may be found as a function of x,

-x + to (11-11)t2 [E - V(x)]"

where to is a second constant c. integration.

Thus a geineral solution of the system (II-3a, 1 involvi:' two constants

of integration, E and to, has been obtained. If at time t - 6, taie

position x - x. and velocity v v o are given, tht constants E and to

are
xo0

mv2 ~o______
E-- V(xo) jo adx (11-12)

2I 0'M[E -V(x)]

In principle, Eq. II-11 may, of course, be inverted to give x as a function

of t.

We will carry through the integration for the special case of the

harmonic oscillator for which

116



f(x) = -kx, V(-) kx2 /2 (b)

Then

or, with ,2= k/rn,

or

If we consider the special initial conditions

x xo, v-v o  o for to (c)

then

E - kx 2, to - - -/, and x cos ut (f)

For the case of auharmonic oscillator, the final results are, of course,

easily obtained directly from the second-order equationi of motion.

However, if the restoring force is non-linear, the method of solution

shown abore is very useful

k 0

If e cnsierthespeialintia coditon



Example 2 - Two-dimensional roller coaster:

This example will follow the

same method of solution (but adapted

to two dimensions) as was used in

Example 1, and will introduce the

concepts of constrained motion and

of generalized coordinates. A ..

heavy particle moves without fric- J -'g

tion, but is constrained by tracks Fig. II-1: Particle moving

to follow the surface of a roller on roller coaster

coaster defined by y = G(x). The

forces acting are a uniform gravitational force (in the -y direction)

and the force of constraint, which is normal to the path. The position

and velocity of the particle are given by the vectors r and v:

4.

xy , v dt dt dt

The equations of motion are (cf. Eqs. II-3a,b):

S _ v (Il-15a)dtv

md -grav n onstb

The force cf constraini. fQ r, is unknown. However, without knowing

4

fzonstr, the method of Ex-mple 1 again leads to a first integral of the

motion (a conservatior-of-eneigy theorem).

fl-8



First, as in Example 1, we will define a potential V at each

point of space. Note that in Example 1, V, as deffIaed in Eq. 11-4,

can be interpreted as the negative of the work done by the force on

the par,'icle in moving the particle from 0 to x. Now in the present

erample the force of constraint acts normal to the particle path so

that it does no work; only the gravitational force works. One then

defineq the potentfal V by

-grad V f grav (II-16a)

or

_ v -. -mgj (I1-16b)

Thus, choosing a convenient constant of integration, we may write

V - mgy - mgG(x) (11-17)

Now ,pply the same trick as was used in Example I; i.e., take the

dot (scalar) 3roduct of each s'ide of Eq. II-15b with v. (The vector

equation then becomes a scalar equation.)

Sdt " fgrav v fconstr * v (a)

dr LI.~ -mgJT Ii v (b)
or t (2 v dt dt constr

Noting that v v- v and constr * v - 0 since fconstr is normal to v,

one gets

d0.9



or T + V - E (1I-19)

with T - mv2 /2 = kinetic energy, V - mgy = potential energy, and E =

constant. Thus again we have a theorem of energy conservation.

We will tow solve this problem by reducing it to the same form

as the problem of the non-linear oscillator of Example 1. The conser-

vation law (11-8) of Example I can be written

m d (d)" + dV(x) .= (c)

while the conservation law (11-18) of the present example can be written

m -- 2+ (d + My) = 0 (d)

In order to transform (d) into an equation formally identical with (c),

we introduce the element of path length ds:

(ds)2 . (dx)2 + (dy)2  (11-20)

Then the length s along the curve y G 0(x) is

J f ds -f dx +

. - pf dx (11-2I)

Thus the path length s has been defined as a function of x, or implicitly

x has been defined as a function of S., so that all the quantities of (d)

* 10



may be expressed as functions of s. The conservation la; for the roller

coaster then becomes

2dt 1 dt (I2a

where V(s) is the potential energy expressed as a function of s,

V(s) =mr, G [x(s)] (II-22b)

Equation 11-22 is formally identical with Eq. 11-8. Thus there

is an exact mathematical analogy between the two-dimensional constrained

frictionless motion on the roller co&ster and the one-dimensional

undamped motion of an oscillator (linear or non-linear). As an example

of this analogy, we shall find the roller coaster corresponding to

a linear spring. For the linear spring, V(x) - kx 2/2. Hence, for

the corresponding roller coaster y as a function of s should be given

by

mgy ks2/2 (a)

To find y as a function of x, we rewrite (a) as

mgy = - + fo+ ) dx (b)

Taking the square root and differentiating, one finds the differential

equation,

y (c)
dx 11



where a = M (d)
4k

or x 2a y (e)
dy y :

This formula has an indeterminacy in the sign of the square root. To

remove this indeterminacy, we will use a parametric representation.

An angle * is introduced by

2 y

Then a -tan (g)
dy 2

and the shape of the roller ccaster can be defined parametrically by

y - 2a cos2  (h)

x M (-tan 2. (-2a cos I sin 2I d4) (i)

or 2 - a($ w - sin ) (II-23a)

y - a(l + cos ) (II-23b)

Equation 11-23 is the parametric representation of the cycloid shown

in Fig. 11-2. A wheel of radius a rolls without slipping on the under-

side of the dashed line y - 2a. A point P on this wheel then describes

the cycloid given by Eq. 11-23 if P is chosen as shown in the figure.

The parameter 4 is the turning angle normalized so that 4 0 for x = -ra.

7- 12



Note that the period of a .ilear oscillator is ampll,.ude-independent.

It then follows that the period of a particle moving on a roller coaster

I9

Fig. 11-2: Ojcloid

shaped like a cycloid is independent of amplitude (except that the ampli-

tude, of course, is limited by the geometry of the cycloid). Since the

period of the harmonic oscillator is T - 2w V-/, it follows from (d)

that the period T of a particle moving on the cycloid described by Eq.[ 11-23 or Fig. 11-2 is

"a 4w ()

This amplitude independence was discovered by Christian Huygens (pub-

lished in 1673) in connection with a watch-making project.

Note that in the original formulation (11-15) of the roller coaster

problem, two spatial coordinates were used. However, because of the

constraint there is only one degree of freedom aid only one coordinate

should be necessary. It was actually found that the length-parameter

s was a convenient coordinate. This is an example of a "generalized"

coordinate. The Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations of the basic

Ir- 13



equations of motion are especially suitable for handlirg problems in

which generalized coordinates are used. This will be described under

subheadings 2. to 5. of this section.

Example 3 - Rigid pendulum in plane:

Consider the rigid pendulum as

shown in Fig. 11-3. A point of mass

m is suspended by a weightless string. I
The extension of the string due to

tension is neglected. In the case j
of planar motion, the mass point is X

restricted to motion on a circle of

radius . This is then actually a
Fig. 11-3: Pendulum

special case of motion on a roller

coaster. Thus, the conservation law (11-19) applies:

T + V - E (11-19)

or

m fds)
2

2 IdtJ + mgy -

In the notation of Fig. 11-3, one finds: path length s 1 i0, velocity

v = £de/dt, y Z £(1 - cos 6). Then, in terms of the generalized

coordinate* e, Eq. 11-19 becomes

*Note that a generalized coordinate need not have the dimension of length.

. 14



m 12M dt, + 1g (l- coz 0) = E (11-24)

For 0 smal], I - cos e - 02/2 and Eq. 11-24 describes anharmonic

oscillation.

Equation 11-24 can, of course, be derived directly from Newton's

equations in the same manner as was used to derive the conservation laws

(11-9) and (11-19) of Examples 1 and 2. Newton's equation, with the

acceleration in polar coordinates given by Eq. 1-10, is

f +f = m fd' 7r+ mt d2 0 70  (a)

fgrav + fconstr z 1 d-t] + dt2

The radial component of (a) is useful only if one wishes to know the tension

in the string. The tangential component is

-rag sin 0 - ml d2 0  (11-25)
dt2

Multiolying both sides by Zd8/dt,

-mgI sin 0 d._e=m Z2 d 0 2 (b)
dt 2 dt dt(

T t2 .)2 + mg (1 - cos e)] " 0 (c)

Equation (c) is obviously equivalent to Eq. 11-24.

2. Examples of Lagrange's Formulation of the Equations of Motion

Lagrange's equations of motion are a mathematical reformulation of

Newton's basic physical law (II-1). These equations are especially con-

venient for tne case of constrained motion and for many other cases in

which generalized coordinates are usad. They lead in a natural way to

Hamilton's equations (under subheading 4). Lagrange's equations will be

11- 15



intr.id;!ced with the aid of some simple examples. The conditions

under which the equations are valid will be discussed later, but

a general derivation of the equations will not be given. (See,

e.g., Goldsten, p. 14 ff.)

The Lagrangian L is defined to be

L = T - V (11-26)

Note that L is the kinetic energy minus the potential energy. Lagrange's

equation of motion with one degree of freedom is

d ( L) DL _T-7

dt ak - 9x - (11-27)

where L is considered a function of x and x (E dx/dt) so that L/D

is obtained holding x fixed, and vice versa.

It will be shown, for examples 1 and 3 of Subsection 1, that

Lagrange's equations are equivalent to Newton's equations of motion.

The Lagrange equations will also be written for more complicated

examples, but without showing their equivalence with Newton's equations.

Example 1 - One dimensional oscillator - Lagrang1an formulation:

Lagrangiaa: L = m L- V(x) (11-28)
e2

Then, BL/a x mx, aL/Bx - 3V/Dx.

Lagrange's equation: . (mk) + a 0 (11-29)

L1- 16



d2xor T-- f (x) = 0dt2 X

Thus, here, Lagrange's equation is equivalent .o Newton's equation of

motion (11-3).

Example 3 - Rigid pendulum in plane - Lagrangian formulation:

This is again a problem with one degree ef freedom. The Lagrr'-gian

is a function of the generalized coordinate 0 and its time derivate

Lagrangian: L -- T - V - 2  mg (1 - cos 8) (11-30)2

Then DL/38 -f. 0, L/30 - -mg1 sin 0.

Lagrange's equation: LIJ H 7 (11-31)
dt a0,

or d (m2e) + mgI sin e - 0
t

Lagrange's equation is again equivAlent to the corresponding Newton's

cauation (11-25).

* * *

In each of the two previous examples, the motion was allowed only

one degree of freedom, and the system was conservative. Knowing T and

V, it would have been sufficient to write (T + V) - constant to describe

the motion. Thus, Lagrange's equations in no way simplified the problems.

However, if there is more than one degree of freedom, then more than one

equation is needed to determine the motion. One could, of course, add
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the necessary nwnber of Newton's equations. However, this may not

be con-enient if they involve the unknown forces of constraint. On

the other hand, if one chooses suitable non-curtesian coordinates

so that the constraints don't appear, then the acceleration coinpo-

nents may not be easy to write. In the following examples, it appears

simpler to use the Lagrangian formulation of the equations of motion.

Example 4 - Arbitrary motion in space (described in spherical

coordinates) by Lagrangian formulation:

The cartesian coordinates

(x, y, z) are related to the

spherical coordinates (r, 4, 6)

of Fig. 11-4 by the transformation - I- I

X - r sin cos e

y - r sin 4 sine (11-32)

z - r cos 4'

Fig. 11-4

(The angles 4 and e correspond to the co-latitude and longitude on the

earth's surface.) For motion under no constraints, the generalized

coordinates are r, 4, e so that the Lagrangian L is a function of six

variables, r, , 6, it, $, , and three Lagrange equations are required

to describe the motion.

The kinetic energy is

m Idx 2 I 2 21 2 (a)
T - [( + dt + _ v (a)

W2 + r2  2 + r2 sin2  -2)
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[T as a function of r, €, 0 (given above) can be found by taking time

derivatives of the coordinate transformation (11-32). However, it is

found more easily by noting that v2 - (ds/dt) 2 where the length element

ds has the components, in the r, €, e directions, of dr, rd , r sin do.]

We assume that the forces are derivable from a time-independent potential

v.

f -grad V (b)

or in components

f-v f 1 3v fe I av (c)fr 3r r a-, - l r sin 0 30

The partial derivatives of the Lagrangian (L = T-V) are then

aL/ar = mi, aL/ar = mr; 2 + mr sin2  62 + fr

aL/a; - mr2 ;, DL/a mr2 sin 0 cos *2 + rf (d)

aL/3; = mr2 sin2 0 8, 3/ - r sin 4 f0

Then the Lagrange equations are

d ( L 3L Md * -r2 -r sin2  ;2 fr 0 (II-33a)
dt I.TJar) T dtj

d(r2) - r 2 sin cos ;
d L) - mrd s r f- 0 (II-33b)

d I1L) -L r i (r sin " -)3
dtmr sin rL_ r J- sin fe 0  (II-33c)
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The three terms in brackets must be the three components of the

accelerations, since these equations should be equivalent to Newton's

equations of motion, These acceleration components could be computed

by the method used to compute the acceleration in polar coordinates

which depends upon computing the changes in the base vectors: 31 /a9,r

etc. Bowever, the method used above requires only that one knows how

to express the length element ds in the r, 0, 0 coordinates. Thus,

in this example, the Lagrangian formulation provides a shortcut to

finding the accelerations.

Example 3 - Rigid pendulum in plane - special case of Example

4 with 0 = v/2:

The generalized coordinates are now r, 6 which are really polar

coordinates in the plane z 0. The motion is described by Eqs.

II-33a, c of Example 4 with n = /2. The terms in brackets are the

acceleration components, and it can be checked that they agree with

the acceleration der, ved by using base vector derivatives.

Example 5 - Spherical pendulum (rigid pendulum in space) by

Lagrangian formulation:

This is a special case of Example 4 in which the constraint r -

constant is introduced. There are, then, only two degrees of freedom,

and the generalized coordinates are 0, 6. The motion is described by

Eqs. II-33b, c of Example 4 (with r constant). The force of constraint,

if desired, can be found from Eq. II-33a (with r constant).
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As can be seen in the above examples, the Lagrangian formulation

of the equations of motion was useful when the motion was expressed in

non-cartesian coordinates and when the motion was constrained. The use

of a Lagrange equation for the one-dimensional oscillator problem may,

of course, seem unnecessarily artificial; however, for the spherical

pendulum, e.g., it was a considerable simp!ification to write the

equations of motion in Lagrange's form.

3. General Discussion of Lagrange's Equations - Further Examples

In Examples I and 3 we wrote the Lagrange equations of motion, and

then checked that they were equivalent to Newton's equations; but in

E-amples 4 and 5 we accepted Lagrange's equations without such a check.

We shall now give the general form of Lagrange's equations and discuss

conditions for their validity.

First we define a holonomic constraint: If there are n particles,

the first with cartesian coordinates x1 , x2 , x3 , the second with coordi-

nates x4 , x5 , x6 , and etc., then the particles move under holonomic

constraints if the conditions of constraint may be expressed by m

equations

fj (xl, x2 , x3 ; x4, x5, x6 ; ... X3n_2 , X3n-1, X3n, t) " 0 (11-34)

where j - 1, 2, - m; m<3n

Thus, a holonomic constraint can be expressed as a definite equation

involving only the coordinates of the particles and perhaps time. (For

example, the constraint on the motion of a rigid spherical pendulum is

f.21



holonomic, and can be expressed as x1
2 + x2

2 + x 3
2  2 . O. For

a planar pendulum, there is the additional holono.ic constraint,

x3 - 0.) A non-holonomic constraint might depend on the velocities

of the particles, or be expressible only as an inequality. An

example of a non-holonomic constraint is a sphere rolling without

slipping on a flat surface. (Goldstein, p. 12 ff.)

If a system of n particles is moving under m holonomic constraints,

then only 3n-m coordinates are required to describe the motion; i.e.,

the system has X = 3n-m degrees of freedom. Then, with the aid of

the m equations of the type (11-34), X generalized coordinates

q1 q2 ' ' . . q. may be introduced by means of thr- :.ansformation

equations.

Xk ' Xk (ql' q 2' -' q t ) (11-35)

where k - 1, 2, "°" 3 n

The existence of this set of transformation equations (11-35) is a

condition for the validity of the Lagrange equations.

Before stating the consequences of the existence of the transfor-

mation equations (11-35), we digress to discuss generalized coordinates

and generalized forces. The concept of generalized coordinates as intro-

duced by Eq. 11-35 seems very abstruse. Actually the generalized coordinates

may be any independent set of coordinates which are adequate to describe

the motion. They are distinguished from the cartesian coordinates in

that they are not connected by any constraints. (If there were no con-

straints, the cartesian coordinates would be a perfectly good set of
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generalized coordinates. However, even in the case of no constraints,

the symmetry properties of a problem may make it advisable to introduce

non-cartesian coordinates, say, e.g., spherical coordinates.) They also

have the characteristic that they need not have the dimensions of length.

We have already met generalized coordinates in some of the examples of

Subsection 2: motion on the roller coaster (Example 2) was described

in terms of s, the length along the track; the motion of the plane

pendulum (Example 3) in terms of 0; and the motion of the spherical

pendulum (Example 5) in terms of the co-latitude and longitude, I and

0.

To each generalized coordinate qj there corresponds a generalized

force component Qj which will now be defined. First consider the

work 6W thac would be done by the actual forces if tney were to dis-

place the particles by infinitesimal amounts 6 xk where the 6 xk satisfy

the constraints (11-34) but are otherwise arbitrary. Actually each

6xk is a possible displaciment of one cartesian component of one particle.

(These 6xk are called "virtual displacements" and are to be distinguished

from actual displacements which occur in time. That is, a virtual dis-

placement provydes a comparison between two positions xk and xk + 
6xk

at the same time.) The work 6W (called "virtual work") is then

3n
6W - E. fk 6 xk (11-36)

k 1

The force fk is one cartesian component of the total force acting upon

one particle. It may include a force of constraint (which, in general,

is unknown, a priori), but the constraining force need not be included-

by definition, a constraining force on any particle acts in a direction
-23



in which the particle is not free to move in a virtual displacement.*

Thus a constraining force does no work in a virtual displacement.**

The virtual work (11-36), with the aid of Eq. 11-35, can be written

in terms of generalized coordinates:

3n a xk 6i6w=E fk Z - 6q (a)
k=l j=l aqj

or, regrouping th2 terms,

I 3n xk
6W = E 6q.E fk (b)

J=l 3q k-1 q

Since 6W is independenc of the constraining forces, one can now define

a generalized force Q which is independent of the constraining forces:

3n ak

Q T', fk -k (11-37)

The virtual work is then

6W - E Q 6q1  (11-38)

(Note that Q need not have the dimensions of a force, but that Qj 6qj

always has the dimensions of work.)

*Note that, by this definition, sliding friction forces, e.g., would not
qualify as constraining forces since they may do work in a virtual dis-
placement. However, the derivation of Eq. I-.40 is perfectly valid for
the case with friction if the friction is included in the fk"

**If the equation of constraint (11-34) contains time explicitly, then
the force of constraint might do work in an actual displacement although
it does no work in a virtual displacement.
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To illustrate the concept of a generalized force as defined by Eq.

11-37, we return to two cf the examples discussed previously.

Example 3 - Rigid pendulum in plane - generalized force:

Let fx and fy be the cartesian components ef the total force acting

on the pendulum. The generalized coordinate is the angle 0 and the

transformation equations are (see Fig. 11-3)

x - t sin 0, y - (I - cos 0) (a)

The actual forces are gravity and the constraint (tension in string):

4,4 4.

gray -mgj, constr - (-fconstr sin 9)i + (fcons.r cos 9)1 (b)

Then the generalized force Q6, as defined by Eq. 11-37, is

Q fAx d+f
e x d e YdO

(-fconstr sin 6) (t cos 8) + (fconstr cos e - mg) (L sin 0)

or Qo - - mgt sin 0 (11-38)

Note that the constraining force drops out of the equatior and Q, can

be identified as the moment of force, or the torque, ou the pendulum

(t • tangential force of Eq. 11-25).

Example 2 - Two-dimensional roller coaster - generalized force:

The generalized coordinate for this case is the path length s

(see Fig, II-1). The cartesian components of the actual forces --

gravity and the constraint -- are

fx _ d~y fy Mf dx m a
Sx -constr ds' f fconstr s - (a)
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Then the generalized force Q8 is by definition (11-37)

dx dx
Qs f x + f ds

5 Xds Y ds

(-cnt dx Idx) + ifconstr ' -mg)d

nsrs ds cosrds ids

or Qs 2 -mg d- _ (11-39)ds

Again, the unknown force of constraint has dropped out. For this

example, Os can be identified as the tangential component of the

actual force.

We now return to the general case of a system of n particles

with _. degrees of freedom. We describe the system by L generalized

coordinates qj. Corresponding to these generalized coordinates are

2L generalized forces Q (which do not involve the unknowm forces of

constraint). The next step is to find 2. differential equations relating

the Qj to the qj. These equations of motion 1Ye3 derived in

Goldstein . We will here merely state: if

the transformation equations (11-35) exist, then Newton's 3n equations

of motion may be replaced by the following set of A equations.

d- L ] Tj - %, J - 1, 2, " 2 (11-40)

where T is the kinetic energy of the system and Q is defined by Eq.

11-37,
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Forces_ dependent only upon coordinates and .time, ..and .derivable

from a potential function:

In Eq. 11-40, the generalized forces "j were obtained from actual

forces fk which had not been restricted in any way. Now let us restrict

the actual forces (not including forces due to constraints which by

definition act normal to any virtual displacements) to those which are

expressible as the gradient of a potential V where V depends only on

the positions of the particles and perhaps on time. (At this point,

we are thus excluding such forces as sliding friction which would depend

on the velocities.) That is, we assume the fk are given by equations

of the form (11-41):

f__ x ' t (11-41)

fk (xl' x2 . "" X3n, t) =- (x, X2, ... X3n t)

Equation 11-41 can be written in terms of generalized forces and coordi-

nates by multiplying both sides by axk/aq and summing over k:

3n 3xk  3n ; ___

Q. Z- f E - . (a)
k-1 qj wk-l axk aj

or

Qj V q2 , "" qZ' t) (11-42)
(qj 1

We illustrate Eq. 11-42 with the plane pendulum and roller coaster

(Examples 3 and 2). For both cases the po' atial function V - mgy. For

the plane pendulum, y - . (1 - cos 0) where 0 is the generalized coordinate.

Then Q0 as defined by Eq. 11-42 is
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dO-dI [mgi (1 - cos 8)]1- -mgi sin C' (11-38)

For the roller coaster, the generalized coordinate is s.; and Qs, as

defined by Eq. 11-42, is

Qs d (mgy) - -mg dy (11-39)
ds ds

These obviously agree with the results obtained from definition (11-37).

If the generalized forces are of the form (11-42), then the equa-

tions of motion (11-40) can be written in terms of T and V. Since V

is velocity-independent, Eq. 11-40 can be written,

d - (b)
dqj aqj

Introducing the Lagrangian L - T-V one obtains Lagrange's equations:

d _ 2L C,(11-43)

where L = L(q , q2 . • q, qP 4 L ) t).

Example 6 - One-dimensional oscillator with time-dependent force:

In the discussion above we considered the case for which the Lagrangian

may depend on time. A simple case of this will now be discussed in detail.

We consider the one-dimensional oscillator (Example 1) but make now the

assumption that the force field f depends on time t as well as on space

X. As in Eqs. 11-4 we define a potential
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V(x, t) - f(x, t)dx (II-44a)

or

_ f(x, t) (II-44b)ax

Let the particle have pcsitions x(t) and x(t + At) at two infini-

tesimally close instants. The difference in the value of V for the

particle at thLse two instants is

AV - V[x(t + at), t + At] - V(x(t), t]

at Ax + V (a)

ax at

Hence the substantial derivative of V is

dV aV dx +3V = -fv + aV (b)

dt =  x dt+at t

Multiplying the equation of motion

M~X f(c
dt

by v one finds

dt -fv 0 (d)

or

d(T + V) = (II-45a)
dt at
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Hence the total energy is not conserved; its time-rate of change is DV/at.

Lagrange's equations of motion are, however, still valid. Defining

L - T - V =- - 2 - V(x, t) f L (x, v, t) (e)
2

one finds

d jaL 91 L
dt av ax

d av dv _d (mv) + T- m C)

Note that Eq. II-45a may be written

d (T+V) aL (II-45b)

Exmple 7 - Bead sliding on rotating wire - time-dependent constraint -

time dependent force

We assume that a rigid wire rotates with constant angular velocity

w and that a bead slides on this wire without friction. As generalized

coordinate we use r, the distance from the origin. The equations con-

necting the cartesian coordinates x, y, and the generalized coordinate

r are, for a suitable choice of the time origin

x = r cos Wt, y - r sin wt (11-46)

These equations are . special case of eqs. 11-35. Note that in the present

case x and y depend on the generalized coordinate a,-id on time. It is

Lssumed that (x, y) i.s an inertial system so that only real forces need

be considered. The frictional force is neglected.
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First we assume that there are no forces except the force of

constraint. Then

T1 [2+ (rw) 21 (II- 4 7a)

v = 0 (II-47b)

and hence

TT 2mr2 (11-48)

Since L = T, Lagrange's equations state that

m (-k- rw2 = 0 (I1-49)
dt'-

Eq. 11-49 states that the radial acceleration is zero which is

Newton's law of motion for the case of zero radial force.

Secondly, we make the assumption that the force of gravity acts

on the bead. Then Eq. II-47b is replaced by

V - mgy - mgr sin wt (11-50)

Hence the generalized force Q isr

Q aV -g sin wt (11-51)
r ar -gsnu

and Lagrange's equation states that

m (d2r r,21 + m sin wt 0 (11-52)
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This is again Newton's law of motion. The generalized force Q r Is

actually the radial component of the force of gravity.

Generalization to include velocity-dependent forces:

In the previous derivation of Lagrange's equation (11-43), it

was assumed that the force-field was derivable from a potential

V(ql, . qp, t) with the generalized force given by

Q W (11-42)Qj= qj

Thus velocity-dependent forces such as an electo-magnetic Lorentz

force were excluded. It is, however, obviou.s from the derivation

that if one replaces Eq. 11-42 by the more general equation

d (= V T DV (11-53)

then Lagrange's equations are still valid. In Eq. 11-53, it is

assumed that V may depend on ql, " 1. q ql, j' . . . iv and t.

If rioes not depend on the velocities 41 then Eq. 11-53 reduces

to Eq. 11-42.

We have thus obtained a mathematically trivial extension of

the validity of Lagrange's equations. However, it so happens that

this extension has physical significance. This can be seen from

the discussion of the following example.

Example 8 - Charged particle in a given electro-magnetic field -

velocity-dependent force: (Goldstein, pp. 19-21)
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Let the given electro-magnetic field be characterized by E, the

electric field streng.th, and B, ti;- mdgnetic induction. From Maxwell's

equations for a vacuum, one may show that E and B may be derived from

a scalar potential 4 and a vector potential A by

+ I.

E - -grad c a- c - speed of light (II-54a)

4c - t

B - curl A (II-54b)

If a particle of charge I is moving in this field, the force exerted

by the field on the particle is

f " f +  agfII5
el magn

where

fel " 'E - electrostatic force (II-55b)

f magn (v x B) a Lorentz force (II-55c)

v - velocity of the particle

If one puts

V 0 t A v) (11-56)

one may show that f actually is given by Eq. 11-53, i.e.,

" -. I -) etc. (11-57[ X dt l3vi ax

I. Hamilton's Equations of Motion - Examples
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Hamilton's equations of motion have some features in common with

Lagrange's equations. They are mathematical reformulations of Newton's

lav of motiou which are convenient to use when constraints are present

or when, for one reason or another, one introduces coordinates other

than the original cartesian coordinates of the individual mass points.

They have a certain advantage over Lagrange's equations when one is

deriving and discussing conscrvation laws. As stated above, in classical

dyna iics, the use of Hamilton's equations is a matter of mathematical

technique; no new physical principles are introduced. As a digression,

it may be pointed out, however, that in the transition from classical

dynamics to quantum mechanics, one uses the llamiltonian formulation of

the former as a starting point

Hamilton's equations are easily derived from Lagrange's equations.

Before carrying out this derivation we shall, however, illustrate their

use with the aid of several examples.

Example 1 - One-dimensional oscillator - Hamiltonian formulation:
W'3)

The one-dimensional oscillator was discussed in Example 1. The

Lagrangian was

L - V(x) (11-28)
2

We now define

Generalized momentum = .= L
X (11-58)

Hamiltonian - H =Ox - L (11-59)
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The Lagrangian is a function of x and c. One may itse Eq. 11-58 to

express x as a function of x and p." Hence H may be considered as

a function of x and px. We not claim that the equations of motion

are

dx 311 dpx ___

dt ap' dt ax (11-60)

These are Hamilton's equations. Furthermore, we claim that Eqs. 11-60

imply that the Hamiltonian is a constant of motion

dH
dt= 0 or H - constant (11-61)

The above statements will now be verified. From Eqs. 11-28 and

11-58, one finds

px m (a)

Thus px is the ordinary momentum; for the present example the adjective

"generalized" is superfluous. Furthermore, from Eqs. 11-59, 11-28 PU

(a),

H p x- + V (b)
x 2

or

2 L-px + V - T + V (c)
2m

In the present example 11 is thus the total energy. Equati.ons 11-60 are

then
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dx Cx (d)
dt m

dpx _ B f (e)

These are indeed Eqs. II-3a, b written in a slightly different notation.

Since H is equal to T + V we know already (Eq. !1-9) that it is a

constant of the motion. However, it is of importance to derive this

formally from Eqs. 11-60 without reference to their physical meaning.

The derivative in Eq. 11-61 is the substantial time-derivative. Its

meaning is familiar to aerodynamicists; it will, however, be restated

here. If a particle moves, then at each instant of time it has a

definite position x and a definite momentum px. Hence, for a given

motion, x and Px are functions of time. Since H is completely determined

by x and p x only, it may thus be considered as depending on time only

for a given motion. The increase in H from time = t to time = t + At

for a given motion is then, to first order in At

AH = H[x(t + At), px(t + At)] - H[x(t), PxIt)]

.L Ax At + H dPxAt (f)
N 3H Ax + H._ Apx  W x dH t

ax ap x ax dt ap x ct

Hence

dH 3H dx + 2H dPxd-i 'x dt 3. dt (g)

Inserting into this equation the values of dx/dt and dpx/dt as given

by Hamilton's equations (11-60), one derives Eq. 11-61.
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Hamilton's equations have an obvious hydrodynamical analogy,

Consider a fluid particlh in the (x, p)-plane. Its velocity k:eMpo-

nents are then dx/dt and dp/dt. Equations 11-60 then state tiat

these velocities may be derived from a "stream function" H. The

statement dl/dt - 0 means in this interpretation that the value of

the stream function is constant along a streamline.

Example 3 - Rigid pendulum in a plane - Hamiltonian formulation:

The Lagrangian for this problem was found to be

L - 2 -mgt (1 - cos e) (11-30)

As before we define

Generalized momentum = P6  = 3L (11-62)

Hamiltonian - H - p - L (11-63)

and claim validity for Hamilton's equations,

de aH dPo ?H
-T UH dp5 (11-64)dt " ' dt ae0(I-4

Furthermore, we claim that H is a constant of the motion.

The generalized momentum is in the present case

P[ = m9 2; (a)

We see that the term "generalized" is necessary in the present example.

The actual momentum is mLd. Hence, P0 is the moment of momentum about

the point of suspension, i.e., the angular momentum. (Cf. this with
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the statement that the generalized force corresponding to the coordinate

e is. the moment of the force, i.e., the torque.) Te Hamiltonian is

m,26
2

H - - 2 -- + m (1 - Cos 0)

2
= 2m + mgt (1 - cos 6) - T + V (b)

Hamilton's equations of motion are then

de P 6_ (c)
dt mi",

dp0

dt -mgi sin 0 
(d)

The first equation defines p0 in terms of the angular velocity e (dO/dt).

The second equation is then identical with the previously derived equation

m d =-mg sin 0 (11-25)dt

which states that the tangential acceleration is matched by the tangential

component of the gravitational force. Finally, we observe that Eqs. 11-60

are formally identical with Eqs. 11-64, the symbols x and p x in the former

corresponding to the symbols 0 and p9 in the latter. One then proves

dH/dt - 0 exactly as before.

Example 6 - One-dimensional oscillator with time-dependent force -

Hamiltonian formulation:

Hamilton's equations for the oscillator were given above (Example

1) under the assumption that the force depends on x only. We now assume
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that f depends on t as well as on x. It is easily checked that Hamilton's

equations (11-60) are bciUl valid. Furthermore II - T + V. However, the

conservation law (11-61) is no longer valid. Since now L = L(x, k, t),

it follows that H = H(x, Px, t). F'rom differential calculus, it then

follows that

dil all dx , 1I dPx al)
"t a Tx ct 3p dt (a)

Note that al/at is computed by keeping x and px fixed and varying time;

the substantial derivative dH/dt is computed by following the particle,

i.e., by letting the variation of x and px be determined by the motion

of the particle. These derivatives are thus conceptually different.

However, Hamilton's equations (11-60) shov that their value is the

same, i.e.,

dH/dt = aH/at (11-65)

From the definition of 1{ (11-59) it follows that

3H/3t - L/at (11-66)

Hence

d aL 3V-- (T + V) t - Tt (11-67)

This equation was derived previously as Eq. 11-45.

Example 8 - Charged particle in a given electro-magnetic field -

Hamiltonian formulation:
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We shall use rectangular coordinates x,, x2, x3 . The components

of the velocity of the particle are vl, v2 , v3 and those of the vector

potential A are A, A2 , A3. The Lagrangian is (cf. Eq. 11-56)

3 mv' 2  4 
(

I. =- T - V = E - + % A • v(1-8

i=1 2

Here 4 and Ai may depend on space and time.

As in the previous examples we define the generalized momenta pi

by

= + . Ai (11-69)
P, ak---mv ""

Thus, although ordinary rectang-lar coordinates are used, t e generalized

momenta are not identical with the ordinary momenta mvi . This is dte to

the fact that the potential V is velocity dependent. (The definition of

momentum given by Eq. 11-69 is of great importance in quantum mechanics;

see Bohm, Quantum Mechanics, p. 356.

The Hamiltonian H is defined by

3
H -=IPi i L, vi (11-70)

One finds

mvi2 +H E mvi+ %A1 ) vi 2

2

_i= £ ( v +  Ti +i -cj q  c

1 +

I E (Fi - - Ai ) 2 + q-  (a)
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Thus, in this case, II is not equal to T + V; only the part q. of V

enters in H. The significance of this can be seen from studying the

conservation of It. We claim without proof (see general derivatLon

below) that tht following H:.ailton's equations are valid.

-.- (11-71)
dt api dt axi

From differer.tial calculus one finds

dH all1 dxi + H dpi + jj(b- £.-L= ~ 2 + E .L..-* + (b)
dt i axi dt i aPi dt at

Hamilton's equations and the definition of H then give

dH. L H aV
dt at at at

Thus, if * and A are independent of time, then the quantity H - T +

Sis conserved.

The conservation of T + * • may also be seen as follows. (Cf.

derivation of conservation laws 11-9, 11-19.) Newton's equation of

motion is

f - + fmagn (11-75)

From the definition (II-55c) of f magn it is seen that this force is

4

perpendicular to v and hence does no work on the particle. 7aking the

ucta UL. d ofE. ...- 3 w t. V cLie fLLad



4 + +
t- - fel"v()

or

mn dv'

2dt (grad v

Since, for 3/1t = 0,

" d= E ,x = (grad €) • (e)

dt i axidt

one finally derives

d l~v + 0 Mf
dt 1 2 ~

or

H - T + - constant (g)

This equation is the same as Eq. 11-72 when 3H/at - 0.

5. Hamilton's Equations - General Discussion

We shall now give a general proof of Hamilton's equations, starting

from Lagrange's equations. The meaning of the Hamiltonian H and the

question of its invariance will also be discussed.

We make only the following assumptions: (1) the position of the

system is uniquely determined by L generalized coordinates q1 . q '

(2) there exists a function L (ql,. . . qX, q, . . . q£, t), called

the Lagrangian, such that the equations of motion can be written in

Lagrange's form

4T ~2



d al. -1.. 0, 1 - 1, 2, ... £ (II-43)

We then define the generalized (or c ,nonical) momantur. corresponding

to the coordinate q, by

P =1, i = I 2, ... (11-74)

We also define the Hamiltonian by

H =E p L(- -L75)
il

In principle, Eqs. 11-74 may be solved to give qi as a function of

ql, ... q9 , pI, ... pt and t. Hence H may be regarded as a function

of the coordinates q, "'" q£,, of their corresponding momenta pI" Pt

and of time t:

H H (ql, "*" q£' pI, "'" p£, t) (11-76)

Thus, by differential calculus, one writes

dH - E "'- dq + EH -dp+ (a)

i 3q i dt (a)

On the other hand, Eq. 11-75 gives

dH- E pi dii + E 41 dpi
i i

IL 3L

Z-L d i _ L dqi - Tt dt (b)
i 3q =qi

1-43



Frm Eq. 11-74, it follows that the first and the third terms of the

right-hand side of (b) cancel. Furthermore, Lagrange's equations

(11-43) may be written

- = -L (C)
dt aqi

(Note that in taking partial derivatives L is regarded as a function

of the independent variables (qi), (qi) &ad t whereas H is a function

of (qi), (pi) and t. Thus in forming -, the (qj) are kepc fixed for
dq1

all J different from i, furthermore, t and all q are kept fixed.) Hence

b) reduces to

di - E dpi- E p dqi - T dt (d)

Now Eq. 11-76 gives the independent variables on which H depends. Each

of these may be varied without varying the others. Hence, a comparison

of (a) and (d) gives Hamilton's Lquations of motion

dq1  i dp5 _ (11-77)
dt ' p1j' dt aqi

and the additional equation

aH aLa--l _- _aL (11-78;
at at

It may be seen that all the Hamiltonian equations for special examples

discussed in subsection 4 are special cases of Eqs. 11-77. Further-

more, Eqs. 11-66, 1.-72 are special cases of Eq. 11-78.

As in subsection 4 one finds

n-44



d-d+ a!E dP- i (e)
dt . i aq dt i aPi dt at

Hamilton's equations of motion and Eq. 11-78 then give

-i =i _ - _M (11-79)
dt at at

In particular: If L is not a function of time then H is not a function

of time either, and Eq. 11-79 states that F is invariant, i.e., an

integral of the motion. Eq. 11-61 is a special case of Eq. 11-79,

Eq. 11-75 gives a formal definition of H. To study the physical

meaning of H we consider the Lagrangian L - T - V. Here T stands

for the kinetic energy. Example 8 (charged particle in an electro-

magnetic field) shows that it is not always justifiable to call V

the potential energy. In particular, this example showed that H

is not equal to T + V. One should rather consider V as an integral

of the forces, i.e., the forces may be derived from V by the differ-

ential law (11-53).

Consider now the special case for which the forces are velocity

independent, Then V is a function of ql, "-- q* and t only, and the

generalized forces are given by the simple law

Q av (11-42)
aqj

By assumption

a- (f)



which implies

3L aT (g)

q 
j

Assume, furthermore, that Lhe constraints are independent of time.

It then follows from Eq. 11-35 that

dxk 4 xk dq(
" :qj c(h)

Since, in cartesian coordinates, the kinetic energy is

T -i 2 M

it follows from (h) that its expression in generalized coordinates is

of ihe form

£ dqi dq-
Tu - (11-80)iJl j dt dt

where the aij depend on the coordinates ql, --- qt only. In other words,

T is a homogeneous function of degree two in the ii. (The example of the

sliding bead shows that this statement is not true, in general, for time-

dependent constraints.) Then, by Euler's theorem for homogeoeous functions

(which may be verified directly from Eq. 11-80) and by (g), it follows

that

aT. 0)

. i i ' a4_ a2

Hence, under the above assumptions,

H - 2T - 1.- T + V (11-81)
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'Tus, when the forces are derivable from V, by the simple law (11-42)

and when the constraints are time-independent, it is justifiable to

call V the potential energy. The Hamiltonian I is then the total

energy, T + V. This remark applies to Examples 1, 3, and 6 in sub-

section 4. Furthermore, we note that if in addition L, and hence

H, is independent of time then the total energy is conserved, i.e.,

is an integral of the motion (cf. Examples I and 3).
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